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SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION
DIGALOGs Series 2040D comprises a line of functional test systems for
analog, digital, and mixed signal performance testing. Series 2040D systems
feature an integrated modular design approach utilizing four major subsystem
packages; a powerful Pentium based computer system; a unique modular
digital test system; a fully integrated analog test system; and a complete incircuit analog measurement system.
Series 2040D systems can be closely configured to meet the needs of
particular test requirements - digital, analog, or hybrid mixed signal
applications. Test program generation is similarly organized on a modular
basis. Both digital and analog program development are done using an easily
learned, interactive programming approach that can be effectively applied by
hardware oriented test engineers.
The ability to configure a Series 2040D system to fit a particular need is
complemented by the capability to readily expand or modify a given
configuration to meet changing test requirements.
The 2040D Block Diagram incorporates all of the subsystems available within
the 2040D Series including the computer system, analog Testhead, power
supply systems, memory replacement unit, and the in-circuit measurement
module.
COMPUTER SYSTEM
The Series 2040D Test System incorporates a Intel Pentium III based
computer system running on the Microsoft® Windows NT 4.0 multitasking
operating system. This combination provides an ideal hardware and software
foundation for the control and computing requirements of the Series 2040D
Test System, while providing the operator with a user-friendly graphical
interface. Memory management under Windows allows each application
the necessary memory to operate and easily switches from one application to
another. In addition, the graphical interface is consistent from one application
to another. When the operator becomes familiar with one Windows
application, he or she knows the essentials for learning any other Windows
application.
Series 2040D Test System
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Microsoft® Visual Basic V6.0 is used as a programming environment for the
Series 2040D Test System. It gives the programmer complete flexibility over
the test code and the user interface. By combining the simplicity of Basic
programming with graphical design tools, Visual Basic provides the
programmer with a quick and easy way to develop and maintain test
programs.
HARDWARE
The standard Pentium III computer configuration includes 128 Mb of system
memory, 3.5" 1.44 Mb floppy drive, 10Gb SCSI hard drive, 8Mb PCI bus
video card, 17" SVGA monitor, I/O controller (4 serial & 2 parallel), 101 key
keyboard, serial mouse, SCSI PCI interface, and ISA bus Testhead controller.
Optional features include:








Additional memory
10/100 MBit/Sec Ethernet card
52X CD-ROM reader
DAT tape backup system
24-Pin printer
56k V.32/V.42 modem
GPIB controller

The Testhead Controller board provides the Testhead to computer interface.
The controller includes an opto-coupled extension of the Pentium III
address and data buses to the Analog Testhead/Measurement system.
ANALOG TEST SYSTEM
The highly integrated Analog Test System is mostly contained within the
Analog Testhead module. Up to 23 functional boards plus the Amplitude
Measurement System (AMS), Time Measurement System (TMS), Measurement
Display Electronics (MDE), and the Power Supply System Interfaces plug into
the Testhead. The Analog Testhead features a rugged 1632 pin Patchboard
interface to the UUT fixture.
All functional and measurement system boards plug into the digital T-Bus
which provides the optically isolated bus extension link with the Computer
System. The 64 Channel Relay MUX, AMS, TMS, and MDE board assemblies
12
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also plug into the Testhead analog bus which handles all analog signal
interfacing between these boards. The result is a completely integrated, cablefree, fully shielded, Analog Test System.
Series 2040D Analog Test Systems include sophisticated power supply systems
which include internal Testhead power, isolated programmable UUT power,
and fixture power supply requirements. Up to five voltage/current
programmable UUT power supplies with continuously monitored high-low
limits can be installed in the system; standard ranges to 150 volts and 20 amps
maximum. A more detailed description of the power supply system is
provided later in this chapter.
All internal power supplies are monitored with fail safe shut down which is
automatically activated on violation of high/low limits. Product power supplies
and Patchboard supplies for fixturing are provided with hard disconnect relay
contactors. The sophisticated power monitoring systems provide protection for
both the Unit Under Test and the Analog Test System boards themselves.
SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
Series 2040D Systems are built with automatic self test (Selftest) and
calibration incorporated as a part of the initial design concept. Selftest
programs are designed to exercise and verify all functions of the Analog
Testhead and Power Supply systems.

Series 2040D Test System
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TESTHEAD ASSEMBLY
The Testhead is the heart of the Series 2040D Test System. This assembly
consists of:
 A 1632 pin Patchboard receiver interface.
 Analog T-Bus motherboard.
 Digital T-Bus motherboard.
 Internal Testhead Power Supply Controller.
 UUT power supply interface.
At the very top of the Testhead is the Patchboard receiver interface. This
1632 pin assembly is where the user connects and interfaces his product to
the tester. A Patchboard, containing appropriate pins and wiring for the
application, is used for that interface. Changing the tester from one UUT to
another is accomplished by changing Patchboard fixtures and test software.
The Patchboard receiver is divided into 24 slots. Each slot consists of 2
columns, each containing 34 rows of pins. The 68 pin slots are numbered
from left to right, as the user faces the front of the Series 2040D Test System.
Specific pin assignments for each slot may be printed by using the TRMan
program, which is covered later in this manual. Except for the measurement
system boards (Amplitude Measurement System (AMS), Time Measurement
System (TMS), and Measurement Display Electronics (MDE)), each Testhead
card occupies one slot. Measurement system cards do not plug into the
Patchboard receiver. Slot numbering assignments begin at 0, which is
occupied by the Power Supply System Interface. This leaves the remaining 23
slots (1 to 23) for functional test boards.
Columns of the Patchboard receiver are lettered from A to Z (excluding I and
O) and AA to ZZ (excluding II and OO). Rows of the Patchboard receiver are
numbered from 1 to 34. This allows the user to refer to specific pins of the
tester by using an alphanumeric nomenclature (e.g., A22, B32). Pin A1 is in
the upper left hand corner of the Testhead and pin ZZ34 is located in the
lower right (as viewed from the tester front).
Testhead cards plug directly into the Patchboard receiver pins via 68 contacts
placed on each card. Each card also contains 3 DIN type connectors for
plugging into the two motherboards of the Testhead.
14
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The measurement system cards occupy three special slots located in the
right side (as viewed from front of tester) of the Testhead. These slots are not
part of the normal Patchboard receiver interface in that these cards do not
connect to the pins of the receiver directly. Signals to the measurement system
boards are received from the analog T-Bus motherboard. Other cards, such as
the Relay Multiplexer Assembly (RMUX) place the signals onto the analog TBus. Measurement system boards do not have slot number assignments.
The analog T-Bus motherboard is located next to the Patchboard receiver,
towards the near side of the Testhead (as viewed from the tester front). As
mentioned earlier, this motherboard routes analog signals to and from various
boards within the Testhead. Some of the signals are the outputs of the Relay
Multiplexer Assemblies to the Amplitude Measurement System, and the
output of the Test Multiplexer (TMUX) via a line called Sig3 (for calibration and
verification during testing).
Another motherboard located in the Testhead is the digital T-Bus mother
board. This board provides an optically isolated extension of the testers
computer address and data lines to the Testhead boards. This allows the
Testhead to appear as part of the computers memory map. The digital T-Bus
motherboard is located just next to the Patchboard receiver, on the far side of
the Testhead (as viewed from the tester front). The optical isolation actually
occurs on a card called the Testhead Controller, which is located in the testers
computer. A 64 pin shielded cable connects the Testhead Controller to the
digital T-Bus motherboard.
TESTHEAD POWER SUPPLY CONTROLLER
The internal Testhead Power Supply Controller card is located in a special area
of the Testhead. This area is an enclosed box on the left side of the
Testhead.
CAUTION: This board has hazardous voltages on it.
The internal Testhead Power Supply Controller is responsible for distributing,
monitoring and controlling all of the voltages that the Testhead cards use
during testing. Additionally, this board controls the Patchboard power supplies
and interfaces them to the UUT power supply fault system.
Series 2040D Test System
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The DC power for the Testhead comes from linear power supplies, most of
which are located behind the testers computer. The power supply cables plug
into the internal Testhead Power Supply Controller card and are then routed
to the analog or digital motherboards. The AC power for the linear supplies is
also distributed to each supply through the internal Testhead Power Supply
Controller. This allows the controller to shut down all the power supplies in
the case of a fault. Faults are generated when the internal Testhead Power
Supply Controller detects a power supply voltage falling below, or going above
a preset level. Once a fault is detected, all of the Testhead power supplies are
crowbared and AC power is removed from them. The user has to cycle
power to the Testhead to recover from this state.
The Patchboard power supplies offer utility voltages (+5V@3A and
+/- 15V@0.8A) for use in powering either the UUT or circuitry located in the
fixture. These power supplies are programmed (on or off) using the PowerPB
functional call. The outputs of the supplies are also monitored for fault
conditions. A fault on the power supplies will only affect the UUT power
supply system (the Testhead power supplies are unaffected). If a fault is
detected, the Patchboard power supplies are disconnected from both the AC
power and the Patchboard. The supplies are also disconnected from the
Patchboard when they are programmed to an off state.
The Testhead Power Supply Controller also responds to a logic signal that
comes from a switch that detects whether the Patchboard handle is open.
When the handle is opened, all Patchboard utility supplies and UUT power
supplies are shut down and disconnected. The supplies can be restored by
programming with the appropriate functional call when the handle is closed. If
the Patchboard handle is open, attempts to program the supplies will generate
an error in the users program.
Slot 0 of the Testhead is reserved for UUT power supply connections,
Patchboard power supply connections, and connection of the voltage
calibration source (TDAC). This slot has a special card permanently installed.
This card translates some of the 68 pins of the slot to 5 Circular Plastic
Connectors (CPCs). The CPCs contain high current contacts that allow cables
to connect to power supplies located in the equipment bay of the tester.
Patchboard power supplies and the TDAC connections occupy the remaining
pins of this slot. Patchboard power supplies and TDAC connections are routed
through the analog T-Bus motherboard.
16
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Slot 1 of the Testhead also has a section of its 68 pins reserved. These pins are
used for Patchboard identification. See the PBID functional call later in this
manual for a further description of these pins.
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM CARDS
The Testheads measurement system gives the user the capability of easily
performing most analog measurements of voltages and/or waveforms. More
complicated measurements may be performed by using combinations of the
functional calls associated with the measurement system cards in a user
program. The measurement system cards consist of the:
Amplitude Measurement System (AMS)
Time Measurement System (TMS)
Measurement Display Electronics (MDE)
AMPLITUDE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM (AMS)
The AMS uses an analog to digital converter (A/D) with 16 bit resolution to
make measurements of DC voltages. It has a number of different modes that
allow the user to capture and condition the voltage being measured. These
are straight DC, filtered DC, DC and AC coupled RMS, and high speed
capture via a low acquisition time track and hold amplifier. The AMS has the
capability to start conversions based on a trigger supplied from the MDE.
Using the interrupt driven mode, the AMS can be used with the MDE and
computer system to digitize a waveform up to a rate of 8 kSPS. Samples taken
by the AMS are read back and stored in the computer until the specified
number of samples are taken. All readings are then returned to the calling
program for analysis. The sampling frequency is based on an external event or
clock using programmable triggers and the MDE. The normal functional call
used to program the AMS card is called AMS.
The AMS gets its voltage sources from the analog T-Bus motherboard. Those
voltages or signals are placed on the motherboard by the Relay Multiplexer
Assemblies. Selections of those signals are made by group multiplexers on
the AMS and are called SigA, Sig1, and Sig2. Two other signals of interest are
Sig3 and Sig4. Sig3 does not come from the Relay Multiplexer Assemblies. Its
source is the test multiplexer (TMUX) that is used for Selftest, calibration, and
other internal monitoring of voltages. Sig4 is the differential value of whatever
Series 2040D Test System
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voltages are multiplexed to Sig1 and Sig2. Programming of the group
multiplexers is part of the MUX functional call, i.e., the user selects which
signal path to route his signal to when the MUX functional call is run. The
AMS functional call selects which of the signals is to be routed to the A/D
converter.
The AMS card also contains circuitry that allows the user to trigger on voltage
waveforms on SigA, Sig1 and Sig2. The output of the programmable triggers is
then routed to the MDE card via the digital T-Bus motherboard. These outputs
are labeled TrigA, Trig1 and Trig2, and correspond to the inputs SigA, Sig1 and
Sig2. Programming the triggers is considered part of the MDE and is discussed
in further detail in that section. The reader can also refer to the TRIG
functional call section. Using triggered readings allows the user to arm the
AMS card and have a program continue its execution. Later in the program,
the user can use another AMS call to read the previously triggered reading.
Calibration of the AMS is done with the testers Selftest Assembly installed on
the Patchboard receiver. A precision voltage reference (TDAC), located in the
Selftest assembly, is routed through TMUX to Sig3 to calibrate the AMS card
itself. The TDAC is also used to calibrate the Relay Multiplexers inputs. Once
the AMS is calibrated, it is used to calibrate the rest of the testers voltage
resources.
MEGASAMPLES/DIGITIZING MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
The Digitizing Measurement System (DMS/MDMS) Assembly has two analog
to digital converter (A/D) channels each with 16-bit resolution used to make
amplitude measurements. These circuits can operate independently of
each other, synchronously with each other, or interleaved with each other.
The DMS can digitize input signals where the frequencies range from DC
to 48 kHz (DC to 500kHz for MDMS). There are four modes of operation
used by the functional calls to acquire the voltage readings. These modes are
continuous digitizing, triggered burst digitizing, triggered sampling, and singlereading mode. Triggering for the DMS/MDMS can come from any one of 6
inputs. These are the Trigger Matrix, a CPU write, the MDE, TrigA, Trig1 or
Trig2. The sampling rate is programmable from 0.02 Hz to 96 kHz (0.02 Hz to
1MHz for MDMS) using one of two Direct Digital Synthesizers (DDS)
dedicated to each channel. The A/D channels can both sample on the same
DDS frequency or independently based on separate DDS output frequencies.
18
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The sample rate can also be based on any one of the trigger inputs.
The DMS/MDMS gets its voltage sources from the Relay Multiplexer cards.
Selections of those signals are made by group multiplexers on the DMS/
MDMS and are routed to one of 3 signals called SigA, Sig1, and Sig2. SigA is
used only as a triggering input while Sig1 is routed to A/D channel #1 and
Sig2 is routed to A/D channel #2. Another input signal to the DMS/MDMS is
Sig3. The source of Sig3 is the test multiplexer (TMUX) and is used for Selftest,
calibration, and other internal monitoring of voltages.
The DMS/MDMS card also contains circuitry that allows the user to trigger on
voltage waveforms on SigA, Sig1 and Sig2. The output of the programmable
triggers is then routed to the MDE card and to each of the A/D channels.
These trigger outputs are labeled TrigA, Trig1, and Trig2. Both A/D channels
can run synchronously on the same trigger, or run independently on separate
triggers. Calibration of the DMS/MDMS is done with the testers Selftest
assembly installed on the Patchboard receiver. A precision voltage reference
(TDAC), located in the Selftest assembly, is routed through TMUX to Sig3 to
calibrate the DMS/MDMS card itself. The TDAC is also used to calibrate the
Relay Multiplexers inputs. Once the DMS/MDMS is calibrated, it is used to
calibrate the rest of the testers voltage resources.
64 CHANNEL RELAY MULTIPLEXER ASSEMBLY (RMUX)
The Relay Multiplexer Assembly contains 64 high impedance inputs arranged
as four 16 to 1 multiplexers. Input voltage ranges of 200, 20, 2 and 0.2 volts
are accomplished with on board, programmable gain amplifier circuitry. The
functional call used to program the Relay Multiplexer Assembly is called MUX
and is described later in this manual. The MUX functional call also controls the
group multiplexers on the AMS or DMS card. Selection of which signal (see
the AMS and DMS sections) the channel of the Relay Multiplexer Assembly is
routed to is controlled by this functional call. Note that one channel of the
Relay Multiplexer Assembly can be applied to one, two or all three signals. Or
the user could program three different channels to the three different signals.
The sixteen to one multiplexers of the Relay Multiplexer have break before
make circuitry to ensure that relays dont short two voltage sources together.
The break before make time is hardware controlled. The feature is not
programmable.
Series 2040D Test System
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MEASUREMENT DISPLAY ELECTRONICS (MDE)
The Measurement Display Electronics (MDE) is a unique feature that assists in
the quick development of waveform measurements. This is accomplished by
allowing the user to see what the tester has been programmed to see. The
program does this by using a visual display (typically an oscilloscope) on which
the waveform(s) of interest are displayed and are overlaid by intensified
regions representing the trigger points, trigger delays and measurement points
that the tester has been programmed to. This part of the MDE can be thought
of as a programmable, dual sweep, alternate trace oscilloscope. The visual
display is not necessary for the tester to test boards and is typically used during
test development.
As a programmable oscilloscope, the MDE has familiar features such as
sweeps, triggers and delays (also called trigger hold off). Programming the
MDE to display a waveform consists of:
setting the triggers (TRIG functional call, one call for each signal)
setting the sweep speed (SWEEP functional call, one call for each sweep)
setting the vertical amplitude (VERT functional call, one for each sweep)
setting the trigger hold off ( DELAY functional call, one call for each sweep)
setting the second trace starting mode (T2DEL functional call)
Each of the functional calls are described later in this manual.
The MDE has the capability of starting conversions on the AMS or DMS card
via a signal routed on the digital T-Bus motherboard. This signal comes from
the measurement MARK circuitry. The MARK is placed relative to the
beginning of the SWEEP and can be either on the first sweep or the second
sweep. When using the measurement MARK, the user must wait for the event
that causes MARK to occur. This is accomplished by using the time out
parameter in the AMS functional call. More details are available in the MARK
functional call description.
The MDE card also contains the circuitry used to determine which events
(triggers, end of delays, etc.) are to be routed to the Time Measurement
System. Programming this section of the MDE card is left to the DTIME and
FREQ functional calls.
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TIME MEASUREMENT SYSTEM (TMS)
The Time Measurement System (TMS) is the Series 2040 testers counter/
timer. It has the capability of making time (period) and frequency
measurements. Additionally, the TMS has the capability to count non-periodic
events.
The TMS card gets its input signals from the MDE card. Gating and
multiplexers on the MDE allow the user to select the period to measure, the
frequency to measure, or in the case of the functional call RATIO, both.
Programming of the multiplexers is handled by the DTIME or FREQ functional
calls. The DTIME and FREQ functional calls also return the readings taken to
the users program.
Counting of events can also be done using the TMS cards event counter and
the TCOUNT functional call. Events to count are determined by the trigger
circuitry on the AMS card. Which trigger output to count is selected by using
the multiplexers on the MDE card. See the TCOUNT functional call for more
details.
AUXILIARY RELAY (AUXRLY)/AUXILIARY FET (AUXFET)/HIGH CURRENT
RELAY (HCRLY)/HIGH CURRENT FET (HCFET) SWITCHING BOARDS
The Series 2040 offers a 32 channel Auxiliary Relay (AUXRLY) board for low
current analog and digital signal switching. A 32 channel Auxiliary FET
(AUXFET) board is used for power switching requirements.
The AUXRLY boards reed relays have low contact resistance, low input
capacitance, and high leakage resistance. Relays on this board are fully
isolated and have both sides of the relay connected to the Patchboard. The
AUXFET board provides 32 channels of optically isolated , bipolar VMOS,
power FETs to handle current switching operations.
For high current applications, the High Current Relay board (HCRly) and High
Current FET board (HCFET) are available. All boards in this family use the
AuxRly functional call to control the on or off state of each individual relay
(or FET.) This enables the designer/programmer to swap or substitute different
switching boards without changes to the test programming code.
Series 2040D Test System
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64 X 4 MATRIX RELAY BOARD (MRLY)
The Digalog Systems Matrix Relay board contains 256 relays organized in a 64
channel x 4 bus matrix . Up to 16 Matrix Relay boards may be placed into the
Testhead at a time. The Matrix Relay boards may be operated in any one of
five possible modes set by the MODMRLY functional call. Mode 0 is the most
flexible mode of the Matrix Relay board. It allows any channel to be
connected to any bus. A break before make feature is included, and can be
enabled or disabled by software control (Mode 1). The duration of the break is
programmable. Mode 2 emulates the Digalog Relay Multiplexer assembly.
Mode 3 allows a bus to be connected to one channel only and Mode 4 allows
a channel to be connected to one bus only.
The relays used on this board are instrument grade reed relays. They can be
individually switched on or off using the MRLY functional call. The power-on
and reset state of all relays is open, with the break before make feature
disabled.
One slot of the Digalog analog Testhead has 68 connections to the Patchboard
receiver. Of the 68, 64 of these connections are used for one side of the
matrix ( see the Matrix Relay block diagram). The remaining four receiver
connections are used for the other side of the matrix. This allows the user to
connect any number of 64 points to any of four buses. This also means that
any of the 64 points can be connected to any other of the remaining 63.
Circuitry on the Matrix Relay board will insure break before make operation
of the relays. This feature is software controlled and may be enabled/disabled
with the MODMRLY functional call.
A typical application of this board is to replace the auxiliary relay board when
switching to a common bus is desired. The Matrix Relay board allows the user
a higher relay density per analog Testhead slot used. Such an application might
be in pulling up (or down) high voltage UUT inputs (or outputs). Another
application for this board might be a multiplexer for external equipment used
in highly specialized applications.
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ANALOG SOURCE BOARD (ASB)
The Analog Source Board (ASB) is the Series 2040 testers primary resource
module for analog signals. The ASB is populated with 12 digital to analog
converters (D/As) and two arbitrary waveform generators (ARBs). Both types of
sources have an output range of +/- 16 volts. The D/As outputs are rated at
100 mA while the ARBs are rated at 50 mA. In addition to the analog signals,
two TTL level digital signals are provided with each ARB channel. These
signals can be used to synchronize to waveforms programmed into the ARB,
or they can be used in their own right as digital pulse waveforms.
The D/As are used to provide DC voltages to the unit under test (UUT). They
are programmed using the DA functional call, which is described later in this
manual. Using a dual rank register on the digital inputs, outputs of multiple
D/As on one board may be updated by using the appropriate functional call
syntax.
The arbitrary waveform generator (ARB) has multiple functional calls used to
control the output waveform. They are:
ARBPROG - Used in order to program a waveform using segments.
ARBSIN Provides a convenient way to program a sine waveform into the
ARB.
ARBGET Provides a means of getting data for ARBPUT.
ARBPUT Provides a quick means of programming using binary data.
FARBGET - Provides a means of getting data for FARBPUT.
FARBPUT - Uses floating point numbers, typically generated from
equations, for programming the ARB.
ARBFREQ - Sets the rate at which data is clocked to the ARBs D/A.
ARB Provides on/off control, selection of external start/stop inputs.
A typical programming sequence of an ARB would be to program the memory
(ARBPROG, ARBSIN, ARBPUT or FARBPUT), set the frequency of the memory
clock (ARBFREQ) and start the ARB (ARB functional call). To determine the
frequency used in the ARBFREQ functional call, the following may be used:
The ARB memory frequency is equal to the desired output waveform
frequency times the number of ARB memory locations used to create the
waveform.
Series 2040D Test System
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Fout = Fclock/(# of steps) or Fclock = Fout x (# of steps)
The TTL outputs of the ARB are programmed with the ARBPULSE functional
call. If these outputs are used in conjunction with the analog output of the
ARB, certain conditions should be observed:
1. The number of ARB memory locations used needs to be the same.
This means that the ARBSIN, ARBPROG, ARBPUT, or FARBPUT call
used has to have the same number of steps programmed as the
ARBPULSE call used for that channel.
2. The memory for the analog ARB output and the digital outputs uses
the same clock within that channel (i.e. ARB channel 0 and ARBPULSE
channels 0 and 1).
MULTIPLE SERIAL PROTOCOL BOARD (MSP)
The Multiple Serial Protocol (MSP) card has four sections. They are the
Patchboard identification, the test multiplexer (TMUX), the serial
communications section, and the Isolation Amplifier (ISOAMP) section.
The MSP card has circuitry to read back an identification field on the users
fixture. The PBID functional call, covered later in this manual, has more
information on this feature. Other cards such as the Instrumentation Amplifier
board and the TMUX Utility board have the same Patchboard identification
circuitry.
The test multiplexer (TMUX) section of this card multiplexes internal signals to
the Amplitude Measurement System (AMS), via SIG3, for calibration and test
purposes. The user can also use this resource to read the output of the
Isolation Amplifiers (ISOAMPs). Other cards such as the Instrumentation
Amplifier board and the TMUX Utility board have the same TMUX circuitry.
The TMUX functional call is used to select which channel of the TMUX is
routed to the AMS.
The serial communications section of the Multiple Serial Protocol (MSP) board
is designed to communicate with Units Under Test (UUTs) via a variety of
serial protocols. Included are RS-232C, asynchronous RS-422/RS-485, and
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Controller Area Network (CAN). Other protocols such as single wire UART
lines can also be used with this card. Three functional calls are associated with
the RS-232/RS-422/RS-485 section of the MSP board. They are
UARTPARAMS, SENDSERIAL and RECVSERIAL. UARTPARAMS sets up the
protocol and details of the serial data transmission while SENDSERIAL and
RECVSERIAL send and receive blocks of data. More information about these
functional calls is available later in this manual.
Custom serial protocols have been implemented using the MSP card. Contact
Digalog Systems at sales@digalogsys.com for more information.
The MSP card has four Isolation Amplifiers (ISOAMPs). These amplifiers have
differential inputs followed by a programmable gain stage. The output is then
fed through a programmable filter. The inputs of the amplifiers are floating
and can measure small voltage differences in the presence of large common
mode voltages. The Isolation Amplifiers share the functional call INST with the
Instrumentation Amplifier card. This functional call is covered later in this
manual.
DIGITAL INPUT/OUTPUT BOARD (DIO)
The Digital Input / Output (DIO) board provides the user the capability to
drive and read back TTL signals to the Unit Under Test (UUT). Each board has
32 drivers and 32 receivers. The functional calls associated with the DIO
divides the drivers and receivers into eight bit bytes for ease of programming.
Driver outputs can be placed into a tri-state condition on an individual basis
and are protected by series resistors. Receiver inputs are protected from
overvoltage conditions using diodes.
Data out to the Patchboard pins can be either clocked with an external signal
or clocked from the testers computer. Data can be strobed into the DIO via a
computer command, an external signal or can be derived from the output
clock. The receiver strobe can be delayed by using the on-board delay.
When using multiple DIO cards in a system, all clocks and strobes come from
the board designated as the master card. All other cards in the system will
get their clock and strobe from the digital T-Bus motherboard, which is driven
by the master. There is only one master in the system at any time. There must
always be a master designated, even if there is only one card in the system.
Series 2040D Test System
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Programming the DIO cards uses the following set of functional calls. If the
Testhead was in a just reset state, the order in which the functional calls are
shown will be how they normally appear in a program.
MASTER DVREN DVRDAT DVRCLK RSTROBE RCOMP -

Selects which board in the system will be the master for clocks
and strobes.
Enables the output drivers.
Sets or clears the outputs of the DIO. Data will appear after
the DVRCLK functional call.
Clocks the data programmed from the DVRDAT call to the
output pins of the DIO. All DIO cards in the system are clocked
by this signal.
Strobes the data at the Patchboard pins into the receiver
registers on the DIO card.
Reads the receiver registers and compares the data with data
given in the functional call. This allows the user to mask bits
whose state does not matter.

More details on the DIO functional calls can be found later in this manual.
OPEN COLLECTOR I/O / RELAY DRIVER BOARD (OCIO)
The Open Collector I/O (OCIO) board is designed to drive and receive high
voltage logic or digital signals. The board provides 64 open-drain outputs,
each capable of handling up to 50 volts. Each output pin may also serve as an
input, either to read back the state of the output driver or just as an input
(output driver at open or high impedance state). Each output can sink
currents up to 0.5 A (subject to total board power dissipation limits). The high
voltage and high current ratings of the OCIO allow it to serve as a relay driver
board.
Each driver has its own internal pull up resistor which can be:
a.) completely disconnected
b.) connected to an internal 5 volt bus
c.) connected to a voltage bus supplied from an external source.
Disconnecting the internal pull up resistor allows the use of an external pull up
resistor. Programming the OCIO card is accomplished with the following
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functional calls (usually in the order shown):
OCIORAIL - Selects which voltage bus, external or internal, the OCIO will be
using for its internal pull up resistors.
OCIOEN Enables or disables each channels internal pull-up resistors.
OCIODATA - Sets the output drivers to a conducting or non-conducting state.
OCIOREAD - Reads back the output voltages on each individual channel pin.
Then it returns data in a binary format where a 1 corresponds
to an output pin voltage of greater than 2.4 volts. More details
of these calls and additional functional calls are presented later
in this manual.
ADJUSTABLE DIGITAL INPUT/OUTPUT (ADIO)
The ADIO board supplies 32 channels of tri-state drivers along with 32
programmable level receivers. The drivers and receivers are used for general
purpose discrete (Boolean) testing at voltage levels from -15 to +15 volts.
Features:








32 programmable drivers, ±15 volts@24 milliamps
All drivers can be put into a high impedance (tri-state) condition
32 dual level receivers, levels programmable from +15 to -15 volts
External driver clock input
External receiver strobe input
Programmable delay on receiver strobe
Connection to Digalogs Trigger Matrix Bus for driver clock and
receiver strobe from other tester resources

The Adjustable Digital Input/Output (ADIO) board provides the user the
capability to drive and read back discrete or Boolean signals to the Unit Under
Test (UUT). Each board has 32 drivers and 32 receivers. Both driver and
receiver are capable of ±15 volt levels. The functional calls associated with
the ADIO divides the drivers and receivers into eight bit bytes for ease of
programming. Driver outputs can be placed into a high impedance condition
on a bit by bit basis. Both drivers and receivers are protected from overvoltage
conditions.
Signals out to the Patchboard pins can be either clocked with an external
Series 2040D Test System
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signal or clocked from the testers computer. Data can be strobed into the
ADIO via a computer command, an external signal or can be derived from the
output clock. This receiver strobe can be delayed using the on board delay
unit.
When using multiple ADIO cards in a system, or when using the ADIO with a
DIO card, all clocks and strobes come from the board designated as the
master card. All other cards in the system will get their clock and strobe
from the digital T-Bus motherboard, which is driven by the master. There is
only one master in the system at any time, and there must always be a master
specified.
TRIGGER MATRIX
The Trigger Matrix is a system-wide resource that interfaces with most cards
and resources of the Series 2040 Test System. The digital T-Bus motherboard,
the measurement cards, the digital test cards, and the source cards are all
involved. The Trigger Matrix system is broken down into the following areas:
 The Trigger Matrix Bus located on the T-Bus motherboard.
 The Trigger Matrix circuitry located on the Testhead cards.
 The Trigger Matrix CPU Interface located on the Internal Testhead
Power Supply Controller card.
The Trigger Matrix Bus (TMB) is composed of eight signal lines on the Digital
T-Bus motherboard. The following rules apply to the Testhead cards and
software using the TMB:
 Each line on the bus must be driven from a Testhead card in order
for any other card to receive a trigger signal.
 Only one card can drive a particular line at any given time.
 Any card can drive multiple TMB lines with separate trigger signals.
 Any number of cards may receive a trigger signal placed on a TMB
line.
 Any card may receive separate trigger signals on multiple TMB lines.
Each line of the Trigger Matrix Bus is pulled up to VCC via a 470 ohm resistor.
This pull up defines the non-driven state of the bus. A dual termination (one
on the Testhead Power Supply Control card, the other at the opposite end of
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the Digital T-Bus motherboard) helps preserve signal integrity. Capacitive
terminators are used in order to reduce power requirements during idle times.
VPWJ1850 Board
The VPW-J1850 board is a standard 16-bit 2040 card which provides sixteen
independent Variable Pulse Width (VPW) J1850 channels. This board is
designed so that multiple J1850 products may be tested concurrently. Up to
four VPW-J1850 boards may be placed into a 2040 tester.
The VPW-J1850 board uses a Motorola MC68331 microcontroller to provide
an interface between the host application and the J1850 Bus Controllers. Each
of the sixteen J1850 channels uses a Motorola MC68HC58 Data Link
Controller (DLC) as the link between the MC68331 and the J1850 bus. Each
DLC device is configured to operate in an interrupt mode. Each J1850
channel has a 4 kByte circular buffer to store received messages until they are
retrieved.
Thirty-two transmit message buffers are also available for downloading
messages which may be transmitted at a future time. Each channel may also
be configured to transmit any two of these download message buffers
periodically. Each of the channels periodic messages is configurable to
transmit a fixed number of times or continuously with periods ranging form
125 ms to 15.9 seconds in 125 ms increments.

SERIES 2040 POWER SUPPLIES
Series 2040 testers are equipped with a power supply system that integrates
the monitoring and control of the system Testhead power supplies, utility
Patchboard supplies, and programmable ATE power supplies and controllers.
TESTHEAD POWER SUPPLIES
Linear power supplies for internal Testhead power requirements.
UTILITY PATCHBOARD SUPPLY
A linear triple output supply (5V/3A, +/- 15 V/.8A) with system programmable
on-off control for UUT fixture utility use.
Series 2040D Test System
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PROGRAMMABLE ATE POWER SUPPLIES
Voltage programmable ATE power supplies are combined with UUT power
supply controller modules in most Series 2040 systems. This module provides
voltage programming and continuous monitoring of output voltage and
current. High and low limits can be programmed for supply and system
shutdown. The controllers disconnect relay allows the system to isolate the
UUT board from the supply for in-circuit test operation.
In addition, GPIB/HPIB Power Supplies may be added to provide additional
supply voltages either through the Patchboard connectors or directly to the
fixture. These supplies are controlled by a GPIB bus using a RCS (Relay
Control System). For more information about the RCS, consult the RCS
Manual Part #4200-0175.
TESTHEAD POWER SUPPLY CONTROLLER BOARD
The Testhead power supply controller monitors all Testhead power supplies for
both over and under voltage. On sensing an out of limit condition, the
controller action shuts down all Testhead, Patchboard, and ATE power
supplies. If the fault originates in the Patchboard power supply or the ATE
programmable power supply, the controller board shuts down all but the
internal Testhead supplies.
The controller also responds to four external logic signals:
1) The Patchboard open sensor.
2) CPU Patchboard supply on/off command.
3) Reset signals.
4) External Faults
All shutdowns, with the exception of an internal power supply fault, can be
restored by computer control command. Testhead internal power supplies can
only be reset by powering the Testhead AC power switch OFF, and then ON.
The source of first out failure is indicated by the absence of the appropriate
green LED indicator lamp viewable through the clear plastic window on the
left side of the Testhead.
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UUT P/S CONTROLLER MODULES
he UUT power supply controller modules provide program control, output
measurement, fault monitoring, and relay disconnect of ATE supplies. A
current loop is used to communicate between the 2040Ds computer and up
to five power supply controllers. They are rated to handle ATE supplies within
the range of 0 - 200 Volts and 0 - 30 Amps. Power supply output is routed
through the controllers mercury wetted disconnect relay before being cabled
to one of the five connectors on the Patchboard power supply distribution
assembly.
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MICROSOFT WINDOWS 98 / NT 4.0 OPERATING SYSTEM
DESKTOP

ELEMENTS OF THE DESKTOP:
MY COMPUTER - Selecting (double-clicking on) this icon provides a
display of the computers contents, the network structure (if present),
and access to the Control Panel, Printer setup, and Dial-up Networking
where applicable.
INBOX - For use with Microsoft Mail in multi-user systems.
RECYCLE BIN - Temporary storage area for deleted files. These files can
be restored after being deleted, or permanently deleted by emptying
the Recycle Bin.
START BUTTON - Used to start a Program, open a Document, display
or change system Settings, Find files or folders, get Help, Run selected
programs, or Shut Down the computer.
TASK BAR - This area between the Start Button and the clock is used to
display open applications. A typical Task Bar is shown below.
Start
Button
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ELEMENTS OF THE START BUTTON
PROGRAMS - When this option is selected with the mouse from the
Start Button, a vertical display of Program Groups and individual
programs is displayed as shown below:

These groups correspond to the Program Group Icons on the desktop
of a computer running Windows V3.X, and are designated by an arrow
to the right of the folder. To open a group, drag the mouse over the
desired group and release the left mouse button. A second vertical
display will appear with the contents of the selected Program Group.
An individual program, such as MS-DOS Prompt, Windows Explorer, or
an individual program listed under one of the Program Groups, can be
opened by dragging the mouse over the desired program and
releasing the left mouse button.
DOCUMENTS - When Documents is selected from the Start Button, a
list of some of your most recent edited documents is displayed. To
open one of these documents, drag the mouse over the list and release
the left mouse button over the desired selection. The parent
application will automatically activate itself, and the selected document
will be opened.
Series 2040D Test System
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SETTINGS - When this option is selected, a short menu appears with a
choice of the Control Panel, Printers setup, and the Taskbar, as shown
below.

The Control Panel is used to configure the operating system, and will,
be discussed in detail later in this section. The Printers option is
specifically aimed at selecting and configuring the system printers. If the
Taskbar is selected, a dialog box appears with options to configure the
Taskbar and Start menu.
FIND - This option can be used to find a specific file on a specific
drive, similar to the Search option under the File menu in the Windows
V3.X File Manager. This option can also be used to find a specific
computer on a network.
HELP - The Help option displays a dialog box with options for a brief
tutorial and standard help topics, or an index to search for help on
specific words or phrases.
RUN - When the Run option is selected, a dialog box appears with a
drop-down list of system information programs. A browse feature is
also included to allow the user to search for a specific program.
SHUT DOWN - This option is used to quit Windows and turn off the
computer as shown on the next page.
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On some systems utilizing a network, a fourth option will be displayed
to Close all programs and log on as a different user.
ELEMENTS OF A WINDOW
TITLE & MENU BARS - The Title Bar contains the name of the
application or document, and three window buttons as shown below.
Title Bar

Maximize
Minimize

Menu Bar

These buttons are used to minimize the application to the Task Bar,
maximize the application to cover the full screen, or close the
application. The Menu Bar contains pull-down menus that vary from
application to application.
TOOLBAR - A series of buttons used as shortcuts to commonly used
commands. The toolbar from the standard Windows 95 / NT 4.0
Control Panel is shown below.
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SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
CONTROL PANEL - The Control Panel is the primary tool in Windows
for configuring system appearance, hardware, software,
communications, and networks. The components displayed in the
Control Panel will vary with the hardware and software installed in the
system. A typical Control Panel is shown below:

Since all of the items in the Control Panel do not apply to every system,
only a few of the more important items will be discussed here.
Add New Hardware - Allows the user to install new hardware (hard
drives, modems, etc.) in the system and let Windows 98 / NT 4.0
search for the new items and configure them.
Display - Allows the user to select active and inactive window colors,
background colors, a screen saver, or display type.
Modems - Allows the user to install an internal or external modem in
the system and let Windows 98 / NT 4.0 search for the modem and
configure it for type, baud rate, parity, etc.
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Network - Provides the user with a selection of common network
protocol configurations, identifies the computer to the network, and
allows the computer to share resources.
Printers - Allows the user to add and/or configure system printers.
System - This program is divided into four sections:
General - General information about the system.
Device Manager - Allows the user to view the properties of all of
the devices in the system and remove these devices if necessary.
Hardware Profiles - Allows the user maintain multiple hardware
configurations which can be selected at startup.
Performance - Provides general performance information and
allows the user to monitor the usage of the file system and
graphics adapter. This routine also allows the user to manually
configure the swap file for virtual memory or let the Windows
98 operating system perform this task automatically.
Windows 98 REGISTRY - The Windows 98 Registry contains the
system information that was provided by the Win.ini and System.ini
files in Windows V3.X. From the Start Button, select the RUN option.
From the pull-down menu, select regedit. A screen will appear
allowing the user to view or change the contents of the system Registry.

NOTE: Information in the Registry should not be changed by the user
without a thorough knowledge of the contents and purpose of the
Registry. Consult the Microsoft Windows 98 Resource Kit for details.
Series 2040D Test System
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Windows NT 4.0 REGISTRY - The Windows NT 4.0 Registry
contains the same corresponding information as the Windows 98
Registry. However, under the Windows NT operating system, Digalog
has added all of the configuration and information (.ini) files for
Digalog software and hardware into the Windows NT Registry as well.
Examples of the Digalog entries in the System Configuration and User
Configuration sections of the Windows NT 4.0 Registry are shown
below.
User Configuration Information - This section contains the
preferences and configuration values set by the systems current user.
This includes all window position and size data, current project
information, and user-selectable software preferences. Options in this
area will be kept separate for each user on a system, and an
appropriate default value must be available if a key has not yet been
initialized by the current user. Application subkeys might be
customized for individual application needs.
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System Configuration Information - This section contains the settings
and configuration values for a specific tester and the software packages
installed on it. It includes all hardware information, computer resources
used by the controller(s), and software installation data.

NOTE: The above graphics display typical Digalog configurations.
Actual configurations will vary from tester to tester depending on the
available resources and software installed. These graphics display only
the Digalog additions to the Windows NT 4.0 Registry. They do not
display any of the standard operating system entries. Information in the
Registry should not be changed by the user without a thorough
knowledge of the contents and purpose of the Registry. When
modifying the Windows NT 4.0 entries, consult the Microsoft
Windows NT 4.0 Resource Kit for details.
Digalog software enters and maintains the Digalog entries in the
Registry. If the Digalog entries are to be manually modified for any
reason, contact Digalog Systems for information and assistance.
Series 2040D Test System
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ADMINISTRATIVE TOOLS
The Windows NT Workstation 4.0
operating system includes a set of
administrative tools for customizing
and maintaining the system. Each will
be briefly discussed here. For a more
detailed explanation, consult the Microsoft Windows NT Workstation 4.0
Resource Kit.
Backup - This option from the Tools menu allow the operator to
backup system data or the entire system using the Ntbackup
command. Scheduled backups can be programmed during hours when
the computer is normally unattended. This option requires a Tape
Backup drive.
Disk Administrator - This tool
allows the operator to view,
create, partition, and format
each logical drive on the hard
drive. The partitions are
displayed graphically as shown
to the right. This utility can
also group multiple areas of
free disk space on one or
more hard drives to create a
volume. These volumes are
assigned a drive letter and can be used as though they were one
contiguous area.
Event Viewer - This option from the Administrative Tools menu can be
used to view significant events happening in the system or even in
individual applications. These events can range from creating or
deleting files to invalid logon attempts for security reasons. The events
are tracked by a system log, application log, or security log. The events
that are logged by each type can be reviewed by the Event Viewer.
Performance Monitor - The Performance Monitor allows the operator
to chart the system activity by using a series of counters to track data.
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This data can include currently running processes waiting for CPU
time, network communication, printing, etc. This routine can also
trigger warning messages or start procedures whenever a specified
threshold is reached. This data can be logged and reviewed, or used by
other applications.
Remote Access Administration - This option allows an operator with
the proper security validation to use the Remote Access Service (RAS)
feature of Windows NT Workstation to dial in and perform
administrative duties. These administrative tasks can include the
execution of programs, setting up sharing or restriction of the file
system, or making changes in the system registry.
User Manager - The User Manager option allows the system
administrator to grant, modify, or revoke individual users accounts and
policies. The user account includes access to files and directories, use
of system resources such as printers, or access to the registry. The
operator should have a thorough knowledge of this utility before
adding or modifying user accounts.
Windows NT Diagnostics - This utility (shown on the next page) can
be used to display system information in an easy to read and
understand format. This dialog includes the Version, System, Display,
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Drives, Memory, Services, Resources, Environment, and the Network if
present.
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NOTE: All Digalog software is currently written in
Visual Basic 5.0. For this reason, the following
section references VB 5.0 as the programming
environment. Some of the new test systems being
shipped will have Visual Basic 6.0 installed on them.
All of the current Digalog software written in VB 5.0,
such as AutoGen and Cyclops, is fully compatible
with the VB 6.0 environment.
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MICROSOFT® VISUAL BASIC
Microsoft Visual Basic is used as a programming environment for the Series
2040D Test System. It gives the programmer complete flexibility over the test
code and the user interface. By combining the simplicity of Basic
programming with graphical design tools, Visual Basic provides the
programmer with a quick and easy way to develop and maintain test
programs.
VISUAL BASIC FUNDAMENTALS
To open Visual Basic from the Start Button, click on the button, drag the
mouse from Programs to the Visual Basic 5.0 Menu, and then to the Visual
Basic 5.0 application. Release the mouse button, and the Visual Basic main
window will be displayed as shown below.
Menu Bar
Toolbar

Properties
Window

Toolbox

Form

Project
Explorer

This window displays all of the main elements of Visual Basic. Each of these
will be briefly discussed in the following section. The program also comes with
Visual Basic Books On-Line which is accessed through the Help pull-down
menu from the Menu bar. This option includes all of the normal Visual Basic
documentation such as the Visual Basic Programmers Guide and Language
Reference books.
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MENU BAR
File Menu - The File Menu from VB5.0
contains options to create a New Project,
Open an existing Project, Add a Project to
the existing Project Group, Remove a
Project from the existing Project Group,
Save a Project Group, Save a Project Group
As another name, Save a form, Save a Form
As, and the standard Windows NT Print
options. It also contains options for
compiling the project into an executable
and creating a Project Group from the open
projects.
Note: Both the Save Sample.frm and Save
Sample.frm As options and the Make
Sample.exe option use the current Project
or Project Group name, and these names
will change as the Project or Project Group
name changes.
Edit Menu - The Edit Menu from VB5.0
contains the usual UnDo, ReDo, Cut, Copy,
Paste, Delete, and Select All options. The
Find, Find Next, and Replace options are
used to search for text strings within the
project. If the search is successful, the Find
dialog disappears and VB5.0 highlights the
desired text.
The Indent and Outdent options are used to
shift a block of highlighted text to the next
tab stop to the right (Indent) or the left
(Outdent). The Insert File option is used to
insert a file (composed of text) at a location
specified by clicking the text tool.
The List Properties/Methods option displays
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a list box containing the properties and methods available for the
object that precedes the period(.). The List Constants option displays a
list box containing the valid constants for a selected property. The
Quick Info command displays the syntax for a variable, function,
statement, method, or procedure which has been selected from the
Code window. Parameter Info displays information about the
parameters of the initial function or statement. The Complete Word
option instructs Visual Basic to complete the remainder of a word once
enough letters in the word have been entered for recognition. The last
option from the Edit Menu is Bookmarks. This option allows the
programmer to create, remove, or manipulate bookmarks in the code
window.
View Menu - The View Menu contains
options for viewing the various parts of the
project. The Code and Object options will
display the active object or code behind the
active object for the current project. The
Definition option displays the location of a
selected variable or procedure in the Code
window. Last Position allows the
programmer to jump to a previous location
in the Code window. The Object Browser
displays a dialog showing all of the classes
available to the project.
The Immediate Window option displays
debugging information for troubleshooting
purposes. The Locals Window displays the
variables in the current stack and their
individual values. The Watch window displays the current watch
expressions for debugging purposes. The Stack option displays the
currently running procedures in the application.
The Project Window, Properties Window, and Form Layout Window
options force the display of each of these windows respectively. These
windows will be discussed separately later in this section. The
Properties Pages option displays a dialog containing a Property or
group of Properties as an alternative to the Properties Window.
Series 2040D Test System
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The Toolbox and Color Palette options are used to display their
respective dialogs. The Toolbars option is used to display the various
Toolbar groups or design a custom Toolbar.
Project Menu - The Project Menu is used to
add or remove various options to/from the
project. A new or existing Form, MDI Form,
Module, Class Module, Property Page, User
Document, Active X Designer, or File can be
added. The Add File option is very useful to
add a list of *.bas files to the project. These
files add declarations and subroutines to the
project and eliminate needless code when
using Digalog functional calls. The Remove
Form option allows the programmer to
remove the active form from the project.
The References option allows the addition of
specific libraries to the project while the
Components option allows the addition of controls to the Toolbox. The
Project Properties option displays a dialog with General information,
Make file information, and Compiler information.
Format Menu - The Format menu contains
options for aligning, sizing, and manipulating
graphics, controls, etc. The Order option even
allows the programmer to send objects to the
back or bring them to the front when
overlapping objects are desired. When the
objects are set in the desired locations, the
Lock Controls option can be used to lock the
objects in their current positions.
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Debug Menu - The Debug Menu allows
the programmer to Step Into, Step Over, or
Step Out of procedures, Add or Edit
Watches, and Toggle or Clear Breakpoints
while debugging code. The Set Next
Statement can be used to skip or bypass
sections of code during the Debug process.
The Show Next Statement displays the
next statement to be executed.
Run Menu - The Run menu allows the
programmer to Start a program, Start the
program after a Full Compile, Break a
program, End a program, and Restart a
program after it was interrupted for any
reason. These operations are usually
controlled using the VCR type controls
located on the Toolbar.
Tools Menu - The Tools menu contains the
options to Add a Procedure or display
Procedure Attributes. It also contains the
Menu Editor to generate all of the Menu
Bar options and submenu options. In
addition, the Options selection displays a
dialog for configuring the default settings
for the Visual Basic Development
Environment as shown below.
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Add-Ins Menu - This menu contains
options for invoking the Visual Data
Manager, the Report Designer, and the
Add-In Manager. The Data Manager allows
easy manipulation of data in VB50. Report
Designer uses Crystal Reports to generate
reports. The Add-In Manager tool is used
to include or delete specific add-ins for the
project.
Window Menu - The Split option splits
the code window in half horizontally
when the window is active. The Tile
Horizontally, Tile Vertically, and Cascade
options are only available in the MDI
mode. Arrange Icons arranges the icons of
all minimized windows in the lower left
corner of the window. The Window List
displays a list of the open windows in the
project.
Help Menu - This menu contains
the options for opening the
Microsoft Visual Basic Help Topics,
Books On-Line, Obtaining
Technical Support, Microsoft on the
Web which links directly to the
Web through the Internet Explorer
(if installed), and the normal
Windows About window. Books
On-Line includes all of the normal
documentation that is shipped with Visual Basic V5.0.
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TOOLBAR
The buttons displayed on the toolbar correspond to frequently used
commands in Visual Basic, and are intended as a quick method of selecting
these commands rather than use the drop-down menus. The commands
corresponding to each of the buttons are shown below. Note, all of the tools of
the optional toolbars from the View menu are shown.
Add Standard .exe Project. Adjacent drop-down menu can be
used to select optional project types.

Add Form. Adjacent drop-down menu can be used to add
additional objects to the project.

Displays the Menu Design window.
Opens a new project.
Saves a project group.
Cut.
Copy.
Paste.
Series 2040D Test System
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Find.
Undo.
Redo.
Start Project
Break.
End Project.
Display the Project Explorer.
Display the Properties Window.
Display the Form Layout Window.
Open the Object Browser.
Display the Toolbox.
Bring to Front.
Send to Back.
Align Left. Adjacent drop-down menu can be used to align
graphics, controls, etc.
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Align Horizontally. Adjacent drop-down menu can be used
to Align Vertically as well.

Make Height Same Size. Adjacent drop-down menu can be
used to Make Width Same Size or both Height
and Width.

Lock Controls.
Toggle Breakpoint.
Step Into (Single Step).
Step Over (Procedure Step).
Step Out.
Displays the Locals Window.
Displays the Immediate Window.
Displays the Watch Window.
Quick Watch.
Call Stack.
List Properties/Methods.
List Constants.
Quick Info.
Parameter Info.
Series 2040D Test System
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Complete Word.
Indent.
Outdent.
Comment Block.
Uncomment Block.
Toggle Bookmark.
Next Bookmark.
Previous Bookmark.
Clear All Bookmarks.

PROJECT WINDOW
Every time a new project is started, a project window for that project is
created containing the form, code modules, and custom control files that
comprise the new or current project or project group. When Visual Basic is
first started, a default project
window is generated as shown to
the right.
The window also contains two
buttons for displaying project
related information. The View
Form button allows you to
display the form selected from the
project window. If more than one
form is associated with the,
project, use the mouse to
highlight the desired form, and select the View Form button. The View
Code button allows the programmer to view the actual programming code
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for the selected file. The code appears in a different dialog box, which allows
the programmer to add, delete, or modify the code for the selected file. Again,
use the mouse to highlight the desired file, then select the View Code
button. The graphic below shows the code behind frm5B as indicated on the
project window.
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TOOLBOX
When a new project is opened, Visual Basic creates a blank
form which it calls Form 1. This form serves as a scratchpad
area for graphics such as scroll bars, file lists, etc.. These
graphic objects are created on the form using the tools from
the Visual Basic Toolbox as shown to the right. For example, if
a horizontal scroll bar is required by the application, click on
the Horizontal Scroll Bar tool, and a horizontal scroll box
appears on Form 1. The scroll bar may be sized by dragging
the sizing handles on the corners and sides of the graphic using
the mouse.
All of the tools in the toolbox shown to the right work in
basically the same manner. Each tool can be identified by
placing the mouse pointer over the tool, and a small prompt
will appear with the name of the tool. The blank space is left
for the addition of another tool, The Toolbox may also be
expanded to include additional tools from Visual Basic
Professional Edition or a third party vendor using the
Components option from the Project menu.
PROPERTIES WINDOW
This window contains all of the
properties of any of the objects in
the form, or the properties of the
form itself. To select an object,
click on the down arrow next to
the object designation box as
shown to the right, and Visual
Basic responds with a choice of
Form 1 itself or the scroll bar
generated in the previous example.

Object
Box

Properties
List

The properties may be arranged in
Settings
alphabetical order or categorized
Explanation
Boxes
by clicking on the appropriate
folder. To change one of the properties, click on that property in the properties
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list and the current selection will appear in the Settings box. When the down
arrow next to the Settings box is selected, the available options are displayed
in a pull-down window. If a new property is selected, it immediately becomes
a property of the selected object, and any changes will be displayed on Form
1 (or whatever form or object was selected). If the property to be changed is
text, the Settings box becomes a text entry field. The text box on the bottom
of the Properties Window will contain a brief explanation of the property
selected. If more information is required, consult the Visual Basic
Programmers Guide or the Books On-Line option from the Help menu.
FORM LAYOUT WINDOW
The Form Layout Window shows a
representation of the size and location of the
active form in the project at run-time, as
shown to the right. The size may be changed
by dragging the handles of the form itself.
The location of the form may be changed by
modifying the StartUpPosition property in
the Properties Window.
FUNCTIONAL CALLS
In Visual Basic, the Functional Calls are subroutines that talk to the Testhead.
Most of the Functional Call subroutines are written in the C programming
language. Functional Calls pass data back and forth between your test program
and the electronic circuitry in the tester.
Each Functional Call consists of a Call statement, the name of the subroutine,
and a list of variables, constants, or expressions called the parameter list. Most
of the Functional Calls are used as commands to control the tester by
processing and passing the parameters from your program to the Testhead. A
few of the Functional Calls are used to take measurements by processing data
from the Testhead and sending it back to your program in the parameter list.
To use Functional Calls, you need to know the names of the subroutines
(procedures) and the parameters they require. These subroutines are located
in libraries of procedures called dynamic-link libraries (DLLs). Since these
Series 2040D Test System
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libraries are usually not always part of Visual Basic, the procedures must be
declared before they can be called. In addition, any variables included in the
procedure must be specified. For example, the DA functional call has the
following Visual Basic declaration:
Public Sub DA(ByVal Chan As Integer, ByVal Volts As Integer)
The declaration sets the variables Chan and Volts as integers. This Functional
Call provides a DC voltage output from the Analog Source Board. When you
use this Functional Call in your program, you replace the parameter names
Channel and Voltage with the constants, expressions, or variables of your
choice to get the desired effect.
If the procedure is written to return a variable, it must be declared as a
function as follows:
Declare Function VBPtd (ErrorCount, TestDescription, DeviceNumber,
TestNumber, Address, Expected, Actual) As Integer
Functional calls written as subroutines may also pass back values in their
parameter list (i.e. AMS call). In Visual Basic, it is necessary to specify all of the
parameters for the functional calls.
Since entering all of the necessary declarations can be error prone and time
consuming, use the Add File option from the Project menu to add a file called
analog32.bas to the Project Box. The file will automatically load whenever
the project is opened. For example, whenever using the Digalog functional
calls MUX or DA, add analog32.bas to the project box. The declarations for
the Digalog calls will then be globally loaded into memory and the individual
declarations are unnecessary.
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TYPICAL FUNCTIONAL HARDWARE CALLS
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub Mux(ByVal Chan As Integer, ByVal Signal As Integer, ByVal Range As
Double)

CALL MUX(Chan, Signal, Range)
WHERE:

Chan
Signal

Range

=

Input multiplexer channel

=
=
=

0
1
2

TRIGA
SIG1
SIG2

=
=
=
=

100
10
1
.1

100V
10V
1V
100mV

Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub DA(ByVal Chan As Integer, ByVal Volts As Integer)

CALL DA(Chan, Volts)
WHERE:

Chan
Volts

=

DA channel

=

Voltage output desired
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EXAMPLE PROGRAM
Testing consists mostly of applying stimulus, measuring the resulting output,
and comparing the result to a defined limit. Here is an example of how a
program is created and executed. The program tests a VCO (voltage controlled
oscillator) by supplying a control voltage from a D/A, checks the D/A output
voltage with the Amplitude Measurement System (AMS), measures the output
frequency with the Time Measurement System (TMS), and compares the
readings to limits. Since the project box contains the analog32.bas file, the
global declarations are already loaded and the individual declarations are
unnecessary.
Label1 and Label2 are controls previously placed on the form.
Sub Form Load ()
Dim v As Double
Dim f As Double

 declares variable v as an 8 byte floating point
 number
 declares variable f as an 8 byte floating point
 number

Call Da (10, 3.45)
 sets D/A channel 10 to 3.45 volts
Call Mux (25 ,1, 10)  sets Mux channel 25 to sig1 at the 10 volt range
Call Ams (v, 1, 1, 0, 0)
sets the AMS to read sig1 voltage
If v << 3.40 Or v >> 3.50 Then
 compares the variable to limits
Label1.Caption = Incorrect Control Voltage
Else
 displays the proper message
Label1.Caption = Correct Control Voltage
End If
Call Mux (26, 2, 1)
 sets Mux channel 26 to Sig2 at the 1 volt range
Call Freq (f, 2, 2, 1)
 measures trig 2 for 1 millisecond and
 returns f in hertz
If f << 9990 Or f >> 10010 Then  compares the variable to limits
Label2.Caption = VCO Output Incorrect
Else
 displays the proper message
Label2.Caption = VCO Output Correct
End If
End Sub
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ERROR HANDLING
Functional Calls and Visual Basic may produce a variety of error codes. Some
of these reflect programming errors, such as Error #099:148, (Sweep) - No
such trace. These can only be corrected by fixing the problem. Other error
codes, such as Error #099:105 NO AMS BOARD, indicate a hardware error
in the Testhead. These are usually caused by a power supply shutdown due to
a short on the Patchboard, and are corrected by briefly turning off the tester.
Many error codes, such as Error #099:103 (AMS) Overvoltage, are due to
conditions at the Patchboard and may result from a program error, Patchboard
wiring error, or failure of the unit under test.
Functional Calls are not the only program statements that can produce errors.
A large number of error codes are built into the Windows operating system
and the Visual Basic programming language. Visual Basic error codes begin
with 0, for example Error #35 - Sub or Function not defined. These errors are
listed in the Visual Basic Language Reference Manual.
If an error occurs during the execution of a program, Visual Basic will normally
display an error message and halt the execution of the program. To prevent
this from happening, the programmer can take advantage of the errorhandling features of Visual Basic to trap the errors and correct or dismiss the
error. An error trap is enabled whenever Visual Basic executes an On Error
Goto Label where Label can be any specified identifier in the programmers
code. Once this statement is invoked, it remains active during the period that
the procedure that invoked it remains active. The error handling routine
(Label) can contain statements such as If...Then...Else to make decisions
regarding the error, or it can use the Resume statement to loop back to the
statement where the error occurred. For more information, refer to the Visual
Basic Programmers Guide.
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Patchboard - Tester/UUT Interface
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THE PATCHBOARD - TESTER/UUT INTERFACE
Software is provided on each Series 2040D Functional Test System to permit
users to obtain or define information about the systems resources. The
resources obtained or defined are used to generate a Patchboard Interface
Map. These resources may also be saved to a project specific file to be used
by other Digalog Systems tester applications. The program is called
TRMAN.EXE and is accessed through an icon in the Digalog program group.
Specifically, the software is capable of printing out a Patchboard Map
containing Patchboard pin mnemonics by either automatically interrogating
the Tester for its resources, or by asking the user to define the testers
resources. Additionally, the resources may be saved to a file for use by other
Digalog applications.
EXECUTING TRMAN
From the program manager, open (double click on) the Digalog program group
icon and select (double click on) the TRMAN icon. The screen shown below
will appear. Click on the Options menu, and a pull-down menu will be
displayed prompting for a choice of the following: Link to tester, Automatic
generation, Manual generation, View Testhead configuration, View Power
Supply Configuration, View Pin Definitions.
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LINK TO TESTER
Located under the options menu, the Link to Tester routine will toggle the
link between the application and a tester. When this item is checked, the
application assumes a Testhead is present and enables Automatic generation.
When using Tester Resource Manager on a development computer that is not
connected to a Digalog tester, this item should never be checked since it could
corrupt certain memory locations.
AUTOMATIC GENERATION
If Automatic generation is selected under the Options menu, the program
scans the tester for its resources, then updates the map of the Patchboard as
shown below. Tester resources required to generate the Patchboard Map plus
any other tester resources can also be saved to a resource file on the hard
drive or printed out. Link to Tester must be selected for this option to work.

All programmers writing code for the system should be familiar with this map,
since it is the actual available configuration of the Patchboard.
MANUAL GENERATION
If Manual generation is selected, the screen on the next page will be
displayed. Note that the Power Supply Distribution board is always in slot 0.
From this utility, any system configuration may be generated or emulated. It is
the users responsibility to make sure that the generated configuration is valid.
The Programmable power supplies (maximum of five) may be defined in terms
Series 2040D Test System
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of maximum voltage and current once a Programmable Power Supply is
selected (spin control). With Volts or Amps selected, the jog shuttle located to
the right modifies the selected value. Checking the AMS, TMS or MDE
checkboxes will select the Amplitude Measurement System, Time
Measurement System or Measurement Display Electronics measurement
boards respectively. The rest of the Testhead is displayed in table format by slot
number. The Description and Board Number drop-down menus are directly
linked to, and will modify the table. The Clear All button will clear all
configuration items.
Board Codes are specific identifiers for the particular board selected for that
slot. Board Numbers are used to define the resources of that particular board.
For example, if there are two of the same type of board in the system, board
numbers zero and one, the resources of board one will be numbered over and
above those of board number zero. In other words, for a Relay Multiplexer
Board containing sixty-four channels, board zero channels would be labeled
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zero through sixty-three and board one channels would be labeled sixty-four
through one hundred and twenty-seven.
The table is directly linked to the slot drop-down menu, therefore any slot
changes in either place will be reflected in the other.
VIEW PIN DEFINITIONS
This utility from the Options menu explains the mnemonics used in the
Patchboard map.
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VIEW POWER SUPPLY CONFIGURATION
This option displays a dialog of all of the available power supplies.
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VIEW TESTHEAD CONFIGURATION
This utility displays the entire Testhead configuration in an organized format,
as shown below.
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PRINT UTILITY
This utility allows printing of the
Patchmap, Testhead configuration
and pin definitions.
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PROGRAMMING
The following sections contain the block diagrams, functional calls, and
specifications for each board in the Series 2040 Test System Testhead. Visual
BasicTM calls are shown for each board and follow this example format:
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub AuxRly(ByVal Channel As Integer, ByVal State As Integer)

Call AuxRly(Chan, State)
WHERE:

Chan

State

=
=

0
0

to 31, (1 Auxrly or Auxfet board)
to 63, (2 boards), etc.

=
=

0
1

Turn relay off.
Turn relay on.

The Visual Basic declaration is not necessary when the proper .bas files are
included in the project, as explained on page 60. The functional call
parameters (Chan and State in this example) are explained for each call. An
example of an actual usage of each functional call is also included.
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ADJUSTABLE DIGITAL INPUT/OUTPUT
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ADIO BLOCK DIAGRAM
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ADJUSTABLE DIGITAL INPUT/OUTPUT (ADIO)
The ADIO board supplies 32 channels of tri-state drivers along with 32
programmable level receivers. The drivers and receivers are used for general
purpose discrete (Boolean) testing at voltage levels from -15 to +15 volts.
Features:
 32 programmable drivers, ±15 volts@24 milliamps
 All drivers can be put into a high impedance (tri-state) condition
 32 dual level receivers, levels programmable from +15 to -15 volts
 External driver clock input
 External receiver strobe input
 Programmable delay on receiver strobe
 Connection to Digalogs Trigger Matrix Bus for driver clock and
receiver strobe from other tester resources
The Adjustable Digital Input / Output (ADIO) board provides the user the
capability to drive and read back discrete or Boolean signals to the Unit Under
Test (UUT). Each board has 32 drivers and 32 receivers. Both driver and
receiver are capable of 15 volt levels. The functional calls associated with the
ADIO divides the drivers and receivers into eight bit bytes for ease of
programming. Driver outputs can be placed into a high impedance condition
on a bit by bit basis. Both drivers and receivers are protected from overvoltage
conditions.
Signals out to the Patchboard pins can be either clocked with an external
signal or clocked from the testers computer. Data can be strobed into the
ADIO via a computer command, an external signal or can be derived from the
output clock. This receiver strobe can be delayed using the on board delay
unit.
When using multiple ADIO cards in a system, or when using the ADIO
with a DIO card, all clocks and strobes come from the board designated
as the master card. All other cards in the system will get their clock and strobe
from the digital T-Bus motherboard, which is driven by the master. There is
only one master in the system at any time, and there must always be a master
specified.
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Programming the ADIO
The following functional calls are used to program the ADIO. For complete
details on the functional calls the reader may refer to the programming
section.
Master - This call is shared with Digalogs DIO card. The function of
this call is to select which board is to provide the driver output clock
and receiver strobe for all DIO and ADIO cards in the system.
AdDAac- This functional call sets the high and low output levels for the
output drivers of the ADIO board.
ArDac - This functional call sets the high and low input thresholds for
the receivers of the ADIO board.
AdData - This functional call sets the outputs of the ADIO drivers to
either the high output level, low output level or a disconnected state.
The actual output of the ADIO pin does not change until a DvrClk
functional call is executed.
ArData - The ARData functional call reads the inputs of the ADIO
receivers and returns data to the user. Each input pin can be in one of
three states. These are higher than the high input threshold, lower than
the low input threshold or in-between the high input threshold and the
low input threshold. Information for the first and second states are
returned as a one or zero in one return variable. Information for the
last state, known as No Mans Land (NML), is returned in a second
variable.
DvrClk - This call is shared with Digalogs DIO card. The function of
the call is to clock data to the output pins of the DIO and ADIO cards.
RStrobe - This call is also shared with the DIO card. The function of
this call is to strobe or clock data into the ADIO or DIO receive
registers.
All programming of the DIO and ADIO cards needs to start by assigning
a master clock source for the driver output registers and receiver input
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registers. After that is accomplished the user may drive data or receive data in
any order desired.
The individual pins of the drivers and receivers have been segmented into
bytes or octets. There are four bytes per ADIO card. Byte number assignment
is base 0. Byte numbers for the first board are from 0 to 3.
Using the external control pins
The ADIO may have its driver clock and receiver strobe pins developed from
an external source. Only the ADIO or DIO board that has been designated as
the master has its external control pins active.
The Patchboard connector
The pin out of the ADIO patch board connection can be viewed or printed
from the TRMan utility that is supplied with the tester. The labels used to
identify the pins used are described below.
Receiver channels:
Rnn - where R represents receiver, and nn is the bit number and there
are 32 receiver bits per ADIO board. All numbers used are base 0.
Driver channels:
Dnn - where D represents driver, and nn is the bit number and there
are 32 driver bits per ADIO board. All numbers used are base 0.
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Master
The MASTER call is shared with Digalogs DIO card. It determines which
board is to provide the driver clock output and receiver strobe for all DIO and
ADIO cards in the system.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub Master(ByVal Board As Integer)

Call MASTER(Board)
WHERE:

Board

=
=

1
2

Bits (0 - 31).
Bits (32 - 63).
Etc. to 16 boards in each system.

EXAMPLES:
Call MASTER(1) ................................................................ Select DIO board #1 as the master.
Call MASTER(2) ................................................................ Select DIO board #2 as the master.
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AdDac
The AdDac functional call sets the high and low output levels for the output
drivers of the ADIO.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub AdDac(ByVal BytePair As Integer, ByVal HiVolts As Double, ByVal LoVolts
As Double)

Call AdDac(BytePair, HiVolts, LoVolts)
WHERE:

BytePair

Which pair of bytes to program the output voltage levels. Valid BytePair numbers
are from 0 - 62 and are listed below:
=
0
The first two bytes on the ADIO board jumpered to be channel
set 0.
=
2
The second two bytes on the ADIO board jumpered to be
channel set 0.
=
4
The first two bytes on the ADIO board jumpered to be channel
set 1.
=
6
The second two bytes on the ADIO board jumpered to be
channel set 1.
=
8
The first two bytes on the ADIO board jumpered to be channel
set 2.
=
10
The second two bytes on the ADIO board jumpered to be
channel set 2.
(etc. for up to 16 Boards/System.)

HiVolts

LoVolts

=

+15

to -15 Volts. This value will be the voltage present on the
output pin when the ADData functional call programs this bit to
be a logical 1.

=

+15

to -15 Volts. This value will be the voltage present on the output
pin when the ADData functional call programs this bit to be a
logical 0.

EXAMPLES:

Call AdDac(0,5,3) ........................................................................... Set BytePair 0 high output
................................................................................................ to 5 volts and low output to 3.
Call AdDac(2,10,0) ......................................................................... Set BytePair 2 high output
...................................................................................... to 10 volts and low output to 0 volts.
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The ArDac functional call sets the high and low input thresholds for
the output receivers of the ADIO.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub ArDac(ByVal BytePair As Integer, ByVal HiVolts As Double, ByVal LoVolts
As Double)

Call ArDac(BytePair, HiVolts,LoVolts)
WHERE:

BytePair

Which pair of bytes to program the input threshold levels. Valid BytePair
numbers are from 0 - 62 and are listed below:
=
0
The first two bytes on the ADIO board jumpered to be channel
set 0.
=
2
The second two bytes on the ADIO board jumpered to be
channel set 0.
=
4
The first two bytes on the ADIO board jumpered to be channel
set 1.
=
6
The second two bytes on the ADIO board jumpered to be
channel set 1.
=
8
The first two bytes on the ADIO board jumpered to be channel
set 2.
=
10
The second two bytes on the ADIO board jumpered to be
channel set 2.
(etc. for up to 16 Boards/System.)

HiVolts

LoVolts

=

+15

to -15 Volts. This value will be the voltage threshold which will
be compared to an incoming signal. If the incoming signal is
greater than this setting, a bit will be returned as a logic 1 in the
ARData functional call.

=

+15

to -15 Volts. This value will be the voltage threshold which will
be compared to an incoming signal. If the incoming signal is less
than this setting, a bit will be returned as a logic 0 in the
functional call.

ARData

EXAMPLES:

Call ArDac(0,8,3) ........................................................................ Set BytePair 0 high threshold
............................................................................................ to 8 volts and low threshold to 3.
Call ArDac(2,10,0) ...................................................................... Set BytePair 2 high threshold
.................................................................................. to 10 volts and low threshold to 0 volts.
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AdData
The AdData call is used to set the outputs of the ADIO drivers to either the
high output level, low output level, or a tri-state condition. The actual output
of the ADIO pin does not change until a DvrClk functional call is executed.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub AdData(ByVal ByteToProgram As Integer, ByVal OutputData As Integer,
ByVal TriStateData As Integer)

Call AdData(ByteToProgram, OutputData, TriStateData)
WHERE:

ByteToProgram

is used to select the byte on which the outputs are to be programmed. Valid byte
numbers are from 0 - 63 and are assigned as follows:
=
0
The first byte on the ADIO board jumpered to channel set 0.
=
1
The second byte on the ADIO board jumpered to channel set 0.
=
2
The third byte on the ADIO board jumpered to channel set 0.
=
3
The fourth byte on the ADIO board jumpered to channel set 0
=
4
The first byte on the ADIO board jumpered to channel set 1.
=
5
The second byte on the ADIO board jumpered to channel set 1.
=
6
The third byte on the ADIO board jumpered to channel set 1.
=
7
The fourth byte on the ADIO board jumpered to channel set 1.
Etc. to 63.

OutputData
=

0

to 255. This is the data used to program the selected byte.

0
1

is the data used to enable the outputs.
Leaves that bit in a high impedance condition.
In any bit position, enables that bit. The data ranges from 0 255.

TriStateData
=
=

EXAMPLES:
Call AdData(0,&H01,&HFF) ............................................... Program the first byte of board #0
.................................................. to output the high logic level on bit #0 and bits#1 - 7 to the
.............................................. low logic level (The logic levels were set with the ADDac() call).
Call AdData(4,&H06,&H0F) .................. Program the first byte of board #1 to output the high
............................................. logic level on bits #1 & 2, and the low logic level on bits 0 & 3.
............................... Bits #4 - 7 are disabled and are placed in the high impedance condition.
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ArData
The ArData call is used to read the inputs of the ADIO receivers and return
data to the user. Each input pin can be in one of three states. These are higher
than the high input threshold, lower than the low input threshold, or between
the high input threshold and the low input threshold. Information for the first
and second states is returned as a one or zero in one return variable.
Information for the last state, known as No Mans Land (NML), is returned in a
second variable.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub ArData(ByVal ReceivedData As Integer, ByVal NMLData As Integer, ByVal
ByteToRead As Integer)

Call ArData(ReceivedData, NMLData, ByteToRead)
WHERE:

ReceivedData
=

0

=

1

This is a variable used to return the data read from input
registers of the ADIO card.
This is returned in a bit position when the returned value is
lower than the lower voltage limit set with the ARDAC
functional call.
This is returned in a bit position when the returned value is
higher than the high voltage limit set with the ARDAC functional
call.

Note: Neither value is valid if the corresponding bit is set in the NMLData Variable.

NMLData
=

0

=

1

ByteToRead

=
=
=
84

0
1
2

This is a variable used to return the data read from the NML
registers of the ADIO board.
This is returned in a bit position when the returned value is
outside the upper or lower voltage limits set by the ARDac call.
This is returned in a bit position when the returned value is
between the upper and lower voltage limit.
This is used to select which byte will be read to get the values
for the data. Valid byte numbers are from 0 - 63 and are
assigned as follows:
The first byte on the ADIO board jumpered to channel set 0.
The second byte on the ADIO board jumpered to channel set 0.
The third byte on the ADIO board jumpered to channel set 0.
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The fourth byte on the ADIO board jumpered to channel set 0
The first byte on the ADIO board jumpered to channel set 1.
The second byte on the ADIO board jumpered to channel set 1.
The third byte on the ADIO board jumpered to channel set 1.
The fourth byte on the ADIO board jumpered to channel set 1.
Etc. to 63.

EXAMPLES:

DIM ReceivedData As Integer
Dim NMLData As Integer
Call ArData(ReceivedData,NMLData,2) ................................ Read the third byte of board #0.
.......................................................... ReceivedData will hold the data from the input register
......................................................... and NMLData will hold the data from the NML register.
.................... Any bit set in NMLData means the corresponding bit in ReceivedData is invalid.
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DvrClk
The DvrClk call is shared with Digalogs DIO card. The function of the call is
to clock data to the output pins on the DIO and ADIO boards. See the
MASTER call for explanation of board relationships.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub DvrClk(ByVal Mode As Integer,ByVal Slope As Integer)

Call DvrClk(Mode, Slope)
WHERE:

Mode

Slope

=
=
=

0
1
2

Drivers clocked by CPU.
Drivers clocked by External Driver Clock.
Drivers clocked by Trigger Matrix.

=

1

=
Clock

-1

Drivers are clocked by a rising edge of the External Driver Clock
or Trigger Matrix.
Drivers are clocked by a falling edge of the External Driver
or Trigger Matrix.

EXAMPLES:

Dim X As Integer
Call DvrClk(0,X) .................................................. CPU clocks (updates) all drivers; x is ignored.
Call DvrClk(1,1) .............................. Drivers are clocked by a rising edge of the External Clock.
Call DvrClk(1,-1) ............................ Drivers are clocked by a falling edge of the External Clock.
Call DvrClk(2,1) ............................... Drivers are clocked by a rising edge of the Trigger Matrix.
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RStrobe
The RStrobe call is shared with Digalogs DIO card. The function of this call is
to strobe or clock data into the ADIO or DIO boards receiver registers.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub RSrobe(ByVal Mode As Integer, ByVal DIODelay As Double, ByVal Slope
As Integer)

Call RStrobe(Mode, DIODelay, Slope)
WHERE:

Mode

=
=
=

0
1
2

=
=

3
4

Receivers strobed by CPU.
Receivers strobed by External Clock.
Receivers strobed by a Driver Clock when the Mode parameter
for the DVRCLK call is 0.
Receivers strobed automatically during the RComp call.
Receivers strobed by a signal from the Trigger Matrix.

=

0.0

When a DIO board is designated Master.
to 2.00 microseconds in 0.01 microsecond increments.

=

1

=

1

=

-1

DIODelay

Slope

When an ADIO board is designated Master.
to 1024 microseconds. Valid delay values are 4us, 8us, 16us,
32us, 64us, 128us, 256us, and 512us. Any other value entered
will be rounded up to the next VALID delay value.
Receivers are clocked by a rising edge of the External Receiver
clock.
Receivers are clocked by a falling edge of the External Receiver
clock.

EXAMPLES:
Call RStrobe(0,0.0,1) ......................................................... CPU clocks all receivers (no delay).
Call RStrobe(1,0.0,1) .............................................. Receive-Data is latched by a rising edge of
................................................................................................... the External Receiver Clock.
Call RStrobe(1,1.0,-1) .......................................... Receive-Data is latched 1 microsecond after
.......................................................................... a falling edge of the External Receiver Clock.
Call RStrobe(2,2.0,1) ................................................. Receive-Data is latched 2 microseconds
....................................................... after the drivers have been clocked by the call DvrClk(0).
Call RStrobe(3,0.0,1) ............... Receive-Data will be automatically latched by the call RComp.
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AdVector
This call is used to drive and receive vectors. Each vector is NumBytes bytes
wide. The DataOut array is used to configure which bits are to be logic ones
or logic zeros. A high bit in this array will configure that driver channel to
output a logic one. The DataOutEn array is used to configure which bits are
to be enabled as drivers. A high bit in this array will enable that driver channel.
The NMLRet array is used to return the data read from the NML register on
the ADIO. The DataIn array is used to return the received data. Like the
ArData functional call, the received data and the NML data will both have to
be looked at to determine if a received bit is a logic one, a logic zero, or in
NML.
For each vector, this call uses the DataOut and DataOutEn arrays to
configure each of the driver channels in this vector. After all of the bytes in the
vector are configured, the driver outputs are strobed to clock them to their
next logic state. The receivers were previously configured to be strobed
automatically from the driver strobe. The received data and the NML data is
then read and stored into the DataIn and NMLRet arrays. This is done for
Length number of vectors.
There is a minimum of eight microseconds before the receivers are actually
strobed after the software driver strobe is given. Therefore, the period for the
given clock rate should be long enough to allow all of the driver channels to
be configured, plus at least the eight microseconds, plus the reading of all of
the receivers. The method to calculate this period for a given vector width is
discussed in the Maximum Clock Rate Calculation section. The minimum
time needed between strobing the drivers and reading the receivers is eight
microseconds. This is due to a hardware delay that is used to generate the
receiver strobe. However, in reality, the switches used for the drivers may take
30 or more microseconds to switch state. Therefore, the requested clock
period should be more than 30 microseconds longer than the time it takes to
configure all the drivers and read all of the receivers. A software delay is done
after the drivers are strobed. This software delay is equal to the desired clock
period minus the estimated execution time needed to configure the drivers
and read the receivers. By doing this calculation, the execution time for this
call will be close to the desired clock rate.
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For this call to work the master board must always be ADIO board #0. The
main reason for this was to speed up the execution of the calls. By forcing the
master to be board #0, the calls never have to search the testhead to find the
master.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub AdVector(ByRef DataOut() As Byte, ByRef DataOutEn() As Byte, ByRef
NMLRet() As Byte, ByRef DataIn() As Byte, ByVal NumBytes As Integer, ByVal Start As
Long, ByVal Length As Long, ByVal ClkRate As Long)

AdVector(DataOut, DataOutEn, NMLRet, DataIn, NumBytes,
Start, Length, ClkRate)
WHERE:

DataOut

Array of data to be driven out. The array is only
byte wide so the first vector
takes up the first NumBytes of elements in the array. Therefore, the size of the
array is (NumBytes * (Start + Length)).

DataOutEn

Array of data specifying which channels are to be enabled as drivers for each byte
of each vector. The array is only byte wide so the first vector takes up the first
NumBytes of elements in the array. Therefore, the size of the array is (NumBytes
* (Start + Length)).

NMLRet

Array of data read from the No-Mans-Land (NML) register. The array is only byte
wide so the first vector takes up the first NumBytes of elements in the array.
Therefore, the size of the array is (NumBytes * (Start + Length)).

DataIn

Array of data read from the receivers. The array is only byte wide so the first
vector takes up the first NumBytes of elements in the array. Therefore, the size
of the array is (NumBytes * (Start + Length)).

NumBytes
=
=
=

1
2
3

Series 2040D Test System

The width, in bytes, of each vector.
The vector is one byte wide
The vector is two bytes wide
The vector is three bytes wide
Etc. to a maximum of a 64 byte wide vector.
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Start
=
=
=

0
1
2

Length
=
=
=

1
2
3

The number of vectors to be output and received.
Output and receive one vector
Output and receive two vectors
Output and receive three vectors
Etc. This parameter is only limited by the size of the array

1
2
3

The clock rate, in Hertz, to output and receive the data.
Output and receive data at one Hertz
Output and receive data at two Hertz
Output and receive data at three Hertz
Etc. to a maximum of 131072 Hertz

ClkRate
=
=
=

90

The starting vector number to be output and the array location
to place the first received data.
Start with the first vector
Start with the second vector
Start with the third vector
Etc. This parameter is only limited by the size of the array
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AdVectorData
This call is used to drive out vectors. Each vector is NumBytes bytes wide.
The DataOut array is used to configure which bits are to be logic ones or
logic zeros. A high bit in this array will configure that driver channel to output
a logic one. The DataOutEn array is used to configure which bits are to be
enabled as drivers. A high bit in this array will enable that driver channel.
For each vector, this call uses the DataOut and DataOutEn arrays to
configure each of the driver channels in this vector. After all of the bytes in the
vector are configured, the driver outputs are strobed to clock them to their
next logic state.
The switches used for the drivers may take 30 or more microseconds to switch
state. Therefore, the requested clock period should be more than 30
microseconds longer than the time it takes to configure all the drivers. A
software delay is done after the drivers are strobed. This software delay is
equal to the desired clock period minus the estimated execution time needed
to configure the drivers. By doing this calculation, the execution time for this
call will be close to the desired clock rate. The method to calculate this period
for a given vector width is discussed in the Maximum Clock Rate Calculation
section.
For this call to work the master board must always be ADIO board #0. The
main reason for this was to speed up the execution of the calls. By forcing the
master to be board #0, the calls never have to search the testhead to find the
master.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub AdVectorData(ByRef DataOut() As Byte, ByRef DataOutEn() As Byte, ByVal
NumBytes As Integer, ByVal Start As Long, ByVal Length As Long, ByVal ClkRate As
Long)

AdVectorData(DataOut, DataOutEn, NumBytes, Start, Length,
ClkRate)
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WHERE:

DataOut

Array of data to be driven out. The array is only byte wide so the first vector takes
up the first NumBytes of elements in the array. Therefore, the size of the array is
(NumBytes * (Start + Length)).

DataOutEn

Array of data specifying which channels are to be enabled as drivers for each byte
of each vector. The array is only byte wide so the first vector takes up the first
NumBytes of elements in the array. Therefore, the size of the array is (NumBytes
* (Start + Length)).

NumBytes
=
=
=

1
2
3

Start
=
=
=

0
1
2

Length
=
=
=

92

The starting vector number to be output and the array location
to place the first received data.
Start with the first vector
Start with the second vector
Start with the third vector
Etc. this parameter is only limited by the size of the array

1
2
3

The number of vectors to be output and received.
Output one vector
Output two vectors
Output three vectors
Etc. This parameter is only limited by the size of the array

1
2
3
4

The clock rate, in Hertz, to output the data.
Output data at one Hertz
Output data at two Hertz
Output data at three Hertz
Output data at four Hertz
Etc. to a maximum of 131072 Hertz

ClkRate
=
=
=
=

The width, in bytes, of each vector.
The vector is one byte wide
The vector is two bytes wide
The vector is three bytes wide
Etc. to a maximum of a 64 byte wide vector
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ArVectorData
This call is used to receive vectors. Each vector is NumBytes bytes wide. The
NMLRet array is used to return the data read from the NML register on the
ADIO. The DataIn array is used to return the received data. Like the ArData
functional call, the received data and the NML data will both have to be
looked at to determine if a received bit is a logic one, a logic zero, or in NML.
For each vector, the receivers are strobed and then the received data and the
NML data is read and stored into the DataIn and NMLRet arrays. This is
done for Length number of vectors.
There is a minimum of eight microseconds before the receivers are actually
strobed after the software receiver strobe is given. Therefore, the period for
the given clock rate should be long enough to allow for at least the eight
microseconds plus the reading of all of the receivers. The method to calculate
this period for a given vector width is discussed in the Maximum Clock Rate
Calculation section. The minimum time needed between the software strobe
and reading the receivers is eight microseconds. This is due to a hardware
delay that is used to generate the hardware receiver strobe. A software delay is
done after the software strobe is given. This software delay is equal to the
desired clock period minus the estimated execution time needed to read the
receivers. By doing this calculation, the execution time for this call will be
close to the desired clock rate.
For this call to work the master board must always be ADIO board #0. The
main reason for this was to speed up the execution of the calls. By forcing the
master to be board #0, the calls never have to search the testhead to find the
master.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub ArVectorData(ByRef NMLRet() As Byte, ByRef DataIn() As Byte, ByVal
NumBytes As Integer, ByVal Start As Long, ByVal Length As Long, ByVal ClkRate As
Long)

Call ArVectorData(NMLRet, DataIn, NumBytes, Start, Length,
ClkRate)
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WHERE:

NMLRet

Array of data read from the No-Mans-Land (NML) register. The array is only byte
wide so the first vector takes up the first NumBytes of elements in the array.
Therefore, the size of the array is (NumBytes * (Start + Length)).

DataIn

Array of data read from the receivers. The array is only byte wide so the first
vector takes up the first NumBytes of elements in the array. Therefore, the size
of the array is (NumBytes * (Start + Length)).

NumBytes
=
=
=

1
2
3

Start
=
=
=

0
1
2

Length
=
=
=
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The starting vector number to be output and the array location
to place the first received data.
Start with the first vector
Start with the second vector
Start with the third vector
Etc. this parameter is only limited by the size of the array

1
2
3

The number of vectors to be output and received.
Receive one vector
Receive two vectors
Receive three vectors
Etc. This parameter is only limited by the size of the array

1
2
3
4

The clock rate, in Hertz, to read the data.
Read data at one Hertz
Read data at two Hertz
Read data at three Hertz
Read data at four Hertz
Etc. to a maximum of 131072 Hertz

ClkRate
=
=
=
=

The width, in bytes, of each vector.
The vector is one byte wide
The vector is two bytes wide
The vector is three bytes wide
Etc. to a maximum of a 64 byte wide vector
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Maximum Clock Rate Calculation:
The maximum clock rate for the calls is dependent on the number of bytes
per vector. The wider the vector is, the more bytes there are to be configured
as drivers or to be read. Thus, it will take longer to execute the call. When one
of the calls is made the time needed to configure and/or read the data for all
of the bytes is calculated. The execution times used are from previously
determined execution times. This calculated time is then subtracted from the
desired clock period. A software delay is then used to take up the rest of the
clock period to obtain the desired clock rate. This software delay is also used
to pause the software execution long enough for the drivers to switch state
and/or allow the receiver registers to be strobed. The drivers typically take 30
microseconds to switch state and there is a eight microsecond hardware delay
in the receiver strobe circuitry.
The execution times for the functions used to configure the drivers and read
the data during the AdVector, AdVectorData, and ArVectorData calls are given
below. The AdData call is made for each byte of each vector that is being
driven out and is used to configure the logic state of a driver and determine if
it should be enabled. The ArData call is made for each byte of each vector
that is being read and is used to read the received data and the NML data.
The DvrClkVec call is made once for each vector being driven out and is used
to clock the drivers to their next logic state. The RStrobeVec call is made once
for each vector that is being received in the ArVectorData call and is used to
strobe the received data into the receiver and NML registers.
AdData
ArData
DvrClkVec
RStrobeVec

1.27 uS
3.12 uS
5.93 uS (With a software delay of 0 uSec)
5.97 uS (With a software delay of 0 uSec)

Below are the theoretical maximum clock rates for 12 and 16 byte wide
vectors based only on the execution times of the AdData, ArData, DvrClkVec,
and RStrobeVec functions. These maximums do not include code execution
time outside of these four calls so the actual maximum clock rates will be less.
The calculated clock periods are rounded up the nearest uSec.
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AdVector
(NumBytes * 1.27e-6) + (NumBytes * 3.12e-6) + 5.93e-6
12 Bytes: 59 uSec (16949 Hz)
16 Bytes: 77 uSec (12987 Hz)
AdVectorData
(NumBytes * 1.27e-6) + 5.93e-6
12 Bytes: 22 uSec (45454 Hz)
16 Bytes: 27 uSec (37037 Hz)
ArVectorData
(NumBytes * 3.12e-6) + 5.97e-6
12 Bytes: 44 uSec (22727 Hz)
16 Bytes: 56 uSec (17857 Hz)
The table below shows the execution time to configure the drivers and/or read
the received data for AdVector, AdVectorData, and ArVectorData for a range
of vector widths. These execution times were obtained by using the equations
above and they were rounded up to the nearest whole uSec. Remember that
these are just the execution times, they do not include the turn on time for the
driver switches, nor do they include the minimum hardware receiver strobe
delay. The period for the desired clock rate must be long enough for the
execution time for the given number of bytes plus the switch turn on time
and/or the receiver strobe as mentioned in each of the functional call
descriptions above.
Vector Width
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
96

AdVector
42 uSec
46 uSec
50 uSec
55 uSec
59 uSec
63 uSec
68 uSec
72 uSec
77 uSec
81 uSec
85 uSec
90 uSec
94 uSec

AdVectorData
17 uSec
18 uSec
19 uSec
20 uSec
22 uSec
23 uSec
24 uSec
25 uSec
27 uSec
28 uSec
29 uSec
31 uSec
32 uSec

ArVectorData
31 uSec
35 uSec
38 uSec
41 uSec
44 uSec
47 uSec
50 uSec
53 uSec
56 uSec
60 uSec
63 uSec
66 uSec
69 uSec
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Estimated Performance:
Below are the actual clock rates for each of the three functional calls for a
range of requested clock rates. Next to the actual clock rates are the +/variations in the clock rates. The +/- values are in hertz. As the data shows,
once the requested clock rate exceeds the theoretical maximum listed above,
the actual clock rates can not reach the requested clock rate.
These actual clock rates were obtained using a 200 MHz CPU in the tester
with Windows NT as the operating system. Using a faster or slower CPU will
change the actual clock rates. However, this change will be minimal, especially
at clock rates at or below 8 kHz. The reason for this is that the vast majority of
the execution time for the calls is based on the read/write times to the
testhead, which is not very dependent on the CPUs speed. In addition, some
of the clock period is taken up by a software delay that is used to obtain the
desired clock rate. The software delay is very accurate because it uses a realtime clock
Actual clock rates using 12 byte wide vectors
Freq / Period
AdVector
AdVectorData
1024 / 977 uS
1020 Hz +/- 3 1021 Hz +/- 3
2048 / 489 uS
2030 Hz +/- 3 2036 Hz +/- 3
4096 / 245 uS
4014 Hz +/- 5 4055 Hz +/- 5
8192 / 123 uS 7885 Hz +/- 10 8005 Hz +/- 15
8692 / 116 uS 8340 Hz +/- 10 8515 Hz +/- 15
8792 / 114 uS 8485 Hz +/- 15 8640 Hz +/- 15
16384 / 62 uS
14175 Hz
15600 Hz +/- 25
32768/ 31 uS
14200 Hz 30625 Hz +/- 100
65536/ 16 uS
14200 Hz
42725 Hz

ArVectorData
1022 Hz +/- 3
2037 Hz +/- 3
4055 Hz +/- 5
8075 Hz +/- 15
8515 Hz +/- 15
8720 Hz +/- 15
15750 Hz +/- 25
18880 Hz
18880 Hz

Actual clock rates using 16 byte wide vectors
Freq / Period
AdVector
AdVectorData
ArVectorData
1024 / 977 uS
1020 Hz +/- 3 1020 Hz +/- 3
1020 Hz +/- 3
2048 / 489 uS
2028 Hz +/- 3 2034 Hz +/- 3
2031 Hz +/- 5
4096 / 245 uS
4018 Hz +/- 6 4046 Hz +/- 5
4040 Hz +/- 6
8192 / 123 uS 7875 Hz +/- 15 7985 Hz +/- 15
7960 Hz +/- 15
8692 / 116 uS 8310 Hz +/- 15 8425 Hz +/- 15
8420 Hz +/- 20
8792 / 114 uS 8465 Hz +/- 15 8620 Hz +/- 25
8630 Hz +/- 25
16384 / 62 uS
11200 Hz
15550 Hz +/- 25 15050 Hz +/- 25
Series 2040D Test System
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11200 Hz
11200 Hz

30200 Hz +/- 100
34580 Hz

15050 Hz
15050 Hz

Since the minimum software delay increment is 1 uSec, it is possible to
change the desired clock rate but the actual clock rate will not change. This
can occur if the clock period for the new clock rate is within the same whole
uSec as the original clock period. An example: if the original clock rate is 8192
Hz (122.07 uSec) the clock period is rounded up to 123 uSec. If the new
clock rate is 8135 Hz (122.93 uSec) it also is rounded up to 123 uSec.
Therefore, the same software delay is used for both clock rates and therefore
the actual clock rate will be the same. To get the actual clock rate to change,
the desired rate will have to be changed to at least 8129 Hz (123.01 uSec) to
change the software delay and thus change the actual clock rate. This fact
explains the inconsistency in the actual clock rate when the requested clock
rate was changed from 8192 to 8692 to 8792 Hz.
The listing below shows the approximate change in the desired clock rate to
force a 1 uSec change in the clock period. A 1 uSec change is needed to
change the actual clock rate.
At 2048 Hz, it takes 5 Hz to change the clock period 1 uSec.
At 4096 Hz, it takes 17 Hz to change the clock period 1 uSec.
At 8192 Hz, it takes 66 Hz to change the clock period 1 uSec.
At 16384 Hz, it takes 265 Hz to change the clock period 1 uSec.
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SPECIFICATIONS:
Number of boards per Testhead .......................................................................................... 16
Number of receivers per board ........................................................................................... 32
Number of drivers per board .............................................................................................. 32
Programmable delay values ........................................................... 4us, 8us, 16us, 32us, 64us,
.............................................................................................................. 128us, 256us, 512us
Driver output voltage range ................................................................... +15 volts to -15 volts
Driver output voltage setting resolution ................................................................ 7.5 millivolts
Driver output overvoltage protection ..................................................................... +/-50 volts
Receiver input impedance ....................................................................................... 13 kohms
Receiver input voltage range .................................................................................. +/-15 volts
Receiver input voltage comparison resolution ...................................................... 7.7 millivolts
Receiver input overvoltage protection .................................................................... +/-75 volts
External driver clock input impedance ..................................................................... 5.2 kohm
External driver clock input levels ...................................... 2.0 volt min. high, 0.8 volt max. low
External driver clock overvoltage protection ........................................................... +/-40 volts
Ext. driver clock min. pulse width ................................................................................... 30 ns
External receiver strobe input impedance ................................................................ 5.2 kohm
External receiver strobe input levels ................................. 2.0 volt min. high, 0.8 volt max. low
External receiver strobe overvoltage protection ...................................................... +/-40 volts
Ext. receiver strobe min. pulse width .............................................................................. 30 ns
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AMPLITUDE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
& 64 CHANNEL RELAY MULTIPLEXER
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RELAY MUX AND AMPLITUDE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM (AMS)
The test system voltage measurement capability is contained on two circuit
boards:
The Relay Multiplexer board
Amplitude Measurement System board.
FEATURES: Up to 16 groups of 16:1 multiplexed inputs.
Any of above inputs to any of 3 outputs: SigA, Sig1 and Sig2.

(These signals are also inputs to the Time Measurement
System (TMS) and Measurement Display Electronics (MDE)).

-3db bandwidth = 10 MHz on all channels.
16 bit self-calibrating A/D.
End-to-End calibrated & certified to NBS.
Reads DC, DC with filter, differential, RMS,
RMS + DC, and high speed sampled voltage readings.

Since all input channels are part of a group of 16:1 multiplexers, only one
input channel of the group may be used at one time. The last input channel,
of the group that is called, will be selected. To multiplex input channels to
Sig1, Sig2, & SigA requires 3 MUX calls.

Mux
The Mux functional call selects an incoming signal to be multiplexed as SigA,
Sig1, or Sig2. It also sets the incoming voltage level for the Trig call (MDE
section).
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub Mux(ByVal Chan As Integer, ByVal Signal As Integer, ByVal Range As
Double)

Call Mux(Chan, Signal, Range)
WHERE:

Chan

=
=
=
=

0
64
128
192

Series 2040D Test System

to 63 (Relay Mux board channel set 0.)
to 127 (Relay Mux board channel set 1.)
to 191 (Relay Mux board channel set 2.)
to 255 (Relay Mux board channel set 3.)
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=
0
SigA (Generates TrigA triggered to trace 1 of MDE.)
=
1
Sig1 (Displayed on trace 1.)
=
2
Sig2 (Displayed on trace 2.)
Sig1 & Sig2 are also routed to the A/D and also generate Trig1 and Trig2.

Range

=
=
=
=

0.1
1.0
10
100

0.2 Volt Range full scale.
2.0 Volt Range full scale.
20 Volt Range full scale.
200 Volt Range full scale.

EXAMPLES:

Dim Chan As Integer
Dim Signal As Integer
Dim Range As Double
Chan = 45
Signal = 2
Range = 1.0
Call Mux(Chan,Signal,Range) ....................... Mux input Channel 45 to Sig2 on 2.0 volt Range.
Call Mux(3, 0, 10.0) ...................................... Mux input Channel 3 to TrigA on 20 volt Range.
Call Mux(3, 1, 10.0) ....................................... Mux input Channel 3 to Sig1 on 20 volt Range.
Call Mux(3, 2, 10.0) ....................................... Mux input Channel 3 to Sig2 on 20 volt Range.
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MuxSig3
The MuxSig3 functional is used to route Sig3 to the SigA, Sig1, or Sig2 signal
path.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub MuxSig3(ByVal Signal As Integer)

Call MuxSig3(Signal)
WHERE:

Signal

=
=
=

0
1
2

SigA.
Sig1.
Sig2.

EXAMPLE:
Call MuxSig3(1) ......................................................................................... Route Sig3 to Sig1.
Series 2040D Test System
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AMS
The AMS takes a voltage reading on Sig1 or Sig2 provided by the MUX call or
Sig3 by the TMUX call.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub AMS(Vret As Double, ByVal Sig As Integer, ByVal Mode As Integer, ByVal
Timeout As Double, ByVal AutoZero As Integer)

Call AMS(Vret, Sig, Mode, Timeout, Autozero)
WHERE:

Vret
Sig

=

Returned reading in volts.

=
=

0
1

=

2

=

3

system.
=
4

Sig1

Mode

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Timeout

=
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System measurement ground.
Selects the signal routed to Sig1 for measurement. Sig1 is a
multiplexed Patchboard signal (see the Mux functional call) and
can be displayed on the upper scope trace (see MDE system).
Selects the signal routed to Sig2 for measurement. Sig2 is a
multiplexed Patchboard signal (see the MUX functional call) and
can be displayed on the lower scope trace (see MDE system).
Selects the signal routed to Sig3 for measurement. Sig3 is a
multiplexed signal used for Selftest and calibration of the
See the TMux call forsignal selection.
Selects Sig4 for measurement. Sig4 is the output of a differential
amplifier that has Sig1 as its non-inverting input and Sig2 as its
inverting input. Sig4 is therefore equal to (Sig1 - Sig2). This
mode is commonly known as the differential mode. (Sig4 =
- Sig2).

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Straight to A/D, no signal processing.
Low-pass 1 kHz filter.
RMS, AC-coupled, 500 millisecond integration.
High speed sampling for voltage measurement on waveforms.
RMS, DC-coupled, 500 millisecond integration.
TrigA DAC (Selftest only).
Trig1 DAC (Selftest only).
Trig2 DAC (Selftest only).

-1

Return previously triggered reading. If in RMS modes, the
negative value selected here sets the integration time in seconds
(0.001 to 60 maximum)
Series 2040D Test System
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=

AutoZero
=
=
=
=
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0
>0

Take instantaneous reading.
to 60 in increments of 0.001. Wait for trigger or timeout in
seconds.

-4
-1
0
1

Return reading in raw A/D counts. (Selftest.)
Raw readings, no gain or offset correction.
Normal gain and offset corrections.
Autozero reading, using the Relay Multiplexer autozero channel
for whichever group is being read. An example of using an
autozero channel is as follows:

The Relay Multiplexer autozero channel (0 for channels 1 thru 15, 16 for channels 17 thru 31,
32 for channels 33 thru 47, etc.) is connected to ground.
The Mux functional call is used to designate a multiplexer channel as the source channel.
The AMS functional call with the autozero parameter set to one is used. The signal
parameter matches the value used in the above Mux call. The following occurs:
A voltage reading is taken on the source channel using the appropriate mode and timeout
values from the AMS call.
The Relay Multiplexer is switched to the autozero channel for whichever multiplexer
group is being read.
Another reading is taken on the autozero channel with the same mode value as used for
the source channel.
The Relay Multiplexer is switched back to the original source channel.
The autozero channel is subtracted from the reading taken on the source channel.
Channel 16 is the autozero channel for channels 17 thru 31. Channel 32 is the autozero
channel for channels 33 thru 47, etc.
NOTE: When using the RMS conversion modes, the integration time may be adjusted
from 1ms to 60 sec. When the time parameter is zero or greater, the integration time is
500 ms. When the time parameter is negative, it sets the integration time.

EXAMPLES:

Call AMS(V, 1, 1, 0, 0) ..................................................... Read Sig1 with filter and return as V.
................................................................................. (Slowest but most accurate DC reading).
Call AMS(V, 2, 3, 0.012, 0) ................ Read Sig2 with High Speed Sample/Hold triggered from
................................................ MDE Mark. Return unconditionally in 12 ms. If the functional
................................................. call timeout expires, a Not Triggered Error will be returned.
Series 2040D Test System
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IAMS
The IAMS functional call uses an interrupt to determine when the A/D
converter is done converting the signal. The interrupt service routine then
reads the converter and arms it for another reading. This allows the host CPU
to take readings as quickly as the converter can convert. The readings are
returned to the user in an array passed by the functional call.
The IAMS functional call takes a voltage reading of the signal on Sig1, Sig2, or
Sig3. Signals are routed to Sig1 or Sig2 by the MUX functional call. Signals are
routed to Sig3 by the TMUX functional call.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub IAMS(VRetArray() As Double, ByVal Sig As Integer, ByVal Mode As Integer,
ByVal Timeout As Double, ByVal AutoZero As Integer, ByVal InterruptMode As
Integer, ByVal ReadingCount As Integer)

Call IAMS (VRetArray(), Sig, Mode, Timeout, AutoZero,
InterruptMode, ReadingCount)
WHERE:

VRetArray
=

Sig

An array of doubles for returned readings in volts.

=
=

0
1

=

2

=

3

system.
=
4
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System measurement ground.
Selects the signal routed to Sig1 for measurement. Sig1 is a
multiplexed Patchboard signal (see the Mux functional call) and
can be displayed on the upper scope trace (see MDE system).
Selects the signal routed to Sig2 for measurement. Sig2 is a
multiplexed Patchboard signal (see the MUX functional call) and
can be displayed on the lower scope trace (see MDE system).
Selects the signal routed to Sig3 for measurement. Sig3 is a
multiplexed signal used for Selftest and calibration of the
See the TMux call forsignal selection.
Selects Sig4 for measurement. Sig4 is the output of a differential
amplifier that has Sig1 and Sig2 as its inputs. This mode is
commonly known as the differential mode. (Sig4 = Sig1 - Sig2).
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0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Straight to A/D, no signal processing.
Low-pass 1 kHz filter.
RMS, AC-coupled, 500 millisecond integration.
High speed sampling for voltage measurement on waveforms.
RMS, DC-coupled, 500 millisecond integration.
TrigA DAC (Selftest only).
Trig1 DAC (Selftest only).
Trig2 DAC (Selftest only).

=

-1

=
=

0
>0

Return previously triggered reading. If in RMS modes, the
negative value selected here sets the integration time in seconds
(0.001 to 60 maximum)
Take instantaneous reading.
to 60 in increments of 0.001. Wait for trigger or timeout in
seconds.

Timeout

AutoZero
=
=
=
=

-4
-1
0
1

Return reading in raw A/D counts. (Selftest.)
Raw readings, no gain or offset correction.
Normal gain and offset corrections.
Autozero reading, using the Relay Multiplexer autozero channel
for whichever group is being read.

An example of using an autozero channel is as follows:
The Relay Multiplexer autozero channel (0 for channels 1 thru 15, 16 for channels 17 thru 31,
32 for channels 33 thru 47, etc.) is connected to ground.
The Mux functional call is used to designate a multiplexer channel as the source channel.
The IAMS functional call with the autozero parameter set to one is used. The signal
parameter matches the value used in the above Mux call. The following occurs:
A voltage reading is taken on the source channel using the appropriate mode and timeout
values from the IAMS call.
The Relay Multiplexer is switched to the autozero channel for whichever multiplexer
group is being read.
Another reading is taken on the autozero channel with the same mode value as used for
the source channel.
The Relay Multiplexer is switched back to the original source channel.
The autozero channel is subtracted from the reading taken on the source channel.
Series 2040D Test System
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Channel 16 is the autozero channel for channels 17 thru 31. Channel 32 is the autozero
channel for channels 33 thru 47, etc.

InterruptMode
=
=
=
=
=

-2
-1
0
1
2

ReadingCount
=

Arm and pass through for interrupt mode 2.
Arm and pass through for interrupt mode 1.
Non-triggered burst of samples.
Wait for trigger (from MDE system), then burst samples.
Every reading is triggered (by the MDE system).
Number of readings to take in the interrupt mode. Note that the
array passed in this functional call needs to have enough room
for this many doubles.

Notes: When using the RMS conversion modes, the integration time may be adjusted
from 1ms to 60 sec. When the time parameter is zero or greater, the integration period
is 500 ms. When the time parameter is negative, it sets the integration time.
If the Timeout parameter is positive and the interrupt mode has been selected, the
value of the time parameter is then taken as CPU ticks worth 10 ms each (a value of
zero means wait FOREVER!). Example: Timeout = 10 in the interrupt mode means
wait 100 ms.
To retrieve arm & pass through readings taken in the interrupt driven mode, this
routine must be run again with a negative time parameter. The previous value for the
timeout is used when retrieving values from the interrupt handler.

EXAMPLES:

Dim Rdgs(10) As Double
Call IAMS (Rdgs(),1,3,1.0,0,1,10) .................. Wait for a trigger from Mark (for the first reading)
......................................................... and then take 9 additional non-triggered readings as fast
................................................................................ as the hardware and software is capable.
The next example combines both the interrupt mode readings and the arm and pass through
feature.
Call IAMS (Rdgs(),1,3,1.0,0,-1,10) .................................... Arm the AMS and interrupt handler.
Call ARBsin(0,10.0,0.0,2048) ................................... Program ARB 0 for 20 volts peak to peak,
............................................................................................. zero offset, 2048 step sinewave.
Call IAMS (Rdgs(),1,3,-1.0,0,1,10) .................. Retrieve 10 readings from the interrupt handler.
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SPECIFICATIONS:
Relay Mux boards per Testhead ............................................................................................ 4
AMS boards per Testhead .................................................................................................... 1
Input voltage ranges ................................................................................. 200, 20, 2, 0.2 volts
Input resistance ............................................................... 10 megohms. (200 & 20 volt ranges)
Input capacitance ................................................................................ 5 picofarads maximum
Crosstalk .................................................................................................... -60 db at 10 MHz
Frequency response (SE) ................................................... DC to -3db at 2 MHz. (0.2 V range)
Frequency response (SE) ................................................ DC to -3db at 10 MHz. (other ranges)
Frequency response (Diff) ........................................................................ DC to -3db at 5 kHz
NOTE !! Any differential is limited to 5 kHz
DC accuracy (SE & Diff) ............................................ 0.1 % of full scale. (0.2 V range ,Mode 1)
DC accuracy (SE & Diff) ............................................ .05 % of full scale. (2.0 V range, Mode 1)
DC accuracy (SE & Diff) ............................................. .02 % of full scale. (20 V range, Mode 1)
DC accuracy (SE & Diff) ........................................... .02 % of full scale. (200 V range, Mode 1)
DC accuracy (Mode 0) ............................................................. add +/-3 millivolts to all ranges
RMS accuracy (SE only) ...................................................... 0.1 % of full scale. (DC to 25 kHz)
.............................................................................................. 1.0 % of full scale. (to 800 kHz)
.................................................................................................... 5 % of full scale. (to 2 MHz)
Mode 3 accuracy (SE only) ......................................................... 0.1 % of full scale to 100 kHz
.................................................................................................... 1 % of full scale. (to 2 MHz)
.................................................................................................... 5 % of full scale. (to 5 MHz)
.................................................................................................. 10 % of full scale. (to 8 MHz)
Definitions: ................................................................................................ SE = Single ended
.................................................................................................................. Diff = Differential
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ANALOG SOURCE BOARD
ARBITRARY WAVEFORM GENERATOR
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ARBITRARY WAVEFORM GENERATORS (ARB)
There are 2 Arbitrary Waveform Generators per Analog Source board. ARBs
provide most of the waveforms for the system.
FEATURES:

Arb

Automatic Sinewave programming.
Piecewise linear programming of any waveform.
3 significant decimal digits of frequency programming.
Internal Clock from 10.0 to 10,000,000 Hertz.
External Clock input.
ARB0 External Clock output.
External Start/Stop inputs. External Reference input.
2 synchronous TTL pulse channels/ARB.
256 state Burst Counter. ARB stops at Burst Count.

The Arb call turns the ARB on and off, sets the burst count, and enables the
external inputs for the selected ARB.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub Arb(ByVal Chan As Integer, ByVal OnOff As Integer, ByVal Burst As Integer,
ByVal Xtrig As Integer, ByVal Xref As Integer)

Call Arb(Chan, OnOff, Burst, Xtrig, Xref)
WHERE:

Chan

=
=
=
=

0
1
2
3

1st ARB, ASB set to channel set 0.
2nd ARB, ASB set to channel set 0.
1st ARB, ASB set to channel set 1.
2nd ARB, ASB set to channel set 1.
Etc. to four boards/system.
Last channel called multiplexes to TMUX (See TMUX call)

OnOff

=
0
ARB off, holds current output.
=
1
ARB on, starts from step 0.
To use the external start and stop, the switch parameter must be set to 0.

Burst

=
=

-1
1

Series 2040D Test System

Run continuously.
to 255. Stops after the specified # of cycles and holds the final
programmed value.
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Xtrig

=
=
=
=
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0
1
2
3
4

Disable external start/stop inputs.
Start on rise, stop on fall.
Start on fall, stop on rise.
Start and stop on rise.
Start and stop on fall.

Holds current output value when stopped, starts from current output value.

Xref

=
=

0
1

Select internal 10V reference.
Select external reference, 0 to +10 volts.

An External Reference of +5 volts sets the ARB outputs to ± 8 volt maximum
(Uncalibrated).

EXAMPLES:

Dim Chan As Integer
Dim OnOff As Integer
Dim Burst As Integer
Dim Xtrig As Integer
Dim Xref As Integer
Chan = 1
OnOff = 1
Burst = -1
Xtrig = 0
Xref = 0
Call Arb(Chan,OnOff,Burst,Xtrig,Xref) .............................................................. Turn ARB 1 on.
Call Arb(0,1,-1,0,0) .......................................................................................... Turn ARB 0 on.
Call Arb(1,0,25,2,1) .......................................... Turn ARB 1 off, Burst count of 25, Start on fall
.............................................................................................. Stop on rise, w/ Ext. Reference.
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ArbFreq
The ARBfreq call sets the clock generator frequency for the selected ARB.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub ArbFreq(ByVal Chan As Integer, ByVal Freq As Double, ByVal FDelay As
Integer)

Call Arbfreq(Chan, Freq, FDelay)
WHERE:

Chan

Freq

=
=
=
=

0
1
2
3

1st ARB, ASB set to channel set 0.
2nd ARB, ASB set to channel set 0.
1st ARB, ASB set to channel set 1.
2nd ARB, ASB set to channel set 1.
Etc. to four boards/system.

=
=

0
10

External clock.
to 10,000,000Hz, sets clock frequency to 3 significant digits.

Output Freq=Clock freq / # of steps. See ARBsin & ARBprog for step programming.

FDelay

=
=

-1
0

Automatic delay, typically 300 milliseconds.
to 65535 milliseconds.

Typically set less than 300 millisecond to save test time if ARB waveform can settle
before its used.

EXAMPLES:
Call ArbFreq(0,0,-1) ..................................................................... Set ARB 0 to External Clock.
Call ArbFreq(1,99999,50) .................................................... Set ARB 1 Frequency to 99.9 kHz
............................ and proceed after 50 millisecond delay. (2 digits of precision are dropped.)
Generate a 1kHz sinewave:
Call ArbFreq(0,1000000,-1) ........................................................... Set ARB 0 Clock to 1 MHz.
Call ArbSin(0,5,0,1000) ................................................. Set 10 volts peak to peak, zero offset,
............................................................................................... 1000 step sinewave on ARB 0.
Call Arb(0,1,-1,0,0) .......................................................................................... Turn ARB 0 on.
Series 2040D Test System
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ArbProg
The ArbProg call provides waveform generation programming for the ARBs. A
piecewise-linear waveform is programmed, having the specified step-voltage
pairs as vertices. A recycle bit is placed at the last programmed step, which
causes the ARB memory address generator to recycle to step0. A waveform
may be built over a series of ARBprog calls, each of which appends to or
modifies previous ArbProg calls.
To generate the initial waveform, at least 3 step-voltage pairs must be used. A
recycle bit is at the last step-voltage pair.
To append, the first step-voltage pair must begin with the recycle bit.
To modify, one or more step-voltage pairs may be used but must end before or
at the recycle bit.
To modify and append, 3 or more step-voltage pairs must be used to start
before and transcend the recycle bit.
Visual Basic only allows a fixed number of parameters to be passed to a
function or subroutine (it does not allow variable-length parameter lists). For
this reason, the argument for the ArbProg call (and also for the ArbPulse call)
must be in the form of a string. Notice that in the subroutine declaration
below, the argument passed is a string type. There are two methods to handle
the argument for this call. The first is to simply insert a list of numbers, which
represent the number of a step and its value, between the parenthesis. Since
the list must be a string, you must put quotation marks around it. The second
method is to declare a string variable, assign the list as its value, and then
insert the variable name in the ArbProg call. See below for examples.
NOTE: There is only one recycle bit per ARB; therefore its placement
should be identical for related ArbProg, ArbSin, ArbPulse calls, (i.e.
calls are the same length).
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub ArbProg(ByVal ComStr As String)

Call ArbProg(Chan, Step0, Volts0, Step1, Volts1, . . . )
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WHERE:

Chan

Step

=
=
=
=

0
1
2
3

1st ARB, ASB set to channel set 0.
2nd ARB, ASB set to channel set 0.
1st ARB, ASB set to channel set 1.
2nd ARB, ASB set to channel set 1.
Etc. to four boards/system.

=

0

to 32767.

To generate smooth repetitive waveforms that end at the same voltage, it is necessary
to start with a -1 step rather than 0. This avoids putting the same voltage at two
adjacent steps (The first and last). See last example.

Volts

=

+16

to -16 volts.

EXAMPLES:

Dim ComStr As String*256
Dim Chan As Integer
Chan = 0
ComStr = Str$(Chan) + ,0 ,0 ,98 ,5 ,99 ,5
Call ArbProg (ComStr) ................................................................. 5 Volt sawtooth in 100 steps.
ComStr = Str$(Chan) + ,-1 ,0 ,100 ,5 ,199 ,0
Call ArbProg (ComStr) .......................................................................... 200 step triangle wave.
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ArbSin
The ArbSin programs a sinewave whose step values are:
p(step# / # of steps)]
Offset + PeakAmpl sin[2p
The last step (stopping point in burst mode) is always equal to the Offset.
PeakAmpl plus offset may not exceed +/- 16V.
The ArbSin procedure will cause the ARB output to stop and hold whatever
voltage is already present, until the channel is restarted by an external start
pulse or by the ARB Functional call.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub ArbSin(ByVal Chan As Integer, ByVal Peak As Double, ByVal Offset As
Double, ByVal Steps As Integer)

Call ArbSin(Chan, Peak, Offset, Steps)
WHERE:

Chan

Peak
Offset
Steps

=
=
=
=

0
1
2
3

1st ARB, ASB set to channel set 0.
2nd ARB, ASB set to channel set 0.
1st ARB, ASB set to channel set 1.
2nd ARB, ASB set to channel set 1.
Etc. to four boards/system.

=

0

to 16 Volts.

=

-16

to 16 Volt DC offset.

=

3

to 32,767.

EXAMPLES:

Dim Chan As Integer
Dim Peak As Double
Dim Offset As Double
Dim Steps As Integer
Call ArbSin(0,10.0,0.0,2048) .................................. Program ARB 0 for 20 volts peak to peak,
............................................................................................. zero offset, 2048 step sinewave.
Call ArbSin (2,1.234,2,4096) .......... Program first ARB on board 2 for 2.468 volt peak to peak,
........................................................................................... 2 volt offset, 4096 step sinewave.
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ArbPulse
Each Arbitrary Waveform Generator (ARB) has two TTL - type logic (pulse)
outputs, programmable in steps synchronous with the voltage steps of the
analog ARB output. Pulse channels 0 and 1 are part of ARB0; pulse channels 2
and 3 are part of ARB1, etc.
Each time ArbPulse is called, the associated ARB analog and pulse outputs will
stop and hold at the existing state until restarted by the Arb functional call or
by an external start pulse, if so programmed.
Step-level pairs need only be programmed when the state changes. ArbPulse
will fill in the intermediate steps.
To generate the initial waveform, at least 3 step-level pairs must be used. A
recycle bit is at the last step-voltage pair.
To append, the first step-level pair must begin with the recycle bit.
To modify, one or more step-level pairs may be used but must end before or at
the recycle bit.
To modify and append, 3 or more step-level pairs must be used to start before
and transcend the recycle bit.
Visual Basic only allows a fixed number of parameters to be passed to a
function or subroutine (it does not allow variable-length parameter lists). For
this reason, the argument for the ArbPulse call (and also for the ArbProg call)
must be in the form of a string. Notice that in the subroutine declaration
below, the argument passed is a string type. There are two methods to handle
the argument for this call. The first is to simply insert a list of numbers, which
represent the number of a step and its value, between the parenthesis. Since
the list must be a string, you must put quotation marks around it. The second
method is to declare a string variable, assign the list as its value, and then
insert the variable name in the ArbPulse call. See below for examples.
NOTE: There is only one recycle bit per ARB and its placement should be
identical for related ArbProg, ArbSin, ArbPulse calls (same length).
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Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub ArbPulse(ComStr As String)

Call ArbPulse(Chan, Step0, Level0, S1, L1, . . . Sn, Ln)
WHERE:

Chan

Step
Level

=
=
=
=
=
=

0
1
2
3
4
5

1st ARB, first pulse, ASB set to channel set 0.
1st ARB, second pulse, ASB set to channel set 0.
2nd ARB, first pulse, ASB set to channel set 0.
2nd ARB, second pulse, ASB set to channel set 0.
1st ARB, first pulse, ASB set to channel set 1.
1st ARB, second pulse, ASB set to channel set 1.
Etc. to four boards per system

=

0

to 32,767.

=
=

0
1

Set output to logic 0.
Set output to logic 1.

EXAMPLES:

Dim ComStr As String*256
ComStr = 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1
Call ArbPulse (ComStr) ...................................................................... Program TTL one level.
ComStr = 0, 0, 1, 49, 1, 50, 0, 99, 0
Call ArbPulse (ComStr) ................................................. Program TTL squarewave of 100 steps.
ComStr = 0, 74, 1
Call ArbPulse (ComStr) ....................................................................... Modify previous call and
....................................................................................... place a one step one level at 75%.
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ArbGet, ArbPut
ArbGet copies the contents of the specified ARB memory into a BASIC array
variable for convenient disk storage. ArbPut copies an array variable back into
the ARB memory. This is a much faster way to program the ARBs than using
ArbSin or ArbProg statements. The data copied includes the analog output
sequence and the two associated digital ArbPulse outputs.
NOTE: Data from one ARB should not be put into another ARB, since
voltages would not be calibrated. (See FArbGet and FArbPut).
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub ArbGet(ByVal Chan As Integer, DataArray () As Integer, ByVal Size As Long)

Call ArbGet(Chan, DataArray, Size)
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub ArbPut(ByVal Chan As Integer, DataArray () As Integer, ByVal Size As Long)

Call ArbPut(Chan, DataArray, Size)
WHERE:

Chan

=
=
=
=

0
1
2
3

DataArray

Size

1st ARB, first board.
2nd ARB, first board.
1st ARB, second board.
2nd ARB, second board
Etc. to four boards per system.

=

Name of array. Must be declared in a DIM statement. Can be
any data type. Array must allocate at least 2 bytes / ARB step, up
to 65,536. For speed, data transfer stops at the first recycle bit.

=

The size of the array used in the second parameter in bytes.

EXAMPLES:

Dim SineData (100) As Integer .................................................................. Declare array data.
Call ArbSin(0,5.0,2.0,100) ........................................... Program 100 step (200 byte) sinewave.
Call ArbPulse(0,0,1,49,1,50,0,99,0) ................... Program 100 step (200 byte) square wave.
Call ArbGet(0,SineData(),200) .......................... Put ARB 0 memory contents in SineData array.
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FArbGet, FArbPut
FArbGet copies the contents of the specified ARB memory, as an array of
floating point numbers, into a Basic array for convenient disk storage. FArbPut
copies an array of floating point numbers into the specified ARB memory. Data
from one ARB obtained by using FArbGet may be put into a different ARB
using FArbPut. Data from any source in the form of a floating point number
array can be used by FArbPut to program the ARB output.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub FArbGet(ByVal Chan As Integer, DataArray () As Double, ByVal Size As
Long)

Call FArbGet(Chan, DataArray, Size)
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub FArbPut(ByVal Chan As Integer, DataArray () As Double, ByVal Size As
Long)

Call FArbPut(Chan, DataArray, Size)
WHERE:

Chan

=
=
=
=

DataArray

Size
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0
1
2
3

1st ARB, first board.
2nd ARB, first board.
1st ARB, second board.
2nd ARB, second board
Etc. to four boards per system.

=

Name of an array of doubles. Must be declared in a DIM
statement. For speed, data transfer stops at the first recycle bit.

=

The number of elements in the array used to be programmed or
retrieved.
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Data transfer in FArbGet stops whenever one of the following happens - the array is
full, the recycle bit is reached, or the last location in the ARB memory is reached. If the
recycle bit is reached first, FArbGet places an end marker in the array. Data transfer
in FArbPut stops whenever one of the following happens - all data in the array is used
up, ARB memory is full, or the end marker placed by FArbPut is reached. For a data
array obtained by any other method than FArbGet, or if the data array is obtained
through FArbGet but was modified beyond the last data point, the size of the data array
should equal the number of data points to ensure the proper placement of the recycle
bit by FArbPut.

EXAMPLES:

Dim DataArray (500) As Double
Call ArbSin (0,5.0,2.0,500) ............................................................................. Program ARB 0.
Call FArbGet (0,DataArray,500) .......................... Transfers data from ARB 0 to array DataArray.
Call FArbPut (1,DataArray,500) ..................... Transfer content of DataArray to ARB 1 memory.
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SPECIFICATIONS:
Analog Source Boards per Testhead ...................................................................................... 4
ARB frequency synthesizer range ................................................................. 10 Hz -10.0 MHz
ARB frequency accuracy .............................................................. programmed value +/-0.1%
ARB output settling time ................................................................................... 680 nS to 99%
ARB resolution ........................................................................................ 12 bits, 7.8 millivolts
ARB output range ........................................................................ +/-16 volts @ 50 milliamps
ARB output rise time ................................................................................................... 350 nS
ARB accuracy ........................................................................ V programmed +/- 16 millivolts
ARB output protection ......................................................................... +/- 30V + short circuit
ARB memory length ................................................................................. 32768 digital words
ARB program clock range ......................................................................... 10 Hz to 10.0 MHz
ARB program burst control ........................................................................... 1 to 255 patterns
ARB external reference ..................................................................................... 0 to +10 volts
ARB external start/stop Inputs ...................................................................... TTL or equivalent
ARB external start/stop delay ...................................................................... 500 nanoseconds
ARB external start/stop width ......................................................... 100 nanosecond minimum
ARB pulse outputs ................................................................................................... TTL levels
................................................................................................ 3.4 volts @ 3 milliamp source
.................................................................................................. 0.4 volts @ 12 milliamp sink
.................................................................................................. 0.5 volts @ 24 milliamp sink
ARB clock outputs ................................................................................................... TTL levels
................................................................................................ 3.4 volts @ 3 milliamp source
.................................................................................................... 0.4 volts @ 4 milliamp sink
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ANALOG SOURCE BOARD
D/A CONVERTERS
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D/A BLOCK DIAGRAM
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DA
The DA converters provide DC voltages for the test system. DA pairs 4 & 5, 6
& 7, 8 & 9, and 10 & 11 have external reference inputs tied to each pair and
brought to the Patchboard in the 2040.
Each channel is auto-calibrated via TMUX and against TDAC in the Selftest
Patchboard.
Since DA converters provide ±16 volts @ 100milliamps and update
simultaneously per board, they can be used as tracking power supplies in low
current applications.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub DA(ByVal Chan As Integer, ByVal Volts As Double)

Call DA(Chan, Volts)
WHERE:

Chan

=
=
=
=

0
12
24
36

to 11 (ASB set to channel set 0).
to 23 (ASB set to channel set 1).
to 35 (ASB set to channel set 2).
to 47 (ASB set to channel set 3).

Negative numbers for Channels 4 thru 11, 16 thru 23, etc. activate External
References.

Volts

=

+16

to -16 in approximately 2 millivolt steps.

EXAMPLES:

Dim Chan As Integer
Dim Volts As Double
Chan = 14
Volts = 8.938
Call DA(Chan,Volts) ........................................................................... Set DA14 to 8.938 volts.
Call DA(1, 1.234) ................................................................................ Set DA1 to 1.234 volts.
Call DA(-4, 1.234) .................................................... Set DA4 and 5 to external reference and
........................................................................... DA4 to [1.234(external reference)/10 ] volts.
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DAReset
The DAReset functional call resets every D/A converter on all ASB boards in
the Testhead.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub DAReset()

Call DAReset
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SPECIFICATIONS:
Analog Source Boards per Testhead ...................................................................................... 4
DA resolution ............................................................................................. 14 bits, 2 millivolts
DA output range ......................................................................... +/-16 volts @ 100 milliamps
DA slew rate ...................................................................................... 0.5 volts / microseconds
DA accuracy ....................................................................................... V prog. +/-10 millivolts
DA output protection ............................................................................................ +/-30 volts
DA external reference ....................................................................................... 0 to +10 volts
DA output settling time ........................................... 100 microseconds maximum (16 to -16V)
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32 CHANNEL AUXILIARY RELAY
32 CHANNEL AUXILIARY FET
32 CHANNEL POWER RELAY
32 CHANNEL HIGH CURRENT FET
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AUXILIARY SWITCHING BLOCK DIAGRAMS
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AuxRly
AUXRLYs have both sides of a Form A contact connected to the Patchboard.
They are provided to the user for auxiliary switching. There are 32 switches/
circuit board.
The AuxRly call provides on/off control for the AUXRLY, AUXFET, HCFET, AND
HCRLY boards. The AUXRLYs are reed relays used for utility and digital
switching. The AUXFETs are opto-isolated, bi-polar, VMOS, FETS used for
power switching.
NOTE: AUXFETs have 1500pf open circuit capacitance, and are not
useful for digital switching. AUXRLYs can be damaged by the high
inrush currents of capacitive loads.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub AuxRly(ByVal Chan As Integer, ByVal State As Integer)

Call AuxRly(Chan, State)
WHERE:

Chan

State

=
=

0
0

to 31, (1 Auxrly or Auxfet board)
to 63, (2 boards), etc.

=
=

0
1

Turn relay off.
Turn relay on.

EXAMPLES:

Dim Chan As Integer
Dim State As Integer
Chan = 1
State = 0
Call AuxRly(Chan,State) ............................................................................... Turn AuxRly 1 off.
Call AuxRly(9,1) ........................................................................................... Turn AuxRly 9 on.
Call AuxRly(24,0) ....................................................................................... Turn AuxRly 24 off.
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AuxRlyList
The AuxRlyList call provides additional on/off control for the AUXRLY, AUXFET,
HCRLY, and HCFET boards. This call operates on a range of relay channels. It
will turn all of the relays included in the list on or off depending on the State
parameter.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub AuxRlyList(ByVal FirstChannel As Integer, ByVal LastChannel As Integer,
ByVal State As Integer)

Call AuxRlyList(FirstChannel,LastChannel,State)
WHERE:

FirstChan
=
=

0
0

to 31, (1 Auxrly or Auxfet board)
to 63, (2 boards), etc.

=
=

1
1

to 31, (1 Auxrly or Auxfet board)
to 63, (2 Auxrly or Auxfet boards)

=
=

0
1

Turn relay off.
Turn relay on.

LastChan

State

EXAMPLE:

Dim StartChannel As Integer
Dim EndChannel As Integer
Dim State As Integer
StartChannel = 0
EndChannel = 10
State = 1
Call AuxRlyList(StartChannel,EndChannel,State) ....................... Turn AuxRly 0 through 10 on.
Call AuxRlyList(2,6,1) ................................................................... Turn AuxRly 2 through 6 on.
Call AuxRlyList(10,15,0) ........................................................... Turn AuxRly 10 through 15 off.
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AuxRlyReset
The AuxRlyReset call provides a way to turn off (open) all of the relays for the
AUXRly, AUXFET, HCRLY, and HCFET boards. This call will open all of the
relays on all of the boards in the Testhead of the Series 2040D Test System.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub AuxRlyReset()

Call AuxRlyReset
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SPECIFICATIONS:
Maximum boards per system .............................................................................. 8 (combined)

AUXRLY BOARD

AUXRLY contact configuration ................................................................................ 1 FORM A
AUXRLY edge connector pin to pin resistance ........................................................... 0.2 ohms
AUXRLY contact material ....................................................................................... Ruthenium
AUXRLY life expectancy .................................................. 200x10^6 @ 10V and 10 milliamps
AUXRLY operate time, w/bounce ....................................................... 1 millisecond maximum
AUXRLY release time ......................................................................... 1 millisecond maximum
AUXRLY maximum voltage ..................................................................... 200 VDC or AC peak
AUXRLY maximum switched power ................................................................................ 10VA
AUXRLY maximum switching current ........................................................................ 0.5 amps
AUXRLY maximum carry current ............................................................................... 1.0 amps
AUXRLY insulation resistance ............................................................................. 10^10 ohms
AUXRLY off-state capacitance .................................................................... 5 picofarads typical

AUXFET BOARD

AUXFET contact configuration ........................................................ 1 FORM A. (opto-isolated)
AUXFET contact resistance ....................................................................... 0.6 ohms maximum
AUXFET contact bounce ................................................................................................. None
AUXFET maximum voltage .............................................................. +/- 200 VDC or AC peak
AUXFET in-rush current ............................................................................................... 5 amps
AUXFET Continuous current ........................................................................................ 2 amps
AUXFET off-state leakage .................................................................. 1 microamp at 100 VDC
AUXFET leakage to tester ground .................................................... 10 nanoamps at 100 VDC
AUXFET off-state capacitance .............................................................. 1500 picofarads typical

HIGH CURRENT RELAY BOARD

HCRLY contact configuration .................................................................................. 1 FORM A
HCRLY contact resistance, initial ............................................................................. 0.03 ohms
HCRLY contact material ................................................................... gold flash over silver alloy
HCRLY life expectancy ............................................................. 10^5 @ 30VDC and 10 amps
HCRLY operate time ........................................................................................ 10 milliseconds
HCRLY release time ........................................................................................... 5 milliseconds
HCRLY maximum switching voltage ............................................... 125 VDC or 250 VAC RMS
HCRLY switched power ................................................................................... 300W, 2500VA
HCRLY switching current ........................................................................................... 10 amps
HCRLY carry current .................................................................................................. 10 amps
HCRLY insulation resistance .................................................................................. 100 Mohms

HIGH CURRENT FET BOARD

HCFET contact configuration .................................................................................. 1 FORM A
HCFET contact resistance ....................................................................................... 0.05 ohms
HCFET bounce ............................................................................................................... None
HCFET maximum switching voltage .......................................................... 50 VDC or AC peak
HCFET maximum switched current ............................................................................10 Amps
HCFET off-state leakage ........................................................................ 25 microamps @ 50V
HCFET leakage to tester ground ............................................................. 10 nanoamps @ 50V
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HCFET off-state capacitance ............................................................................. 500 picofarads
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DIGITAL INPUT/OUTPUT
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DIO BLOCK DIAGRAM
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DIGITAL INPUT/OUTPUT (DIO)
The DIO board supplies 32 channels of tri-state drivers along with 32
receivers. They are drivers for TTL level digital testing.
FEATURES: Four 8-Bit drivers (32 Individually tri-state bits).
Four 8-Bit receivers.
External driver enable input.
External receiver strobe input.
Programmable delay on receiver strobe.
Socketed pull up/down sips and/or series resistors.
Inputs protected with series resistance to voltage clamps.

Master
The MASTER call determines which DIO board in the system is to be in
control of all clocking functions.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub Master(ByVal Board As Integer)

Call MASTER(Board)
WHERE:

Board

=
=

1
2

Bit set 0 (0 - 31).
Bit set 1 (32 - 63).
Etc. to 8 boards in each system.

EXAMPLES:
Call MASTER(1) .......................................................................... Select DIO #1 as the master.
Call MASTER(2) .......................................................................... Select DIO #2 as the master.
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DvrEn
The DvrEn call specifies which of the 8-Bit drivers are going to be enabled.
NOTE: All driver outputs are tri-stated on power-up and reset.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub DvrEn(ByVal EnByte As Integer, ByVal DvrData As Integer)

Call DvrEn(EnByte, DvrData)
WHERE:

EnByte

=
=
=
=
=

0
1
2
3
4

Byte #0, Bit set 0, bits 0 - 7.
Byte #1, Bit set 0, bits 8 - 15.
Byte #2, Bit set 0, bits 16 - 23.
Byte #3, Bit set 0, bits 24 - 31.
Byte #0, Bit set 1, bits 32 - 39
Etc. to 31.

=
=
=
=

&H00
&H01
&H02
&H03

=

&HFF

All bits disabled (tri-state)
Bit #0 enabled only.
Bit #1 enabled only.
Bit #0 and Bit #1 enabled.
Etc. to $FF.
All bits enabled.

DvrData

EXAMPLES:
Call DvrEn(0,&HFF) ................................................... Enables all bits of byte #0 on board #1.
Call DvrEn(5,&H00) .................................................. Disables all bits of byte #1 on board #2.
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DvrDat
The DVRDAT call is used to set/reset the logic-state of the driver bits after they
have been enabled.
NOTE: DIO outputs do not change until the call DVRCLK is run.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub DvrDat(ByVal OutByte As Integer, ByVal DvrData As Integer)

Call DvrDat(OutByte, DvrData)
WHERE:

OutByte

=
=
=
=
=

0
1
2
3
4

Byte #0, Bit set 0, bits 0 - 7.
Byte #1, Bit set 0, bits 8 - 15.
Byte #2, Bit set 0, bits 16 - 23.
Byte #3, Bit set 0, bits 24 - 31
Byte #0, Bit set 1, bits 32 - 39.
Etc. to 31.

=
=
=
=

&H00
&H01
&H02
&H03

=

&HFF

All bits set to logic-0
Bit #0 set to logic-1 only.
Bit #1 set to logic-1 only
Bit #0 and Bit #1 set to logic-1.
Etc. to $FF.
All bits set to logic-1.

DvrData

EXAMPLES:
Call DvrDat(0,&HFF) ............................................. Set all bits of byte #0, board #1 to logic 1.
Call DvrDat(5,&H0F) .......................... Set bits 0 through 3 of byte #1 on board #2 to logic 1.
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DvrClk
The DvrClk call updates all of the output latches on all of the DIO boards in
the system.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub DvrClk(ByVal Mode As Integer, ByVal Slope As Integer)

Call DvrClk(Mode, Slope)
WHERE:

Mode

Slope

=
=

0
1

Drivers clocked by CPU.
Drivers clocked by External Driver Clock.

=
Clock.
=

1

Drivers are clocked by a rising edge of the External Driver

-1

Drivers are clocked by a falling edge of the External Driver
Clock.

EXAMPLES:

Dim X As Integer
Call DvrClk(0,X) ................................................. CPU clocks (updates) all drivers; x is ignored.
Call DvrClk(1,1) .............................. Drivers are clocked by a rising edge of the External Clock.
Call
of the2040D
External
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RStrobe
The RStrobe call strobes all of the receivers on all DIO boards in the system.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub RStrobe(ByVal Mode As Integer, ByVal DIODelay As Double, ByVal Slope
As Integer)

Call RStrobe(Mode, DIODelay, Slope)
WHERE:

Mode

=
=
=

0
1
2

=

3

Receivers strobed by CPU.
Receivers strobed by External Clock.
Receivers strobed by a Driver Clock when the Mode parameter
for the DVRCLK call is 0.
Receivers strobed automatically during the RCOMP call.

=

0.0

When a DIO board is designated Master.
to 2.00 microseconds in 0.01 microsecond increments.

=

1

=

1

=

-1

DIODelay

Slope

When an ADIO board is designated Master.
to 1024 microseconds. Valid delay values are 4us, 8us, 16us,
32us, 64us, 128us, 256us, and 512us. Any other value entered
will be rounded up to the next VALID delay value.
Receivers are clocked by a rising edge of the External Receiver
Clock.
Receivers are clocked by a falling edge of the External Receiver
Clock.

EXAMPLES:
Call RStrobe(0,0.0,1) ......................................................... CPU clocks all receivers (no delay).
Call RStrobe(1,0.0,1) .............................................. Receive-Data is latched by a rising edge of
................................................................................................... the External Receiver Clock.
Call RStrobe(1,1.0,-1) .......................................... Receive-Data is latched 1 microsecond after
.......................................................................... a falling edge of the External Receiver Clock.
Call RStrobe(2,2.0,1) ................................................. Receive-Data is latched 2 microseconds
....................................................... after the drivers have been clocked by the call DvrClk(0).
Call RStrobe(3,0.0,1) ............... Receive-Data will be automatically latched by the call RComp.
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RComp
The RComp call retrieves the specified received data byte from the DIO and
compares it to expected data.
NOTE: If the call RStrobe has not been run prior to running RComp,
Receive-Data will be automatically latched by RComp.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub RComp(RetByte As Integer, ByVal Register As Integer, ByVal ExpData As
Integer, ByVal Mask As Integer)

Call RComp(RetByte, Register, ExpData, Mask)
WHERE:

RetByte

=

Register

=
=
=
=
=

ExpData
Mask

The result of an exclusive OR of the Received Data and the
Expected Data. Any bit set 1 indicates an error in the
corresponding received bit.
0
1
2
3
4

Byte #0, Bit set 0, bits 0 - 7
Byte #1, Bit set 0, bits 8 - 15
Byte #2, Bit set 0, bits 16 - 23
Byte #3, Bit set 0, 24 -31
Byte #0, Bit set 1, bits 32 - 39
Etc. to 31.

=

&H00 to &HFF Compared to the selected Received Data Byte.

=

&H00 to &HFF Bits set in the Mask byte will force the corresponding
bits in the Returned Data to zero.

EXAMPLES:

Dim Rdata As Integer
Call RComp(Rdata,0,0,0) ............................................. Retrieve data from byte #0, board #1.
.............................................................................................. Do NOT compare to expected.
Call RComp(Rdata,5,&H0F,0) ....................................... Retrieve data from byte #1, board #2
.......................................................................................................... and compare to &H0F..
Call RComp(Rdata,3,&H5,&HF0) ...... Retrieve data from byte #3, board #1, compare to $05
.......................................................................... and mask the upper four bits (upper nibble).
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RData
The RData call retrieves the specified data byte from the DIO board.
NOTE: If the call RStrobe has not been run prior to running RData,
Receive-Data will automatically be latched by RData.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub RData(RetByte As Integer, ByVal Register As Integer)

Call RData(RetByte,Register)
WHERE:

RetByte

=

Register

=
=
=
=
=

The value of the byte received.
0
1
2
3
4

Byte #0, first DIO board.
Byte #1, first DIO board.
Byte #2, first DIO board.
Byte #3, first DIO board.
Byte #0, second DIO board.
Etc. to 31.

EXAMPLES:

Dim RetByte As Integer
Call RData(RetByte,0) ............................ Retrieve data from byte #0 from the first DIO board.
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SPECIFICATIONS:
Number of DIO boards per system ....................................................................................... 8
Driver high level output voltage .................................................... 2.4 volts @ 250 microamps
Driver low level output voltage ....................................................... 0.34 volts @ 20 milliamps
Driver tri-state output current ........................................................................... 20 microamps
Driver tri-state output resistance approximately .................................................... 250 k-ohms

DRIVER OUTPUT NETWORKS:
Series resistors ............................................................... socketed DIP pack (51 ohm standard)
Pull-up resistors ........................................................... socketed SIP pack (4.7k-ohm standard)
Pull-down resistors ...................................................... socketed SIP pack (4.7k-ohm standard)
Driver voltage protection ............................................................................................ 20 volts

RECEIVER INPUT NETWORKS:
Series resistors ........................................................... socketed DIP Pack (510 Ohm Standard)
Receiver protection voltage, with standard resistor and diode clamps .......................... 50 volts
External driver clock input ......................................................................... standard TTL levels
External driver clock to output delay .................................................... 30 +/-10 nanoseconds
Receiver input voltage range ...................................................................... standard TTL levels
Receiver hi level input current .................................................................. (5V)100 microamps
Receiver low level input current ............................................................. (.4V) -200 microamps
Receiver input capacitance ................................................................................. 30 picofarads
External receiver strobe input .................................................................... standard TTL levels
Programmable receiver strobe delay ................................................ 0 to 2000 nanoseconds
.......................................................................................................... in 10 nanosecond steps
Programmable delay accuracy ............................................................. 10 +/-10 nanoseconds
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The Digital Input/Output Board PN 0000-5014 contains socketed pull-up,
pull-down and series resistors on the 74LS126 driver outputs and series
resistors on the 74LS244 receiver inputs. As shipped from the factory these
resistors are configured as follows:

The layout of the resistor packs on the component side of the board with the
Testhead connector up is:
RN1

RN5

RN6

RN9

RN10

RN13

RN14

RN2

RN7

RN11

RN15

RN3

RN8

RN12

RN16
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DIGITIZING MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
1 MEGASAMPLES/S DMS
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DIGITIZING MEASUREMENT SYSTEM (DMS)
MEGASAMPLE/S DIGITIZING MEASUREMENT SYSTEM (MDMS)
The Digitizing Measurement System (DMS) has two 16-bit analog to digital
converter (A/D) channels used for amplitude measurements. The two
channels can operate independently, synchronous, or interleaved. The DMS
can digitize input signals where the frequencies range from DC to 48 kHz (DC
to 500 kHz for the MDMS). There are four modes of operation used by the
functional calls to acquire the voltage readings. These modes are Continuous
Digitizing, Triggered Burst Digitizing, Triggered Sampling, and Single Reading.
Triggering for the DMS can come from any one of six inputs: Trigger Matrix,
CPU write, MDE, TrigA, Trig1, or Trig2. The sampling rate is programmable
from 0.01 Hz to 96 kHz (10 Hz to 1 MHz on the MDMS) using one of two
Direct Digital Synthesizers (DDS) dedicated to each channel. The A/D
channels can both sample using the same DDS frequency, or can sample
independently using separate DDS output frequencies. The sample rate can
also be based on any one of the trigger inputs.
The DMS is used to measure the pre-conditioned signal outputs (buffering,
ranging, gain, ) of the Relay Multiplexer boards. These outputs are selected
by group multiplexers on the DMS and are routed to one of 3 signals called
SigA, Sig1, and Sig2. SigA is used only as a triggering input while Sig1 is
routed to A/D channel #1 and Sig2 is routed to A/D channel #2. Another
input signal to the DMS is Sig3. The source of Sig3 is the Test Multiplexer
(TMUX) and is used for Selftest, calibration, and other internal monitoring of
voltages.
The DMS card also contains circuitry that allows the user to trigger on voltage
waveforms on SigA, Sig1 and Sig2. The output of the programmable triggers is
then routed to the MDE card and to each of the A/D channels. These trigger
outputs are labeled TrigA, Trig1, and Trig2. Both A/D channels can run
synchronously on the same trigger, or independently on separate triggers.
Calibration of the DMS is done with the testers Selftest Assembly installed on
the Patchboard receiver. A precision voltage reference (TDAC), located in the
Selftest assembly, is routed through TMUX to Sig3 to calibrate the DMS card
itself. The TDAC is also used to calibrate the Relay Multiplexers inputs. Once
the DMS is calibrated, it is used to calibrate the rest of the testers voltage
resources.
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The DMS has four different modes of operation. These modes are set by the
functional calls and are not set by the programmer. The four modes are:
Continuous Mode - Digitizing using internal sample frequency
In this mode, the DDS is programmed to the desired sample rate and the
system starts sampling the analog input and storing the results in the local
memory. The DMS will continue sampling until the specified number of pretrigger samples have been taken. When a trigger occurs, the system will latch
the memory address (marker) where the trigger occurred and continue to take
the specified number of post-trigger samples and then stop. This gives the
user pre-trigger and post-trigger history.
Triggered burst - Digitizing using internal sample frequency
In this mode, the DDS is programmed to the desired sample rate, the memory
address is set to zero and the system will wait for a trigger to occur. When a
trigger occurs, the A/D will sample the analog input based on the sample rate
of the DDS. After the specified number of samples have been taken, the
system will stop.
Triggered samples - Digitizing using external sample frequency
This mode relies on an external input to trigger each of the samples taken by
the A/D. The DDS is not used in this mode. The trigger mux is set to the
desired input, the sample counter is loaded with the number of samples to
take, the memory address register is set to zero and the system waits until all
of the specified samples have been taken or a timeout occurs.
Single reading - This mode is similar to Mode-3 except a single sample is
taken rather than multiple samples.
The triggering for each of the modes can come from any one of 6 inputs:
Trigger Matrix, CPU write, Measurement Markers (TAMS, TrigA, Trig1 or Trig2).
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DAMS
The DAMS functional call is the same as the AMS functional call except it uses
the DMS board. The hardware on the DMS board does not support
measurements of analog ground and Sig3 using the mode mux. Sig = 0 and
Sig = 3 will be supported by routing them through the signal mux for A/D
channel 1 connected to Sig1. The DMS hardware does not directly support
differential measurements between Sig1 and Sig2 (Sig = 4) since the board
does not have a differential amplifier. The DMS hardware has 2 independent
A/D converters, which are connected to Sig1 and Sig2. Mode 4 is supported
by triggering both A/D channels at the same time and returning the calculated
difference between them. The DMS hardware does not have a 1 kHz filter
(*MDMS is equipped with a 1 kHz filter) and does not support RMS or high
speed sampling modes (1, 2, 3, and 4). Mode 1 (1 kHz filter) will cause a 48
kHz filter (*50 kHz filter for the MDMS) to be used. Modes 2 and 4 (RMS
modes) are supported in software by digitizing the signal and calculating the
RMS value. The sampling frequency is set to the max sampling frequency
(DMS: 9600 samples/s, MDMS: 1 MSample/s) unless the sampling duration
would cause the maximum number of samples (2^18 samples) to be
exceeded. In that case, the sampling frequency is the maximum number of
samples divided by the sampling duration. Mode 3 (high-speed sampling) uses
the TAMS signal from the MDE board to trigger a measurement in the same
way the AMS board functions. The difference is that the A/D on the DMS
board has a 2 us sampling time (MDMS: 300 ns), which will affect its accuracy
on high-speed waveforms.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub DAMS(VRet As Double, ByVal Sig As Integer, ByVal Mode As Integer, ByVal
Timeout As Double, ByVal Autozero As Integer)

Call DAMS(VRet, Sig, Mode, Timeout, Autozero)
WHERE

Vret
Sig

=
=
=
=
=
=

Returned reading in volts.
0
1
2
3
4

Series 2040D Test System

System measurement ground.
Sig1 (uses DMS channel 1).
Sig2 (uses DMS channel 2).
Sig3 (uses DMS channel 1).
Sig4 (uses DMS channels 1 & 2).
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=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Timeout

=
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0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Straight to A/D, no signal processing.
48 kHz filter. (*50kHz filter for the MDMS).
Calculated AC-coupled RMS.
TAMS triggered measurement.
DC-coupled RMS.
TrigA DAC (Selftest only).
Trig1 DAC (Selftest only).
500kHz filter (MDMS only).
Trig2 DAC (Selftest only).
1kHz filter (MDMS only).

-1

Return previously triggered reading.

If in either of the RMS modes (2,4), a negative value sets the total sampling duration in
seconds. Selectable range is 0 (default, 0.5 seconds) to -60 seconds.
=
=

0
>0

Take instantaneous reading.
to 3600. Wait for trigger or timeout in seconds.

Timeout is the time to wait for a measurement to be taken. If in Mode 3, a value of zero
will cause the function to return immediately while leaving the DMS armed to take a
reading on the next TAMS trigger from the MDE board. The reading taken can be
returned by a later call with the timeout set to -1.

AutoZero
=
=
=
=

-4
-1
0
1

Return reading in raw A/D counts. (Selftest.)
Raw readings, no gain or offset correction.
Normal gain and offset corrections.
Autozero reading.

AutoZero is used to take readings that automatically remove offsets from the measurements. See
the explanation under the AMS call on page 93.
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DMSArm
The DMSArm functional call sets the filter for the selected channel, connects a
trigger source to the selected DMS channel, selects the edge of the trigger
(rising or falling), sets the number of samples to take after the trigger occurs,
starts the channel digitizing, and enables the trigger. The enabling of the trigger
can be delayed by a number of samples, which allows the programmer to
insure that the desired number of pre-trigger samples are taken before a
trigger can occur. When the trigger occurs, the DMS channel will take an
additional number of samples as specified by the DMSArm functional call and
then stop taking samples. If TrigSource = 4, the trigger will occur immediately.
The filter can be either 48 kHz (*3 filters to choose from for the MDMS) or no
filter. The trigger sources are from the crossover detectors, trigger matrix,
TAMS, or a software trigger. The trigger edge is the rising or falling edge of the
trigger. For the XA, X1, and X2 triggers, the voltage level of the trigger is set by
the TRIG functional call. Although the TRIG functional call sets the edge of the
trigger, it does not affect the edge set by the DMSArm functional call. The
edge set by the TRIG functional call is set on the MDE board. If the sample
clock source setup by DMSFreq or DMSPeriod is set to external, then the
trigger source becomes the sample clock source and no longer functions as a
trigger. Samples taken by the DMS are returned to the user by the DMSGet
functional call.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub DMSArm(ByVal Channel As Integer, ByVal SigFilter As Integer, ByVal
TrigSource As Integer, ByVal TrigEdge As Integer, ByVal TrigNumSamples As Long,
ByVal Delay As Long)

Call DMSArm(Channel, SigFilter, TrigSource, TrigEdge,
TrigNumSamples, Delay)
WHERE:

Channel

=
=
=
=

1
2
4
5

Series 2040D Test System

DMS channel #1.
DMS channel #2.
Synchronous channels #1 & #2.
Interleaved channels #1 & #2.
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=
=
=
=

TrigSource
=
=
=
=
=
=

TrigEdge

=
=
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0
1
2
3

No filter.
48kHz filter. (*50kHz for the MDMS).
500kHz filter (*MDMS only).
1kHz filter (*MDMS only).

0
1
2
3
4
5

XA.
X1.
X2.
Trigger Matrix.
Use a software trigger.
Use the measurement marker - TAMS.

1
-1

Trigger on the rising edge.
Trigger on the falling edge.

TrigNumSamples
=

1

to the size of the DMS channel memory (262144).

TrigNumSamples is the number of samples to take after the trigger occurs. Once the
DMS channel is armed, it is taking samples continuously and storing them in the DMS
channels memory. When the memory is full, it discards the oldest sample as it stores
the new sample. Once the trigger occurs, the DMS channel will take an additional
number of samples as specified by TrigNumSamples and stop. The number of pretrigger samples kept is the total samples in memory (max of total memory size) minus
TrigNumSamples.

Delay

160

=

0

to the size of the DMS channel memory (262144). Delay is the
number of samples to wait before arming the trigger.
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DMSFreq
The DMSFreq functional call sets the sample rate and clock source for the
DMS channels. There are two internal clock sources generated by Direct
Digital Synthesis (DDS). A channel can be connected to either of the internal
sources. Both channels can be connected to the same clock source (channel =
3), which allows the channels to be synchronized together. The channels can
also be connected to an external clock source selected by the DMSArm
functional call using the trigger matrix bus.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub DMSFreq(ByVal Channel As Integer, ByVal SampleClockSource As Integer,
ByVal SampleFreq As Double)

Call DMSFreq(Channel, SampleClockSource, SampleFreq)
WHERE:

Channel

=
=
=

1
2
3

SampleClockSource
=
=
=

SampleFreq
=

1
2
3

DMS channel #1.
DMS channel #2.
DMS channels 1 and 2.
(Use for synchronous, differential, and interleaved
measurements.)
Internal sample clock source 1.
Internal sample clock source 2.
External clock source.

0.2Hz to 98kHz. (*0.2Hz to 1MHz for MDMS)
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DMSGet
The DMSGet functional call returns the samples that were taken by a DMS
channel. The samples returned are specified as the number of samples taken
before the trigger and the number of samples taken after the trigger. The
number of samples returned may be smaller than the number of samples
taken by the DMS channel. Calibrated samples (voltages) are returned as
doubles.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub DMSGet(ByRef VRetArray As Any, ByVal Channel As Integer, ByVal
Timeout As Double, ByVal PreTrgiNumSamples As Long, ByVal PostTrigNumSamples
As Long)

Call DMSGet(VRetArray, Channel, Timeout,
PreTrigNumSamples, PostTrigNumSamples)
WHERE:

VRetArray
=

The Address of the array.

VRetArray is the address of the array where the function should store the samples
retrieved from the DMS. The array must be large enough to hold (PreTrigNumSamples
+ PostTrigNumSamples) multiplied by the size in bytes of each sample(samples are
doubles or 8 bytes).

Channel

=
=
=
=

Timeout

=

1
2
4
5

DMS channel #1.
DMS channel #2.
Differential channels (Channel 1 - Channel 2)
Interleaved channels (Channel 1 and Channel 2)

0

to 3600 seconds.

Timeout is the time in seconds to wait for the required number of samples setup by
DMSArm to be taken. If the trigger does not occur before the timeout expires, an error
will be returned. If the trigger occurs but the samples are not all taken before the
timeout expires, an error will be returned.
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=

0
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to the size of the DMS channel memory (262144).

PreTrigNumSamples is the number of samples to store in VRetArray that were taken
before the trigger occurred. If PreTrigNumSamples is greater than the actual number
of pre-trigger samples kept, an error will be returned.

PostTrigNumSamples
=

0

to the size of the DMS channel memory (262144).

PostTrigNumSamples is the number of samples to store in VRetArray that were taken
after the trigger occurred. If PostTrigNumSamples is greater than the actual number of
post-trigger samples taken, an error will be returned.
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DMSGetScaled
The DMSGetScaled functional call returns the samples that were taken by a
DMS channel. The samples returned are specified as the number of samples
taken before the trigger and the number of samples taken after the trigger. The
number of samples returned may be smaller than the number of samples
taken by the DMS channel. Calibrated samples (voltages) are multiplied by the
scale value and returned as longs.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub DMSGetScaled(ByRef VRetArray As Long, ByVal Channel As Integer, ByVal
ScaleMultiplier As Long, ByVal Timeout As Double, ByVal PreTrgiNumSamples As
Long, ByVal PostTrigNumSamples As Long)

Call DMSGetScaled(VRetArray, Channel, ScaleMultiplier,
Timeout, PreTrigNumSamples, PostTrigNumSamples)
WHERE:

VRetArray
=

The Address of the array.

VRetArray is the address of the array where the function should store the samples
retrieved from the DMS. The array must be large enough to hold (PreTrigNumSamples
+ PostTrigNumSamples) multiplied by the size in bytes of each sample(samples are
longs or 4 bytes).

Channel
=
=
=
=

1
2
4
5

ScaleMultiplier
=

1

DMS channel 1.
DMS channel 2.
Differential channels (channel 1 - channel 2).
Interleaved channels (channel 1 and 2).

to 1,000,000.

Calibrated samples are multiplied by the ScaleMultiplier and are returned as a long.

Timeout
=

164
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to 3600 seconds.
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Timeout is the time in seconds to wait for the required number of samples setup by
DMSArm to be taken. If the trigger does not occur before the timeout expires, an error
will be returned. If the trigger occurs but the samples are not all taken before the
timeout expires, an error will be returned.

PreTrigNumSamples
=

0

to the size of the DMS channel memory (262144).

PreTrigNumSamples is the number of samples to store in VRetArray that were taken
before the trigger occurred. If PreTrigNumSamples is greater than the actual number
of pre-trigger samples kept, an error will be returned.

PostTrigNumSamples
=

0

to the size of the DMS channel memory (262144).

PostTrigNumSamples is the number of samples to store in VRetArray that were taken
after the trigger occurred. If PostTrigNumSamples is greater than the actual number of
post-trigger samples taken, an error will be returned.
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DMSPeriod
The DMSPeriod functional call sets the sample period and clock source for the
DMS channel. There are two internal clock sources generated by Direct Digital
Synthesis (DDS). A channel can be connected to either of the internal sources.
Both channels can be connected to the same clock source (channel = 3),
which allows the channels to be synchronized together. The channels can also
be connected to an external clock source selected by the DMSArm functional
call using the trigger matrix bus.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub DMSPeriod(ByVal Channel As Integer, ByVal SampleClockSource As
Integer, ByVal SamplePeriod As Double)

Call DMSPeriod(Channel, SampleClockSource, SamplePeriod)
WHERE:

Channel

=
=
=

1
2
3

SampleClockSource
=
=
=

SamplePeriod
=

1
2
3

DMS channel #1.
DMS channel #2.
DMS channels 1 and 2.
(Use for synchronous, differential, and interleaved
measurements.)
Internal sample clock source 1.
Internal sample clock source 2.
External clock source.

10.42uSto 5 seconds.

SamplePeriod is the period of the sample clock. If the SampleClockSource = 1 or 2, the
internal sample clock is programmed to the value of the SamplePeriod. For an external
clock source, the value of SamplePeriod is used by functional calls to analyze the
sample data.
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MuxSig3
The MuxSig3 functional is used to route Sig3 to the SigA, Sig1, or Sig2 signal
path. This call can be used to route Sig3 to either Sig1 (Channel 1) or Sig2
(Channel 2) of the DMS (MDMS) board.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub MuxSig3(ByVal Signal As Integer)

Call MuxSig3(Signal)
WHERE:

Signal

=
=
=

0
1
2

SigA.
Sig1.
Sig2.

EXAMPLE:
Call MuxSig3(1) ......................................................................................... Route Sig3 to Sig1.
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SPECIFICATIONS:
Resolution .................................................................................................................... 16 Bits
Integral Nonlinearity Error ................................................................................................ 1 Bit
Maximum Sampling Frequency ......................................................................... 96 kHz (DMS)
....................................................................................................................... 1MHz (MDMS)
Minimum Sampling Frequency (Internal DDS) .............................................................. 0.2 Hz
Internal Sampling Frequency Accuracy ........................................ programmed value +/- 0.1%
Aperture Delay (Mode-3 and Mode-4) ................................................... -0/+50 nanoseconds
Aperture Delay (Mode-1 and Mode-2) ....................................... -0/+Sample Period (seconds)
Aperture Jitter ............................................................................................... 100 picoseconds
Maximum number of samples ......................................................................... 262144 (256k)
Frequency Response ............................................................................. D.C. to 48 kHz (DMS)
....................................................................................................... D.C. to 500 kHz (MDMS)
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INSTRUMENTATION AMPLIFIER
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INSTAmp BLOCK DIAGRAM
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Inst
There are 4 differential instrumentation amplifiers in the system. The
differential inputs are brought to the Patchboard. The single ended outputs,
with an associated ground, are also brought to the Patchboard. Each amplifier
has programmable gain and programmable filters and can be readback with
the TMux call.
These amplifiers have +200 volt common mode voltage range, and as such,
are useful to read voltages above ground.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub Inst(ByVal Chan As Integer, ByVal Gain As Integer, ByVal Filter As Integer)

Call Inst(Chan, Gain, Filter)
WHERE:

Chan
Gain

Filter

=

0

to 3.

=
=
=

0
1
2

1.
10.
100.

=
=
=
=

0
1
2
3

No filter.
16000 Hertz, -3db (-20db/decade).
1600 Hertz, -3db (-20db/decade).
160 Hertz, -3db (-20db/decade).

EXAMPLES:

Dim Chan As Integer
Dim Gain As Integer
Dim Filter As Integer
Chan = 3
Gain = 0
Filter = 1
Call Inst(Chan,Gain,Filter) ......................... Amplifier 3 set to Gain = 1 with a 16,000 Hz Filter.
Call Inst(0,0,0) ........................................................ Amplifier 0 set to Gain = 1 with no filter.
Call Inst(2,1,3) ................................................ Amplifier 2 set to Gain = 10 with 160 Hz filter.
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SPECIFICATIONS:
Number of boards per Testhead ............................................................................................ 1
INST common mode rejection ratio ................................................................ 86db minimum
INST common mode voltage range ...................................................................... +/-200 volts
INST gain inaccuracy ................................................................................................... 0.05 %
INST offset drift vs temperature, gain = 1 ....................................... 30 microvolts / degrees C
INST offset drift vs temperature, gain = 10 ..................................... 92 microvolts / degrees C
INST offset drift vs temperature, gain = 100 ................................. 850 microvolts / degrees C
INST full power bandwidth .......................................................................................... 30 kHz
INST output voltage range ..................................................................................... +/-10 volts
INST output current range @ +10 volts ................................................................. 5 milliamps
Input impedance ....................................................................................... 400 k-ohms per leg
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ISOAmp BLOCK DIAGRAM
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Inst
There are 4 differential isolation amplifiers in the system. The differential
inputs are brought to the Patchboard. The single ended outputs, with an
associated ground, are also brought to the Patchboard. Each amplifier has
programmable gain and programmable filters and can be readback with the
TMux call.
These amplifiers have +500 volt common mode voltage range, and as such,
are useful to read voltages above ground.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub Inst(ByVal Chan As Integer, ByVal Gain As Integer, ByVal Filter As Integer)

Call Inst(Chan, Gain, Filter)
WHERE:

Chan
Gain

Filter

=

0

to 3.

=
=
=

0
1
2

1.
10.
100.

=
=
=
=

0
1
2
3

No filter.
16000 Hertz, -3db (-20db/decade).
1600 Hertz, -3db (-20db/decade).
160 Hertz, -3db (-20db/decade)

EXAMPLES:
Call Inst(1,2,0) .................................................... Amplifier 1 set to Gain = 100 with no filter.
Call Inst(2, 1, 3) .............................................. Amplifier 2 set to Gain = 10 with 160 Hz filter.
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SPECIFICATIONS:
Number of boards per Testhead ............................................................................................ 1
IsoAmp common mode rejection ratio ............................................................ 80db minimum
IsoAmp common mode voltage range .................................................................. +/-500 volts
IsoAmp differential input range .............................................................................. +/-10 volts
IsoAmp gain inaccuracy .................................................................................... 0.05 % to 100
IsoAmp offset drift vs temperature, gain = 1, referenced to input ..... 58 microvolts / degrees C
IsoAmp offset drift vs temperature, gain = >1 ................................ 26 microvolts / degrees C
IsoAmp small signal bandwidth .................................................................................... 60 kHz
IsoAmp output voltage range ................................................................................. +/-10 volts
IsoAmp output current range @ +10 volts ............................................................ 5 milliamps
Input impedance ............................................................................................ 1 Mohm per leg
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MATRIX RELAY BLOCK DIAGRAM
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MATRIX RELAY BOARD (MRLY)
The Digalog Systems Matrix Relay board contains 256 relays organized in a 64
channel x 4 bus matrix . Up to 16 Matrix Relay boards may be placed into the
Testhead at a time. The Matrix Relay boards may be operated in any one of
five possible modes set by the ModMRly functional call. Mode 0 is the most
flexible mode of the Matrix Relay board. It allows an any channel to be
connected to any bus connection. A break before make feature is included,
and can be enabled or disabled by software control (Mode 1). The duration of
the break is programmable. Mode 2 emulates the Digalog Relay Multiplexer
assembly.
The relays used on this board are instrument grade reed relays. They can be
individually switched on or off using the MRly functional call. The power on
and reset state of all relays is open, with the break before make feature
disabled.
One slot of the Digalog analog Testhead has 68 connections to the Patchboard
receiver. Of the 68, 64 of these connections are used for one side of the
matrix ( see the Matrix Relay block diagram). The remaining four receiver
connections are used for the other side of the matrix. This allows the user to
connect any number of 64 points to any of four buses. This also means that
any of the 64 points can be connected to any other of the remaining 63.
Circuitry on the Matrix Relay board will insure break before make operation of
the relays. This feature is software controlled and may be enabled / disabled
with the ModMRly functional call.
A typical application of this board is to replace the auxiliary relay board when
switching to a common bus is desired. The Matrix Relay board allows the user
a higher relay density per analog Testhead slot used. Such an application might
be in pulling up (or down) high voltage UUT inputs (or outputs). Another
application for this board might be a multiplexer for external equipment used
in highly specialized applications.
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ModMrly
ModMRLY functional call changes the mode of operation of the specified
Matrix Relay board. BOARD is used to select which board in the system to set
the mode on. MODE is used to select the various ways in which the MRLY
assembly can operate. TIME is the amount of time, in milliseconds, that the
relays will remain off when the state of the relays is changed.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub ModMrly(ByVal Board As Integer, ByVal Mode As Integer, ByVal
OpenTime As Integer)

Call ModMrly(Board,Mode,OpenTime)
WHERE:

Board

=
=

0
1

Selects the board with channels 0-63
Selects the board with channels 64-127, etc.

Mode

=
0
The mode is returned to normal.
Any relay can be turned on or off at will and the break before make feature is disabled.
All relays on the selected board are turned off during this mode set call.
=

The break before make feature is enabled. The duration of the
break is set by the third parameter of this call.
=
2
This mode makes the Matrix Relay assembly emulate the
switching of the relays on the Relay Multiplexer assembly.
The emulation divides the Matrix Relay board into four groups of sixteen channels
each (ex. Channels 0-15, 16-31, 32-47, 48-63). Channels 48-63 are not accessible.
When one relay in a group is turned on all other relays in the group are turned off.
After this call is run the selected board will have Channel #0 connected to Bus #1,
Channel #16 connected to Bus #2, and Channel #32 connected to Bus #3.

OpenTime
=
=

EXAMPLES:

1

0-10
>10

The relays will break for 10 milliseconds.
to 500. The relays will break for the requested amount of time,
up to 500 milliseconds, in 2mS increments.

Call ModMrly(1,1,70) .................................................... Sets the break before make feature to
.......................................................... 70 milliseconds on board number 1 (channels 64-127).
Call ModMrly(0,0,0) ............. Sets the mode to normal on board number 0 (channels 0 to 63).
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Mrly
The MRLY functional call is used to open (close), i.e., change State, of a
Channel from (to) a Bus.
CHANNEL is one of the 64 inputs from the Testhead Patchboard receiver. BUS
is one of 4 buses on a board or the Patchboard receiver. The channel set
used is determined by the board number. STATE describes the desired
condition of the relay selected by the channel and bus parameters.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub MRLY(ByVal Chan As Integer, ByVal Bus As Integer, ByVal State As Integer)

Call Mrly(Chan, Bus, State)
WHERE:

Chan

Bus

State

=
=
=
=
=

0-63
64
128
192
-1

Matrix Relay with channel set 0.
to 127 Matrix Relay with channel set 1.
to 191 Matrix Relay with channel set 2.
to 255 Matrix Relay with channel set 3.
All relays are opened, mode is set to 0.

=

0

=

1-4

All 4 buses will be connected (disconnected) to the channel
number selected by the previous parameter.
A relay will connect (disconnect) the channel selected by the
previous parameter to the selected bus number.

=
=

0
1

EXAMPLES:

The relay is opened.
The relay is closed.

Dim Channel As Integer
Dim Bus As Integer
Dim State As Integer
Channel = 10
Bus = 2
State = 1
Call Mrly(Channel,Bus,State) ..................................................... Connects channel 10 to bus 2.
Call Mrly(0,0,1) .................................................................. Connects channel 0 to all 4 buses.
Call Mrly(2,3,1) .......................................................................... Connects channel 2 to bus 3.
Call Mrly(2,3,0) ................................................................. Disconnects channel 2 from bus 3.
Call Mrly(25,2,0) ............................................................. Disconnects channel 25 from bus 0.
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MrlyStrobe
The MrlyStrobe functional call is used to download the relay image on the
selected Matrix Relay (Mrly) board to its relay drivers. The relay image is
changed when using the MrlySet functional call. This function may only be
used with Mrly boards configured for Mode 0 or Mode 1. An error message
will be returned if the selected Mrly board is not programmed to operate in a
valid mode.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub MrlyStrobe(ByVal Board As Integer)

Call MrlyStrobe(Board)
WHERE:

Board

=
=
=
=

0
1
2
3

Selects the board with channels 0 - 63.
Selects the board with channels 64 - 127.
Selects the board with channels 128 - 191.
Selects the board with channels 192 - 255.
Etc. to 16 boards.

EXAMPLES:
Call MrlyStrobe(0) ............................................ Strobe Mrly board 0, connecting/disconnecting
.............................. Mrly channels 0 to 63 per the relay image settings set by the MrlySet calls.
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MrlySet
The MrlySet functional call is used to set or reset a particular relay in the relay
image stored on the selected Matrix Relay (Mrly) board. This call does not
change the current Mrly board relay driver settings. The relay drivers are
updated with the MrlyStrobe functional call. This function may only be used
with Mrly boards configured for Mode 0 or Mode 1. An error message will be
returned if the selected Mrly board is not programmed to operate in a valid
mode.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub MrlySet(ByVal Chan As Integer, ByVal Bus As Integer, ByVal State As
Integer)

Call MrlySet(Chan, Bus, State)
WHERE:

Chan

Bus

State

=
=
=
=

0
64
128
192

to 63 Matrix Relay board with channel set 0.
to 127 Matrix Relay board with channel set 1.
to 191 Matrix Relay board with channel set 2.
to 255 Matrix Relay board with channel set 3.
Etc. to channel set 16.

=

0

=

1-4

Sets (resets) the selected channels relay image bits for all four
buses.
Sets (resets) the selected channels relay image for the selected
bus.

=
=

0
1

Reset a relay image bit (opened position).
Set a relay image bit (closed position).

EXAMPLES:
Call MrlySet(0, 0, 1) ............................................... Set channel 0 image bits so that Channel 0
............................................... will be connected to all four buses on the next MrlyStrobe call.
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MrlySwitchAll
The MrlySwitchAll functional call is used to either connect or disconnect all of
the relays to the selected bus on a particular Matrix Relay Mrly) board. This
function can only be used with Mrly boards configured for Mode 0 or Mode
1. An error message will be returned if the selected Mrly board is not
programmed to operate in a valid mode.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub MrlySwitchAll(ByVal Board As Integer, ByVal Bus As Integer, ByVal State As
Integer)

Call MrlySwitchAll(Board, Bus, State)
WHERE:

Board

Bus

State

=
=
=
=

0
1
2
3

Selects the board with channels 0 - 63.
Selects the board with channels 64 - 127.
Selects the board with channels 128 - 191.
Selects the board with channels 192 - 255.
Etc. to 16 boards.

=
=

0
1

Connects/disconnects all relays to all 4 buses.
to 4. Connects/disconnects all relays to the selected bus.

=
=

0
1

Opens a relay.
Closes a relay.

EXAMPLES:
Call MrlySwitchAll(0, 1, 1) ......................................... Connects all relays on Board 0 to Bus 1.
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MrlyReset
The MrlyReset functional call allows the programmer to open all relays from
all buses on all Matrix Relay boards in the system. The Matrix Relay boards
remain in the mode last set by the ModMrly call. The operator should use the
ModMrly functional call to set the mode to what is required for his
application.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub MrlyReset()

Call MrlyReset
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SPECIFICATIONS:
MRLY boards per Testhead .................................................................................................. 16
Contact resistance ............................................................................................... 0.200 ohms.
Contact turn on time ............................................................................... 0.5 milliseconds typ.
Contact turn off time ............................................................................... 0.5 milliseconds typ.
Maximum switching current ..................................................................................... 0.5 Amps
Maximum carry current ............................................................................................ 1.0 Amps
Maximum input voltage ............................................................................................ 100 Volts
Channel to channel crosstalk ......................................................................... -30 dB @ 1 kHz
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MEASUREMENT DISPLAY ELECTRONICS SYSTEM (MDE)
The Measurement Display Electronics (MDE) is integrated into the
measurement system to provide waveform measurement capability. The MDE
provides a picture of the waveforms to be measured, and allows the test
engineer to position measurement marks and delays.
The MDE is an alternate trace oscilloscope which is triggered by TrigA and
displays Sig1 on Trace1 and Sig2 on Trace2. The Z axis is modulated with
intensified Trig1 and Trig2 marks (Trig Call), and a voltage measurement mark
(Mark Call). The Z axis is also modulated from the start of each trace with
trigger inhibiting, intensified analog delay bands: Delay1 on Trace1 inhibits
Trig1 and Delay2 on Trace2 inhibits Trig2. Both are positioned by the Delay
functional call. The sweep on each trace is set by the Sweep call in seconds for
total sweep time. The vertical amplitude is set on each trace with the Vert
call. Finally, the T2Del call sets the trigger mode for Trace2.

Trig
The Trig functional call is used to place a trigger point on SigA (TrigA), Sig1
(Trig1), or Sig2 (Trig2). The voltage level of the trigger is determined by the
Level parameter, and the placement on the rising or falling edge of the signal
at that level is determined by the Slope paramater. Thus, a trigger can be
placed on an incoming signal at the first occurrence of the voltage level on
either a rising or falling edge.
If the signal has more than one rising or falling edge at the specified voltage
level, the Delay functional call can be used to delay the placement of the
trigger until the second or third occurrence of the voltage level on the the
selected slope.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub Trig(ByVal Signal As Integer, ByVal Level As Double, ByVal Slope As Integer,
ByVal Filter As Integer)

Call Trig(Signal, Level, Slope, Filter)
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WHERE:

Signal

Level

=
=
=

0
1
2

SigA (Creating TrigA).
Sig1 (Creating Trig1, displayed on Trace1).
Sig2 (Creating Trig2, displayed on Trace2).

=

2.000

to -2.000 in steps of .001. The actual trigger voltage is related to
the Mux Call Range parameter.

LEVEL
1.000
1.000
2.000

Slope

Filter

MUX RANGE
200
20
2

ACTUAL TRIGGER VOLTAGE
100 Volts
10 Volts
2 Volts

=
=

1
-1

Trigger on rising edge of signal.
Trigger on falling edge of signal.

=
=
=
=

0
1
2
3

5 MHz, single break.
3 MHz, single break.
370 kHz, single break.
38 kHz, single break.

EXAMPLES:

Dim Signal As Integer
Dim Level As Double
Dim Slope As Integer
Dim Filter As Integer
Signal = 1
Level = 1.2
Slope = -1
Filter = 2
Call Trig(Signal, Level, Slope, Filter) ........................................................ Mux Call Range = 20
.......................................... Trigger on the falling edge of Sig1 at 12 volts with a 370 kHz filter.
Call Trig(0, 0, 1, 0) ................................................................................. Mux Call Range = 20
..................................................... Trigger on rising edge of SigA at 0 volts with a 5 MHz filter.
Call Trig(2, 1.5, -1, 3) ............................................................................... Mux Call Range = 2
........................................... Trigger on the falling edge of Sig2 at 1.5 volts with a 38 kHz filter.
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Sweep
The Sweep call sets the sweep time on Trace1 and Trace2.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub Sweep(ByVal Signal As Integer, ByVal SwpTime As Double)

Call Sweep(Signal, SwpTime)
WHERE:

Signal

=
=

SwpTime

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

1
2

For Trace1 (upper).
For Trace2 (lower).

.5
.2
.1
.05
.02
.01
.005
.002
.001
.0005
.0002
.0001
.00005
.00002
.00001
.000005
.000002
.000001
.0000005

Seconds full sweep.
Seconds full sweep.
Seconds full sweep.
Seconds full sweep.
Seconds full sweep.
Seconds full sweep.
Seconds full sweep.
Seconds full sweep.
Seconds full sweep.
Seconds full sweep.
Seconds full sweep.
Seconds full sweep.
Seconds full sweep.
Seconds full sweep.
Seconds full sweep.
Seconds full sweep.
Seconds full sweep.
Seconds full sweep.
Seconds full sweep. (500 nanoseconds)

EXAMPLES:

Dim Signal As Integer
Dim SwpTime As Double
Signal = 1
SwpTime = .001
Call Sweep(Signal,SwpTime) .............................................. Set Trace1 sweep to 1 millisecond.
Call Sweep(1,.005) ........................................................... Set Trace1 sweep to 5 milliseconds.
Call Sweep(2, .000005) ................................................. Set Trace2 sweep to 5 microseconds.
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Delay
The Delaycall sets the length of an intensified region from the beginning of
each trace which inhibits the triggers. Delay1 inhibits Trig1 on Trace1 and
Delay2 inhibits Trig2 on Trace2.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub Delay(ByVal Signal As Integer, DDelay As Double)

Call Delay(Signal, DDelay)
WHERE:

Signal

=
=

DDelay

=

1
2

for Trace1. (upper)
for Trace2. (lower)

.05

to .95 Dimensionless number as a fraction of the total sweep
time.

EXAMPLES:

Dim Signal As Integer
Dim DDelay As Double
Signal = 1
DDelay = .3
Call Delay(Signal,DDelay) ............................................................... Set Delay to .3 on Trace 1.
Call Delay(1,.5) .................................................................. Set Delay to .5 on Trace1.(Center)
Call
.75 on
192 Delay(2,.75) ........................................................................... Set Delay
Seriesto
2040D
TestTrace2.
System
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Mark
The Mark Call places a flashing voltage measurement mark on Trace1 or
Trace2. An AMS Call, with an appropriate timeout value, samples the
waveform at the flashing mark and returns a voltage reading.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub Mark(ByVal Signal As Integer, ByVal Position As Double)

Call Mark(Signal, Position)
WHERE:

Signal

=
=

Position

=

1
2

for Trace1. (upper)
for Trace2. (lower)

.05

to .95 Dimensionless number as a fraction of the total sweep.

EXAMPLES:
Call Mark(1,0.5) ............................................. Set measurement mark at .5 on Trace1.(Center)
Call Mark(2,0.75) .................................................................... Set volt mark at .75 on Trace2.
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T2Del
The T2Del functional call programs the start of Sweep2 on Trace2. Mode 2
allows Trace2 to start after a digital count of events on the selected source.
This count delay is generally more stable for long delays than the Mode 1
analog delay.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub T2Del(ByVal Mode As Integer, ByVal Count As Long, ByVal Source As
Integer)

Call T2Del(Mode, Count, Source)
WHERE:

Mode

Count
Source

=
=
=

0
1
2

=

3

Start Sweep2 at end of delay on Trace1.
Start Sweep2 on Trig1.
Start Sweep2 after countdown of Source.
(Count = 65535 maximum.)
Disable Sweep2. (single-trace oscilloscope)

=

0

to 65535. Number of counts for Mode 2.

=
=
=

0
1
2

TrigA. (TRIG Call Required).
Trig1. (TRIG Call Required).
Trig2. (TRIG Call Required).

Source used in Mode 2 only. Only counts occurring during Sweep1 time will be
honored; if the count programmed is too great to meet this requirement, Trace2 will not
occur. TCOUNT cannot be used if Mode 2 is used. The event counter is used in both
calls.

EXAMPLES:
Call T2Del(1,0,0) ..................................................................................... Start Trace2 at Trig1.
Call T2Del(0,0,0) ....................................................................... Start Trace2 at end of Delay1.
Call T2Del(3,0,0) ............................................................................................. Disable Trace2.
Call T2Del(2,10,1) .................................... Start Trace2 at the tenth Trig1 presented on Trace1.
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Vert
The Vert Call sets the size of the display routed to Sig1, displayed on Trace1,
and Sig2, displayed on Trace2. The size of the display does not effect the
measurement of the signal.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub Vert(ByVal Signal As Integer, ByVal Range As Integer, ByVal AC As Integer)

Call Vert(Signal, Range, AC)
WHERE:

Signal

=
=

1
2

Set Range of Sig1 on Trace1.
Set Range of Sig2 on Trace2.
- Relay Multiplexer Voltage Range 200
20
2.0
0.2
volts

Range

=
1 10
1
0.1
0.01
volts/division
=
2 20
2
0.2
0.02
volts/division.
=
5 50
5
0.5
0.05
volts/division.
=
10 100
10
1.0
0.10
volts/division.
The Range parameter is related to the Mux Range parameter as shown above. Proper
oscilloscope setup is essential, see Oscilloscope Setup Section in the Installation
Manual..

AC

=
=

0
1

DC coupled amplifier.
AC coupled amplifier.

EXAMPLES:

Dim Signal As Integer
Dim Range As Integer
Dim AC As Integer
Signal = 2
Range = 2
AC = 0
Call VERT(Signal,Range,AC) ................................................ Trace 2 set to 2 Volts/division, DC.
............................................................................................. (If Mux Call is on 20 volt range).
Call Vert(1,10,0) .............. Trace1 set to 10 Volts/division, DC. (If Mux Call is on 20 volt range).
Call Vert(2,2,1) ................... Trace2 set to 2 Volts/division, AC. (If Mux Call is on 20 volt range).
Call Vert(2,2,1) ............... Trace2 set to 20 Volts/division, AC. (If Mux Call is on 200 volt range).
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SPECIFICATIONS:
MDE boards per system ........................................................................................................ 1
TRIG level accuracy ........................................................................ programmed value +/-5%
TRIG filter ............................................................................................... 5 MHz, single break
.............................................................................................................. 3 MHz, single break
............................................................................................................ 370 kHz, single break
.............................................................................................................. 38 kHz, single break
SWEEP accuracy ............................................................................. programmed value +/-5%
DELAY position accuracy ................................................................ programmed value +/-5%
MARK position accuracy ................................................................. programmed value +/-5%
T2DEL count accuracy ............................................................. programmed value +/-1 count
VERT amplitude accuracy ............................................................ programmed value +/-5%
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Multi-Form Relay Diagram
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Multi-Form Relay Board





22 Channels per board
1 Form C Switching
Parallel Switching
Break Before Make Operation

The Multi-Form Relay board provides 22 channels of digital and utility
switching capabilities. Each channel consists of two 1 Form A reed relays tied
together at one end. The untied relay contacts, as well as the common line
between the two relays, are connected directly to the Testhead Patchboard.
Each relay is independently controlled, providing maximum flexibility in
contact arrangements. The board was designed so that each relay pair always
breaks any existing connections before making any new connections, thus
providing the ability to emulate break before make, single pull, double throw
(1 Form C) switching. For 1 Form C switching applications, Relay A is the
normally open contact and Relay B is the normally closed contact. Each relay
is opened on power up or after a TCLEAR.
The relay driver logic is split between two identical PLDs, each containing the
logic to drive up to twelve channels. Each PLD contains six latching data
registers, three readback registers and all the relay control logic. Three of the
data registers (NEW DATA) are used to write in new relay data. The remaining
three data registers (OLD DATA) contain the previous relay data (See the bit
definitions for the Relay Channel Data Registers). Once new data has been
written into the first set of latches it is available for readback through the three
readback registers. The clocks of the NEW DATA registers are anded together
to form an output signal which is used to trigger one of two external 1 ms
delay circuits. These delay circuits generate the write pulse which is used to
toggle the new relay data into the OLD DATA registers.
The relay control logic compares the NEW DATA and OLD DATA for each
channel. If new data for a particular channel is different than the current
settings, the relay control logic will open both of the channels relays,
providing the break before make operation. Once the OLD DATA registers
have been updated with the new relay data by the write pulse generated by
the delay circuit, the relay control logic senses that the NEW DATA and OLD
DATA are the same and allows the relays to be set to their proper position.
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The circuit board also has six inverting readback registers connected directly to
the outputs of the relay drivers (See the bit definitions for the Relay Driver
Readback Registers). These registers may be used to verify relay driver
operation. A logic 1 level at the output of these readback registers indicates
the relay is closed, a logic 0 indicates the relay is opened
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MFormRly
The MFormRly functional call is used to open or close a particular relay
channel on the selected Multi-Form Relay board. For 1 Form C switching,
each channels Relay A is defined as the normally open contact and Relay B as
the normally closed contact. For Form A switching, both relays are set to the
same state.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub MFormRly(ByVal Channel As Integer, ByVal Form As Integer, ByVal State As
Integer)

Call MFormRly (Channel, Form, State)
WHERE:

Channel

Form

State

=
=
=

0
22

Multi-Form Relay channel number to set.
to 21. Multi-Form Relay channel set 0.
to 43. Multi-Form Relay channel set 1, etc. (up to 154 - 175 for
channel set 7)

=
=
=

0
1

Relay configuration for the channel to emulate.
Emulates two 1 Form A relays connected in parallel.
Emulates a 1 Form C relay.

=
=
=

0
1

Relay setting.
to open a relay channel.
to close a relay channel.

EXAMPLES:
Call MFormRly(0,1,1)................................................ Channel 0 emulates 1 Form C switching:
................................................................... Channel 0s Relay A is closed, Relay B is opened.
Call MFormRly(0,1,0)................................................ Channel 0 emulates 1 Form C switching:
................................................................... Channel 0s Relay A is opened, Relay B is closed.
Call MFormRly(1,0,1)................................................... Channel 1 emulates Form A switching:
..................................................................................... both of Channel 1s relays are closed.
Call MFormRly(1,0,0)................................................... Channel 1 emulates Form A switching:
................................................................................... both of Channel 1s relays are opened.
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MFormRlyReset
The MFormRlyReset functional call is used to reset all of the relays on all of the
Multi-Form Relay boards to their open position.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub MFormRlyReset()

Call MFormRlyReset

EXAMPLE:
Call MFormRlyReset
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SPECIFICATIONS:
Contact configuration ............................................................................................. 1 FORM A
Contact resistance, initial .......................................................................................... 0.2 ohms
Contact material .................................................................................................... Ruthenium
Life expectancy .............................................................. 200x10^6 @ 10V and 10 milliamps
Operate time, w/bounce ................................................................... 2 millisecond maximum
Release time ...................................................................................... 1 millisecond maximum
Maximum voltage ...................................................................................200 VDC or AC peak
Maximum switched power ............................................................................................ 10 VA
Maximum switching current ..................................................................................... 0.5 amps
Maximum carry current ............................................................................................ 1.0 amps
Insulation resistance ........................................................................................... 10^10 ohms
Off-state capacitance ................................................................................. 5 picofarads typical
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MULTIPLE SERIAL PROTOCOL BOARD
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MSP BLOCK DIAGRAM
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MULTIPLE SERIAL PROTOCOL BOARD
The Multiple Serial Protocol (MSP) Board has four sections. They are the
Patchboard identification, the Selftest Multiplexer (TMUX), the serial
communications section, and the Isolation Amplifier (ISOAMP) section.
The test multiplexer section (TMUX) section of this card multiplexes internal
signals to the Amplitude Measurement System (AMS), via Sig3, for calibration
and test purposes. The user can also use this resource to read the output of
the Isolation Amplifiers (ISOAMPs). Other cards such as the Instrumentation
Amplifier board and the Utility TMUX board have the same MUX circuitry.
The serial communications section of the Multiple Serial Protocol board is
designed to communicate with Units Under Test (UUTs) vis a variety of serial
protocols. Included are RS-232C, asychronous RS-422/RS-485, J-1850, and
Controller Area Network (CAN). Other protocols such as single wire UART
lines can also be used with this card. Three functional calls are associated with
the RS-232C/RS-422/RS-485 section of the MSP board. They are
UARTParams, SendSerial, and RecvSerial. UARTParams sets up the protocol
and details of the serial data transmission while SendSerial and RecvSerial
send and receive blocks of data.
The MSP card has four Isolation Amplifiers. These amplifiers have differential
inputs followed by a programmable gain stage, and then fed through a
programmable filter. The inputs of these amplifiers are floating and can
measure small voltage differences in the presence of large common mode
voltages.
The functional calls for the TMUX and Isolation Amplifiers are covered en
other sections of this manual. Only the MSP specific functional calls are
covered in this section.
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sendSerial
The sendSerial call sends a message using the default UART port on the MSP
board. The message must be fully assembled by the caller as the function
transmits the message transparently. Communication is at the baud rate set up
by the SetUARTParams call.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub sendSerial(resultcode As Integer, Smsg() As Integer, msgLen As
Integer,Timeout As Double)

Call sendSerial(resultcode,Smsg(),msgLen,Timeout)
WHERE:

ResultCode

Smsg

=

The returned error code.

=

The message to send. An array of integers with the upper byte
in each array element being ignored.

msgLen

=

Timeout

=

1

to 4096. Number of bytes to send.

0

to 65. The time to wait in seconds for the receive line to be idle
before transmitting.

EXAMPLES:

DIM Resultcode As Integer
DIM Smsg() As Integer
DIM msgLen As Integer
msgLen = 100
Call sendSerial(resultcode,Smsg(),msgLen,1) ............................................. Send Smsg and wait
..................................................................................................... 1 second for an errorcode.
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recvSerial
The recvSerial call receives a message using the default UART port on the MSP
board. The message must be disassembled by the caller as the function
receives the message transparently. Communication is at the baud rate set up
by the setUARTParams call.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub recvSerial(Resultcode As Integer, Rmsg() As Integer, msgLen As Integer,
Timeout As Double)

Call recvSerial(Resultcode,Rmsg(),msgLen,Timeout)
WHERE:

ResultCode
Rmsg

=

The returned error code.

=

The message to receive. Upon return, the upper byte of each
integer contains a 0, and the lower byte contains the
received byte.

msgLen

=

Timeout

=

0

to 4096. The calling variable will contain the number of bytes to
read. The returning variable will contain the number of bytes
read.

0

to 65. The time to wait in seconds for a message.

EXAMPLES:

Dim Resultcode As Integer
Dim Rmsg() As Integer
Dim msgLen As Integer
msgLen = 100
Call recvSerial(resultcode,Rmsg(),msgLen,1) ................................... Receive message and wait
..................................................................................................... 1 second for an errorcode.
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setUARTParams
The setUARTParams call sets up the default parameters used by the serial
functions.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub setUARTParams(ByVal Index As Integer, ByVal Value As Long)

Call setUARTParams(Index,Value)
WHERE:

Index
Value

=

Index of the parameter to set.

=

Value to set the parameter to.

INDEX#
1

PARAMETER NAME
Port Code

2
3
4
5
6
8

Baudrate
Echo Timeout
Receive Timeout
Gap Timeout
Idle Timeout
Check Echo

(Default)
Port Code
=
Baudrate
=
Echo Timeout =
Receive Timeout =
Gap Timeout
=
Idle Timeout
=
Check Echo

=

PARAMETER VALUE
0 = RS232 (Default)
1 = Single line SXR
2 = RS422
Baudrate (Default = 8192)
Milliseconds (Default = 10)
Milliseconds (Default = 1000)
Milliseconds (Default = 15)
Milliseconds (Default = 1000)
0 = Dont check echo byte
1 = Check echo type

The port to use on the MSP board
The baudrate to set the MSP board to
The time to wait for an echo byte.
The time to wait for a response from the sender
The maximum time allowed between characters
The maximum time to wait for an idle line before
transmitting
Flag to compare the echoed byte with the transmitted byte

Note: The gap timeout also determines how long the MSP board will wait before
determining that a generic serial message has ended.

EXAMPLES:

Call setUARTParams(2,16384) ............................................................. Set baudrate to 16384.
Call setUARTParams(5,1) ...................................................... Set gap timeout to 1 millisecond.
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getUARTParams
The getUARTParams call retrieves the default parameters used by the serial
functions.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub getUARTParams(ByVal paramNumber As Integer, paramValue As Long)

Call getUARTParams(paramNumber,paramValue)
WHERE:

paramNumber
=

Index of the parameter to get.

paramValue
=

Value the parameter is set to.
INDEX#
1

PARAMETER NAME
Port Code

2
3
4
5
6
8

Baudrate
Echo Timeout
Receive Timeout
Gap Timeout
Idle Timeout
Check Echo

Port Code
=
Baudrate
=
Echo Timeout =
Receive Timeout=
Gap Timeout =
Idle Timeout
=
Check Echo

=

VALUE DEFINITIONS
0 = RS232
1 = Single line SXR
2 = RS422
Baudrate
Milliseconds
Milliseconds
Milliseconds
Milliseconds
0 = Dont check echo byte
1 = Check echo type

The port to use on the MSP board
The baudrate to set the MSP board to
The time to wait for an echo byte.
The time to wait for a response from the sender
The maximum time allowed between characters
The maximum time to wait for an idle line before
transmitting
Flag to compare the echoed byte with the transmitted byte

Note: The gap timeout also determines how long the MSP board will wait before
determining that a generic serial message has ended.

EXAMPLES:

Dim paramValue As Long
Call getUARTParams(2,paramValue) ................................................................... Get baudrate.
Call getUARTParams(5,paramValue) .............................................................. Get gap timeout.
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getMspClock
The getMspClock functional call gets the MSP system clock frequency in Hertz
from the MSP board.
Visual Basic Declaration
Public Cub getMspClock(ByRef frequency As Long)

Call getMspClock(frequency)
WHERE:

frequency
=

The MSP clock frequency in Hertz.

EXAMPLES:

Dim frequency As Long
Call getMspClock(frequency) .......................................... Get the MSP system clock frequency.
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mspDownloadBuffer
The mspDownloadBuffer functional call downloads data into the selected MSP
buffer. This buffered data may be transmitted at a future time using the
spiTransmitBuffer function. A 100:007 (MSP Out of Memory) error message
will be returned if the number of bytes of download data exceeds the amount
of free MSP memory.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub mspDownloadBuffer(ByVal bufferNumber As Integer, data() As Byte, ByVal
dataSize As Long)

Call mspDownloadBuffer(bufferNumber, data, dataSize)
WHERE:

bufferNumber
=0

data

to 19. MSP buffer number to download data to.

=

dataSize

=

Array containing the data to download.

The length of the data array in bytes.

EXAMPLES:

Dim data(1 to 256) As Byte
Dim i As Integer
Load data array
For i = 1 to 256
data(i) = i - 1
Next i
Download 256 bytes to MSP buffer #0
Call mspDownloadBuffer(o, data, 256)
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mspException
The mspException functional call gets the exception frame from the MSP
board. The exception frame contains the following MSP microcontroller
information:
CPU Register Contents:
D0 Register Contents (first 4 bytes of frame)
D1 Register Contents (4 Bytes)
D2 Register Contents (4 Bytes)
D3 Register Contents (4 Bytes)
D4 Register Contents (4 Bytes)
D5 Register Contents (4 Bytes)
D6 Register Contents (4 Bytes)
D7 Register Contents (4 Bytes)
A0 Register Contents (4 Bytes)
A1 Register Contents (4 Bytes)
A2 Register Contents (4 Bytes)
A3 Register Contents (4 Bytes)
A4 Register Contents (4 Bytes)
A5 Register Contents (4 Bytes)
A6 Register Contents (4 Bytes)
A7 Register Contents (4 Bytes)
A1 Register Contents (4 Bytes)
CPU Exception Stack frame:
Status Register (2 bytes)
Program Counter High (2 bytes)
Program Counter Low (2 bytes)
Format (upper nibble)/Vector Pffset (2 bytes)
Other Processor State Information (0, 4, or 16 bytes)
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub mspException(frame() As Byte, ByRef frameSize As Integer)

Call mspException(frame, frameSize)
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WHERE:

frame

=

frameSize
=

The array to write the exception frame to.

1 to 92. (maximum MSP exception frame size). The size of the frame
in bytes. This parameter will be updated with the actual MSP
exception frame size in bytes.

EXAMPLES:

Dim frame(1 to 92) As Byte
Dim frameSize As Integer
frameSize = 92
Call mspException(frame, frameSize) ........................................ Get the MSP exception frame.
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mspReset
The mspReset functional call resets the microcontroller on the MSP board.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub mspReset()

Call mspReset

EXAMPLES:
Call mspReset .................................................... Resets the microcontroller on the MSP board.
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mspVersion
The mspVersion functional call gets the firmware version string from the MSP
board.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub mspVersion(Version As String)

Call mspVersion(Version)
WHERE:

Version

=

String containing the MSP firmware version string.

EXAMPLES:

Dim Version As String
Call mspVersion(Version) ................................................. Get the MSP firmware version string.
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ISO AMP #0 Output
ISO AMP #0 AGND
ISO AMP #1 Output
ISO AMP #1 AGND
ISO AMP #2 Output
ISO AMP #2 AGND
ISO AMP #3 Output
ISO AMP #3 AGND

VBAT
MISO
SCK
RS-422/RS-485 +
IC1
CAN High
J1850 Load
TDI
TMS
TRST
D0
D2
D4
D6
IDGD
UART +
PCS3
DGND
RS-232C XMT
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TPB1
TPB2
TPB3
TPB4
TPB5
TPB6
TPB7
TPB8
TPB9
TPB10
TPB11
TPB12
TPB13
TPB14
TPB15
TPB16
TPB17
TPB18
TPB19
TPB20
TPB21
TPB22
TPB23
TPB24
TPB25
TPB26
TPB27
TPB28
TPB29
TPB30
TPB31
TPB32
TPB33
TPB34

BPB1
BPB2
BPB3
BPB4
BPB5
BPB6
BPB7
BPB8
BPB9
BPB10
BPB11
BPB12
BPB13
BPB14
BPB15
BPB16
BPB17
BPB18
BPB19
BPB20
BPB21
BPB22
BPB23
BPB24
BPB25
BPB26
BPB27
BPB28
BPB29
BPB30
BPB31
BPB32
BPB33
BPB34

ISO AMP #0 + Input
ISO AMP #0 - Input
ISO AMP #1 + Input
ISO AMP #1 - Input
ISO AMP #2 + Input
ISO AMP #2 - Input
ISO AMP #3 + Input
ISO AMP #3 - Input

VBGD
MOSI
SS
RS-422/RS-485 IC2
CAN Low
J1850 Bus
TDO
TCK
PAI
D1
D3
D5
D7
AGND
UART PWMA
DGND
RS-232C RCV
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Patchboard Pin Mnemonics
ISO AMP #0 Output
ISO AMP #0 AGND

SS
RS-422/485 +
RS-422/485 IC1
IC2
CAN High
CAN Low
J1850 Load
J1850 Bus
TDI
TDO, TMS, TCK, TRST
PAI
D0 - D7
IDGD
AGND
UART+
UARTPCS3, PWMA
DGND
RS-232C XMT
RS-232C RCV

Signal output from Isolation Amplifier #0.
Analog ground associated with Isolation Amplifier
#0.
The higher of the two differential inputs to
Isolation Amplifier #0.
The lower of the two differential inputs to
Isolation Amplifier #0.
External voltage applied to the board to run the
DLCP bus instead of the +12VDC on the MSP
board.
VBAT Return pin.
Serial input pin for SPI (Serial Perepheral
Interface) communications.
Serial output pin for SPI communications.
Clock signal generated on the MSP board to
control SPI communications.
Peripheral chip select line.
Serial interface positive communication line.
Serial interface negative communication line.
Input Compare #1 - Not currently used.
Input Compare #2 - Not currently used.
CAN (Control Area Network) high side.
CAN low side.
J1850 return line.
J1850 signal line.
MSP Boundary Scan TDI input.
MSP Boundary Scan TDI outputs.
Input Compare line - Not currently used.
Patchboard ID pins.
Patchboard ID ground.
Analog ground.
UART signal line (Single line UART)
UART negative signal line (Differential UART).
MSP Input Compare/PWM Output signals.
Digital ground.
RS-232C tramsmit line.
RS-232C receive line.

TPB9 through 15
BPB9 through 15

Unused.
Unused.

ISO AMP #0 + Input
ISO AMP #0 - Input
VBAT
VBGD
MISO
MOSI
SCK
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SWITCH SETTINGS
For a MSP board with a standard TMUX:

For a MSP board with a HV TMUX:
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OPEN COLLECTOR I/O
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OCIO BLOCK DIAGRAM
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OPEN COLLECTOR I/O BOARD (OCIO)
The Open Collector Input/Output Board (OCIO) is designed to drive and
receive digital signals with high voltage levels. This design is an addition to
the Series 2040D Test System and can be inserted in any Testhead slot. A
2040D Testhead can have a maximum of eight OCIO boards at a time.
Each slot of the Digalog Series 2040D Test System has 68 connections to the
Patchboard receiver (on the Testhead). On OCIO boards, sixty four of these
connections are used for driver/receiver bits, 2 are used for external rail
voltage inputs, and the remaining 2 are connected to digital ground on the test
system.
The output drivers are fuse protected open-drain type capable of handling up
to 50 Volts and sinking up to 0.5 Amp. Each driver has its own internal pull-up
resistor which simplifies Patchboard wiring. The pull-up resistor can be
disconnected, or can be connected to either an external rail voltage pin or the
internal +5 Volts on the board. Each output pin is wrapped back to a receiver
through a current limiting diode to voltage clamps.
FEATURES:
64 Input/Output channels.
Open-drain type output drivers.
Receivers tied directly to the output pins.
Outputs current protected to 0.5 Amp (fused).
Inputs protected with current limiting diode to voltage clamps.
2 external rail input pins.
Software selectable internal/external rail voltages.
All 64 channels updated simultaneously.
Internally socketed rail pull-up resistor packs.
Caution: If a channel is fixtured to large-current inductive
loads, an external flyback diode must be used to prevent
damage to the driver/receiver circuit caused by an inductive
kickback.
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OCEn
The OCEn functional call is used to enable/disable the output from individual
channels of the OCIO board. Output is enabled by connecting a pull-up
resistor to the open collector driver of a channel. These pull-up resistors allow
outputs to operate without the need for external pull-up resistors in the
product fixture.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub OCEn(ByVal ByteNumber As Integer, ByVal EnableData As Integer)

Call OCEn(ByteNumber, EnableData)
WHERE:

ByteNumber
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

EnableData
=
=

-1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

All internal pull-ups on all boards will be disabled.
Driver bits 0 through 7 on the first OCIO board.
Driver bits 8 through 15 on the first OCIO board.
Driver bits 16 through 23 on the first OCIO board.
Driver bits 24 through 31 on the first OCIO board.
Driver bits 32 through39 on the first OCIO board.
Driver bits 40 through 47 on the first OCIO board.
Driver bits 48 through 55 on the first OCIO board.
Driver bits 56 through 63 on the first OCIO board.
Driver bits 0 through 7 on the second OCIO board.

&H00 All internal pull-ups disabled (disconnected).
&HFF All internal pull-ups enabled (connected to Rail).

EXAMPLES:
Call OCEn(-1,0) ............................................................... All internal pull-ups will be disabled.
Call OCEn(2,&HF0) ........................................ Four high bit pull-ups in byte 2 will be enabled.
Call OCEn(3,0) ...................................................................... Byte 3 pull-ups will be disabled.
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OCEnReset
The OCEnReset functional call will reset all OCIO channels in the system to
the disabled state. It is a special case of the OCEn functional call.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub OCEnReset()

Call OCEnReset
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OCRail
The OCRail functional call is used to switch between internal and external rail
supply voltages used by OCIO pull-up resistors. There are 64 OCIO channels
per board, arranged into two banks of 32 each. Each bank is individually
configurable to use either the internal +5V supply or a voltage externally
connected through a Patchboard pin.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub OCRail(ByVal BankNumber As Integer, ByVal RailState As Integer)

Call OCRail(BankNumber, RailState)
WHERE:

BankNumber
=
=
=
=

RailState

=
=

-1
0
1
2

All rails on all boards will be reset to internal.
Driver bits 0 through 31 on the first OCIO board.
Driver bits 32 through 63 on the first OCIO board.
Driver bits 0 through 31 on the second OCIO board.

0
1

Internal 5 Volt rail selected.
External rail selected.

EXAMPLES:
Call OCRail(-1,0) .................................................................... All rails will be reset to internal.
Call OCRail(0,0) .................................................. Bank 0 will be connected to internal 5V rail.
Call OCRail(0,1) ...................................................... Bank 0 will be connected to external rail.
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OCRailReset
The OCRailReset functional call will reset all OCIO banks to use the internal
+5V supply. It is a special case of the OCRail functional Call.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub OCRailReset()

Call OCRailReset

EXAMPLES:
Call OCRailReset ................................ Reset all OCIO banks to use the internal +5vdc supply.
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OCData
The OCData functional call is used to setup and latch the output drive data for
the selected byte of drivers. All drivers are updated simultaneously. The board
containing the first byte specified in a OCData call acts as the master.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub OCData(ByVal ByteNumber As Integer, ByVal OutData As Integer)

Call OCData(ByteNumber, OutData)
WHERE:

ByteNumber
=

-1

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

OutData

=
=

All data bits on all boards are reset to 0. This means that all
driver bits in the system are turned off and their outputs will
will be pulled high.
Driver bits 0 through 7 on the first OCIO board.
Driver bits 8 through 15 on the first OCIO board.
Driver bits 16 through 23 on the first OCIO board.
Driver bits 24 through 31 on the first OCIO board.
Driver bits 32 through39 on the first OCIO board.
Driver bits 40 through 47 on the first OCIO board.
Driver bits 48 through 55 on the first OCIO board.
Driver bits 56 through 63 on the first OCIO board.
Driver bits 0 through 7 on the second OCIO board.

&H00 All bits set to logic-0.
&HFF All bits set to logic-1.

EXAMPLES:
Call OCData(-1,0) .............................................................. Resets all data bytes on all boards.
Call OCData(0,0) .............................................................. Data byte 0 will be reset to 0 (low).
Call OCData(9,255) ..................... All bits of byte 9 will be 1 (high) and board 2 will be Master.
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OCDataReset
The OCDataReset functional call resets all of the open-collector drivers in the
system to the off state.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub OCDataReset()

Call OCDataReset

EXAMPLES:
Call OCDataReset ................................ Reset all OCIO drivers in the system to the off state.
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OCRead
The OCRead functional call is used to strobe the receiver latches and retrieve
data from them. All latches in the system are clocked simultaneously. The
board containing the first byte in the parameter list will be used as the clocking
master.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub OCRead(ReadData As Integer, ByVal ByteNumber As Integer)

Call OCRead(ReadData,ByteNumber)
WHERE:

ReadData
=

ByteNumber
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Returned data variable for the selected byte number.
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Receiver bits 0 through 7 on the first OCIO board.
Receiver bits 8 through 15 on the first OCIO board.
Receiver bits 16 through 23 on the first OCIO board.
Receiver bits 24 through 31 on the first OCIO board.
Receiver bits 32 through39 on the first OCIO board.
Receiver bits 40 through 47 on the first OCIO board.
Receiver bits 48 through 55 on the first OCIO board.
Receiver bits 56 through 63 on the first OCIO board.
Receiver bits 0 through 7 on the second OCIO board.

EXAMPLES:

Dim RtnData1 As Integer
Call OCRead(RtnData1,5) ............................................................... Board 0 will be the Master
............................................................................. byte 5 status will be returned in RtnData1.
Call OCRead(RtnData1,9) ........................................................ Board 1 will be the Master and
....................................................................................... byte 9 will be returned in RtnData1.
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OCPut
The OCPut functional call is used to write a byte of data to output latches
without clocking the output drivers. Once loaded, the data may be clocked
out using the final OCData call, or independent OCClk functional call.
Channels programmed with a high bit will be turned off: output will be pulledup to the rail voltage (if enabled with the OCEn functional call.) Those
channels not set will be turned on and sinked to ground.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub OCPut(ByVal ByteNumber As Integer, ByVal OutData As Integer)

Call OCPut(ByteNumber,OutData)
WHERE:

ByteNumber
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

OutData

=
=

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Driver bits 0 through 7 on the first OCIO board.
Driver bits 8 through 15 on the first OCIO board.
Driver bits 16 through 23 on the first OCIO board.
Driver bits 24 through 31 on the first OCIO board.
Driver bits 32 through39 on the first OCIO board.
Driver bits 40 through 47 on the first OCIO board.
Driver bits 48 through 55 on the first OCIO board.
Driver bits 56 through 63 on the first OCIO board.
Driver bits 0 through 7 on the second OCIO board.

&H00 All bits set to logic-0.
&HFF All bits set to logic-1.

EXAMPLES:
Call OCPut(0, &H04) ........................................... Program bit 2 on the first board to a logic 1.
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OCGet
The OCGet functional call is used to retrieve a single byte of data from a
receiver latch previously clocked. The function will not strobe the receiver
latches; it must be done beforehand using an OCRead or OCStrobe call.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub OCGet(ByRef ReadData As Integer, ByVal ByteNumber As Integer)

Call OCGet(ReadData,ByteNumber)
WHERE:

ReadData
=

ByteNumber
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Returned data variable for the selected byte number.
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Receiver bits 0 through 7 on the first OCIO board.
Receiver bits 8 through 15 on the first OCIO board.
Receiver bits 16 through 23 on the first OCIO board.
Receiver bits 24 through 31 on the first OCIO board.
Receiver bits 32 through39 on the first OCIO board.
Receiver bits 40 through 47 on the first OCIO board.
Receiver bits 48 through 55 on the first OCIO board.
Receiver bits 56 through 63 on the first OCIO board.
Receiver bits 0 through 7 on the second OCIO board.

EXAMPLES:

Dim Data As Integer
Call OCGet(Data, 0) ..................................... The integer value of byte #0 is returned as Data.
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OCClk
The OCClk Functional call is used to simultaneously update the output drivers
of all of the OCIO boards present in the system. It is intended to be used
following one or several OCPut calls to the system, which write data to the
output latches, but do not clock the output drivers. The first board
encountered in the system will be arbitrarily selected as the master.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub OCClk()

Call OCClk

EXAMPLES:
Call OCClk ................... Latch all of the output drivers of all of the OCIO boards in the system.
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OCStrobe
The OCStrobe functional call is used to simultaneously latch the input registers
of all the OCIO boards present in the system. Afterwards, the OCGet call is
intended for use in retrieving data from the input registers without re-clocking
every input in the system. The first board encountered in the system will be
arbitrarily be selected as master.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub OCStrobe()

Call OCStrobe

EXAMPLES:
Call OCStrobe .............. Latch all of the input registers of all of the OCIO boards in the system.
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SPECIFICATIONS:
OCIO boards per Testhead ................................................................................................... 8
OCIO channels per board .................................................................................................. 64
Internal driver pull-up resistor for each channel ....................... 510 ohm, 1/4 W socketed DIP
Internal rail voltage ............................................................................................................. 5V
Maximum external rail voltage .................................................................................... 50 Volts
Maximum OCIO rail current ............................................................................................ 10 A
Maximum driver source current (Internal rail, internal pull-up) ...................................... 9.8mA
(External rail, internal pull-up @ 1/4W) .......................................................................... 22mA
Maximum driver sink current ....................................................................... 500mA protected
Maximum receiver current (current limit) ...................................................................... 240µA
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PROGRAMMABLE POWER SUPPLIES
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PPS BLOCK DIAGRAM
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PROGRAMMABLE POWER SUPPLIES
FEATURES:

Voltage programming.
Current programming.
Voltage measurement.
Current measurement.
Dedicated microcontroller.
Serial data communication to host computer via an
opto-isolated ring network (9600 baud).
Programmable relay disconnect from unit under test. Capable of
continuous monitoring of output voltage for limits.
Capable of continuous monitoring of output current for limits.
Internal, power-up Selftest.
Internal fault monitoring:
Microcontroller failure.
A/D failure.
Internal power supply failure.
Configuration card removal.
EEPROM failure.
External fault monitoring:
Communication failure from host.
Voltage and/or current out of programmed limits.
Able to receive fault status from other units.
Able to detect cable disconnection.
Automatic shutdown and disconnect upon fault detection.
Allows sense terminals of power supply to be used.
Software calibrated.
Programming through functional calls.

The programmable power supply system is composed of two major
components; the power supply and the controller. The controller can be made
to work with any programmable power supply as long as the programming
cable and configuration card are available for that supply. Another way of
looking at it is that the controller is universal while the power supply,
configuration card and programming cable are a matched set. Commands are
given to the controller via an opto-isolated current loop.
The output of the power supply goes to the controller, where it is switched by
a mercury wetted relay to the Testhead. The cable that is between the
Series 2040D Test System
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controller and the Testhead, besides providing a path for the output, has a
fault loop. This loop, if broken, will cause the controller to shut down the
power supply and report an error to the computer the next time that the
computer tries to give it a command. The fault loop is broken by the controller
itself any time the controller detects an error. This signals to the other
controllers in the loop that they too should shut down. Programming of the
power supplies is accomplished with the functional calls POWER, PowerReset,
and PowerUUT.
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PowerUUT
The PowerUUT functional call is used to program the output voltage and
current of the selected Programmable Power Supply. This call returns after the
supplys outputs have settled.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub PowerUUT(ByVal Unit As Integer, ByVal Volts As Double, ByVal Amps As
Double)

Call PowerUUT(Unit, Volts, Amps)
WHERE:

Unit

=

0

to 63

The Unit parameter is used to select which programmable power supply is to be
programmed.

Volts

Amps

=

The value of the Voltage parameter is what the
output voltage of the programmable power supply
will be set to assuming that:

the

1.) The power supply is not in current limit.
2.) The value does not exceed the monitor limits set.
3.) The power supply is allowed enough time to settle within
monitor limits set.

=
programmable

The value of the amperage parameter is what the
power supply current limit will be set to.

EXAMPLES:
Call POWER (0,10#,1#) .......... Programs programmable power supply #0 for 10 volt output,
............................................................................................................ one amp current limit.
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PowerUUTac
The PowerUUTac functional call is used to program the output voltage AC set
point, DC offset, current limit, AC, DC, or AC-DC coupling, and frequency set
point for the selected Programmable AC power supply.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub PowerUUTac(ByVal Unit As Integer, ByVal VoltsAC As Double, ByVal
VoltsDC As Double, ByVal Amps As Double, ByVal Freq As Double, ByVal Coupling As
Integer)

Call PowerUUTac(Unit, VoltsAC, VoltsDC, Amps, Freq,
Coupling)
WHERE:

Unit

=
0
to 15
The Unit parameter is used to select which programmable AC power supply is to be
programmed.

VoltsAC

=

Programs the Set point in Volts for the AC component of the
selected AC power supply.

VoltsDC

Amps

Freq

=

Programs the DC offset in Volts for the selected AC power supply.

=

Sets the current limit in Amps for the selected AC power supply.

=

Sets the output frequency in Hertz for the selected power supply.

Coupling

=
=
=

EXAMPLES:

0
1
2

AC
DC
AC-DC

Call POWERUUTac(0, 50, 10, 1, 60, 2) ............. Programs power supply #0 for 50VAC with a
..................................................................... 10VDC offset at 60Hz with an AC-DC coupling.
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PChek
The PChek functional call is used to report the present voltage and current of
the selected Programmable Power Supply. If the Power Supply Controller is
faulted, the PChek functional call will not attempt to clear the error. It will
report the error number that caused the error. Note that if an External Fault
error is returned, it means that this unit did not cause the fault.
Visual BasicDeclaration:
Public Sub PChek(ByVal Unit As Integer, Volts As Double, Amps As Double)

Call PChek(Unit, Volts, Amps)
WHERE:

Unit

Volts

Amps

=
0
to 63
The Unit parameter is used to select which power supply is to be measured.

=

Voltage is a variable in which the value of the output voltage of
the unit selected is returned.

=

Amperage is a variable in which the value of the output current
of the unit selected is returned.

EXAMPLES:

Dim v As Double
Dim i As Double
Call PChek(0, v, i) .............. For Programmable Power Supply #0, voltage measured will return
.............................................. in variable v, and the current measured will return in variable i.
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PowerReset
The PowerReset functional call disconnects one or all of the Programmable
Power Supplies and the Patchboard Power Supplies from the 2040 Testhead. It
also causes the corresponding Product Power Supply controller(s) to go to a
faulted state.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub PowerReset(ByVal Unit As Integer)

Call PowerReset(Unit)
WHERE:

Unit

=

-1

0

to

Turns off and disconnects all Programmable Power Supplies
and the Patchboard Power Supplies.
63. Turns off and disconnects the selected U.U.T. Programmable
Power Supply.

EXAMPLES:
Call PowerReset(-1) ................................................. Turn off and disconnect all Programmable
............................................................... Power Supplies and the Patchboard Power Supplies.
Call PowerReset(0) .......................... Turn off and disconnect Programmable Power Supply #0.
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Power
The Power functional call is used to program the output voltage and current of
the selected Programmable Power Supply. It also specifies the settling time and
monitor limits. Monitor limits allow the programmer to set the selected
Product Power Supply Controller to monitor for under/over voltage and under/
over current conditions. Once the limits are set and the timeout has elapsed,
the microcontroller within each Power Supply Controller constantly monitors
the output of its supply. If the output falls outside of the limits, the Product
Power Supply Controller programs the supply for 0 volts @ 0 amps and
disconnects the supply from the tester. It also sends a fault signal to the other
controllers in the system so that they will also disconnect.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub Power(ByVal Unit As Integer, ByVal Volts As Double, ByVal Amps As
Double, ByVal TimeOut As Double, ByVal UVL As Double, ByVal LVL As Double,
ByVal UCL As Double, ByVal LCL As Double)

Call Power(Unit, Volts, Amps, TimeOut, UVL, LVL, UCL, LCL)
WHERE:

Unit

=
0
to 63.
The Unit parameter is used to select which power supply is to be programmed.

Volts

=

The value of the Voltage parameter is what the output voltage
of the U.U.T. power supply will be set to assuming that:
1.) The power supply is not in current limit.
2.) The value does not exceed the monitor limits set.
3.) The power supply is allowed enough time to settle within
monitor limits set.

the

Amps

=

Timeout

=

The value of the amperage parameter is what the power supply
current limit will be set to.
-1

returning
used for the
the calling
settled.
Series 2040D Test System

to 65,535. The value of the Timeout parameter is used to
determine how long the functional call will wait before
to the calling program in seconds. When a -1 is
timeout parameter, the function will only return to
program after the output of the power supply has
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=
of
will monitor.

UCL, LCL
=
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The value of the UVL/LVL parameters are used to set the sides
the window that the U.U.T. power
supply controller

The value of the UCL/LCL parameters are used to set the sides
of a window that the U.U.T. power supply controller will
monitor.

EXAMPLES:
Call POWER(0,10#,1#,0,10.5,9.5,1.5,0.5) ...... Programs power supply #0 for 10 volt output,
....................................................................... one amp current limit, 0 milliseconds timeout,
............................................................................... 10.5 volt upper limit, 9.5 volt lower limit,
........................................................................ 1.5 amp upper limit, and 0.5 amp lower limit.
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PowerPB
The PowerPB functional call is used to turn the Patchboard Power Supplies on
or off. These supplies are not voltage or current programmable.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub PowerPB(ByVal State As Integer)

Call PowerPB(State)
WHERE:

State

=
=

0
1

Turn off and disconnect the Patchboard Power Supplies.
Turn on and connect the Patchboard Power Supplies.

EXAMPLES:
Call PowerPB(0) .................................. Turn off and disconnect the Patchboard Power Supplies
Call PowerPB(1) ..................................... Turn on and connect the Patchboard Power Supplies.
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SPECIFICATIONS:
Number of controllers per Testhead ...................................................................................... 5
Power voltage output accuracy ..................................................................... 0.3% of full scale
Power current output accuracy ..................................................................... 0.3% of full scale
PChek voltage measurement accuracy .......................................................... 0.3% of full scale
PChek current measurement accuracy .......................................................... 0.3% of full scale
Time to disconnect after fault ......................................................................... 100 milliseconds
Time to programmed disconnect ..................................... 100 milliseconds programmed delay
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PROGRAMMABLE RESISTOR/OHMMETER
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PROGRAMMABLE RESISTOR
10 OHMS TO 10 MEGOHMS
10 OHM INCREMENTS
OVER CURRENT PROTECTED
THERMAL PROTECTION

1

2

3

PROGRAMMABLE RESISTOR
10 OHMS TO 10 MEGOHMS
10 OHM INCREMENTS
OVER CURRENT PROTECTED
THERMAL PROTECTION

0

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

CPU

1 OF 8 MUX
ROUTED TO
DIFF.
VOLTAGE
MEASUREMENT
OR
OHM METER

CALL PrOMeas (RetOhms, Channel, Range)

1 OF 4 MUX ROUTED TO PRE-SCALING CIRCUITRY
TO MEASURE VOLTAGE PRESENT AT RESISTORS

SIX RANGE
IMPEDANCE
TO VOLTAGE
CONVERTER

G=.0025
G=.0254
G=.25
G=2.5

PRE-SCALING
CIRCUITRY

PROGRAMMABLE RESISTOR BLOCK DIAGRAM

CALL PrRes (Channel, Resistance)

PROGRAMMABLE RESISTOR
10 OHMS TO 10 MEGOHMS
10 OHM INCREMENTS
OVER CURRENT PROTECTED
THERMAL PROTECTION

PROGRAMMABLE RESISTOR
10 OHMS TO 10 MEGOHMS
10 OHM INCREMENTS
OVER CURRENT PROTECTED
THERMAL PROTECTION

VOLTAGE
REFERENCE

0.512 V
FULL SCALE
VOLTMETER

CALL PrVDrop (RetVolts, Channel, Range) CALL PrVMeas (RetVolts, Channel, Range)
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PROGRAMMABLE RESISTOR/OHMMETER BOARD
The PRO (Programmable Resistor/Ohmmeter) board contains an eight channel
voltmeter, an ohmmeter, and four programmable resistors. It features the
following:
 Isolated ohmmeter with six ranges of:
20 megohms
2 megohms
200 k-ohms
20 k-ohms
2 k-ohms
200 ohms
 Isolated voltmeter with eight differential input channels and input
voltage ranges of:
200 volts
20 volts
2 volts
0.2 volts
 Four isolated programmable resistors with ranges from ten ohms to
ten megohms in ten ohm steps
 Voltage measurement across any of the four programmable resistors
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PrOMeas
The PrOMeas functional call measures and returns the resistance present at
the input selected of the eight possible channels. The measured resistance is
returned in the first parameter and the channel and resistance range selections
are passed in the second and fourth parameters respectively. The voltage at
which the resistance is measured is controlled by the CompV parameter. If the
resistance to be measured exceeds the capability of the selected range, an
error is returned.
For best results, multiply the value of the resistance to be measured by .95
(95%) to utilize the overhead of the lower range and reduce the noise
potential.
When measuring a resistance that changes the ranging circuitry of the
ohmmeter, it is best to throw away the first reading to allow for circuit settling.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sup PrOMeas(ByRef RetOhms As Double, ByVal Channel As Integer, ByVal
CompV As Double, ByVal Range As Double)

Call PrOMeas(RetOhms, Channel, CompV, Range)
WHERE:

RetOhms
=

Channel

CompV

Range

252

Measured resistance.

=
=
=

0
0
0

to 7. (1 board system resource)
to 15. (2 board system resource)
to 63. (8 board system resource)

=
=
=

0
>.2
>2

to 0.2 for 0.2 volts applied voltage.
to 2 for 2 volts applied voltage.
to 4 for 4 volts applied voltage.

=
=
=
=
=

0
>200
>2K
>20K
>200K

to 200 ohms for 200 ohm range.
to 2k-ohms for 2k-ohm range.
to 20k-ohms for 20k-ohm range.
to 200k-ohms for 200k-ohm range.
to 2M ohms for 2M ohm range.
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EXAMPLE:

Dim Channel As Integer
Dim CompV As Double
Dim Range As Double
Dim RetOhms As Double
Channel = 0
CompV = 2
Range = 100000#
Call PrOMeas(RetOhms, Channel, CompV, Range) ............................................. Apply 2 volts
....................................................................................... across input #0 to read 100k-ohms.
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PrRes
The PrRes functional call adjusts the value of one of the four programmable
resistors. The channel and its value are passed in as the first and second
parameters.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub PrRes(ByVal Channel As Integer, ByVal Value As Double)

Call PrRes(Channel, Value)
WHERE:

Channel

Value

=
=
=

0
0
0

to 3. (1 board system resource)
to 7. (2 board system resource)
to 31. (8 board system resource)

=

10

to 10 Megohms in 10 ohm increments.

Note: The functional call truncates the last digit of the Value parameter such that it
appears to round down to the next lowest valid value.

EXAMPLE:

Dim Channel As Integer
Dim Value As Double
Channel = 0
Value = 12#
Call PrRes(Channel, Value) ................................................... Program channel #0 to 10 ohms.
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PrVDrop
The PrVDrop functional call measures and returns the differential voltage
present across a selectable programmable resistor. The measured voltage is
returned in the first parameter and the channel and voltage range selections
are passed in the second and third parameters respectfully. If the voltage to be
measured exceeds the capability of the selected range, an error is returned.
When measuring full-scale voltages of opposite signs consecutively, it is best to
add a two-hundred (200) millisecond delay to allow for circuitry settling.
When measuring a voltage that changes the ranging circuitry of the voltmeter,
it is best to throw away the first reading to allow for circuitry settling.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub PrVDrop(ByRef RetVolts As Double, ByVal Channel As Integer, ByVal
Range As Double)

Call PrVDrop(RetVolts, Channel, Range)
WHERE:

RetVolts

=

Channel

Range

Measured Voltage

=
=
=

0
0
0

to 7. (1 board system resource)
to 15. (2 board system resource)
to 63. (8 board system resource)

=
=
=
=

0
>0.2
>2
>20

to 0.2 volts for 0.2 volt range.
to 2 volts for 2 volt range.
to 20 volts for 20 volt range.
to 200 volts for 200 volt range.

EXAMPLES:

Dim Channel As Integer
Dim Range As Double
Dim RetVolts As Double
Channel = 0
Range = 12#
Call PrVDrop(RetVolts, Channel, Range) .................................. Read the voltage on resistor #0
.............................................................................................................. on the 20 volt range.
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PrVMeas
The PrVMeas functional call measures and returns the differential voltage
present at the input selected of the eight possible differential channels. The
measured voltage is returned in the first parameter and the channel and
voltage range selections are passed in the second and third parameters
respectfully. If the voltage to be measured exceeds the capability of the
selected range, an error is returned.
When measuring full-scale voltages of opposite signs consecutively, it is best to
add a two-hundred (200) millisecond delay to allow for circuitry settling.
When measuring a voltage that changes the ranging circuitry of the voltmeter,
it is best to throw away the first reading to allow for circuitry settling.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub PrVMeas(ByRef RetVolts As Double, ByVal Channel As Integer, ByVal
Range As Double)

CallPrVMeas(RetVolts, Channel, Range)
WHERE:

RetVolts

=

Channel

Range

Measured voltage.

=
=
=

0
0
0

to 7. (1 board system resource)
to 15. (2 board system resource)
to 63. (8 board system resource)

=
=
=
=

0
>0.2
>2
>20

to 0.2 volts for 0.2 volt range.
to 2 volts for 2 volt range.
to 20 volts for 20 volt range.
to 200 volts for 200 volt range.

EXAMPLES:

Dim Channel As Integer
Dim Range As Double
Dim RetVolts As Double
Channel = 0
Range = 12#
Call PrVMeas(RetVolts, Channel, Range) .......................... Read input #0 on the 20 volt range.
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SPECIFICATIONS

Number of boards per Testhead .......................................................................................... 16

Programmable Resistors

Maximum current before shutdown ......................................................................... 1 ampere
Maximum heat dissipation before shutdown ......................... 4 watts per channel per decade*
Minimum programmed resistance per channel .......................................................... 10 ohms
Maximum programmed resistance per channel ................................................... 10 megohms
Programmed resistance increments ............................................................................ 10 ohms
System Isolation ........................................................................................................ 200 volts
Maximum voltage ..................................................................................................... 200 volts

Ohmmeter

Accuracy on all six ranges ............................................................................... 0.2% of reading
Selectable measurement voltage levels ................................................ 4 volts, 2 volts, 0.2 volts
Voltage clamp .......................................................................................................... 10.7 volts
System Isolation ........................................................................................................ 200 volts
Maximum voltage ..................................................................................................... 200 volts

Voltmeter

200 volt range accuracy .................................................................................. 0.05% full scale
20 volt range accuracy .................................................................................... 0.05% full scale
2 volt range accuracy ...................................................................................... 0.05% full scale
0.2 volt range accuracy ................................................................................... 0.05% full scale
System isolation ........................................................................................................ 200 volts
Maximum input voltage ............................................................................................ 200 volts
* Note: Any decade of resistance (IE. 510 ohms uses decade 0 and 1) dissipates 4 watts
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SOURCE METER INTERFACE
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Source Meter Interface
The Source Meter Interface board (SMI) is a standard 16-bit 2040 card with
TMI. It is designed to integrate four external sources into the 2040 tester. Each
source, sense, and guard lines are routed to the patchboard through
disconnect relays. Relay connection/disconnection is controlled by the use of
functional calls. Relays are disconnected if a tclear is initiated or a system fault
is detected. Relays may not be connected until system faults are cleared.
Safety lockout (+5V Ext on Pin-BPB34 and +5V ExtRtn on TPB34 of the
Patchboard) is used to restrict power connection to the SMI. The interlock is
held off if a fixture is not present, a tclear is initiated, or a system fault is
detected.

SMIReset
The SMIReset functional call turns off and disconnects all SMI Supplies from
the 2040 Testhead. All SMU supplies will also be reset.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub SMIReset()

Call SMIReset

EXAMPLES:
Call SMIReset .......................................................................................... Reset all SMI boards
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SMUReset
The SMUReset functional call turns off and disconnects one or all of the SMU
Supplies from the 2040 Testhead. The selected SMU supply will also be reset.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub SMUReset(ByVal unit As Integer)

Call SMUReset(unit)
WHERE:

unit

=
=
=
=
=
=

-1
0
1
2
3

SMU unit to turn off and disconnect
Turn off and disconnect all SMU Supplies
SMU supply 0, SMI board 0
SMU supply 1, SMI board 0
SMU supply 2, SMI board 0
SMU supply 0, SMI board 1, etc, up to 4 boards per system

EXAMPLES:
Call SMUReset(0) ........................................ Reset and turn off SMU supply 0 on SMI board 0
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SMUSourceVolts
The SMUSourceVolts functional call is used to program the selected SMU as a
voltage source. This call turns on the selected SMU and connects the SMU
output to the 2040 Testhead. This call can be setup to return after the supplys
outputs have settled by programming the proper settling timeout.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub SMUSourceVolts(ByVal unit As Integer, ByVal volts As Double, ByVal
voltLimit As Double , ByVal ampLimit As Double, ByVal timeout As Double)

Call SMUSourceVolts(unit, volts, voltLimit, ampLimit, timeout)
WHERE:

unit

volts

=
=
=
=
=

0
1
2
3

=

The voltage level to program the selected SMU output to in
volts.

voltLimit

=

The over voltage protection limit to program the selected SMU
to in volts.

ampLimit
=

The current compliance limit to program the selected SMU
output to in amps.

timeout

=
=

SMU unit to program as a voltage source.
SMU supply 0, SMI board 0.
SMU supply 1, SMI board 0.
SMU supply 2, SMI board 0.
SMU supply 0, SMI board 1, etc, up to 4 boards per system.

0

The time in seconds to wait for the SMU supply to settle before
returning to the calling function.
to 60.0

EXAMPLES:

Call SMUSourceVolts(0, 100#, 100#, 0.02, 0.5) ....... Program SMU0 as a voltage source. The
............................................. output is programmed to 100 VDC with the current compliance
................................................................ set to 0.02 A. The call will wait 1/2 second after the
............................................................. SMU output has been programmed before returning.
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SMUSourceAmps
The SMUSourceAmps functional call is used to program the selected SMU as a
current source. This call turns on the selected SMU and connects the SMU
output to the 2040 Testhead. This call can be setup to return after the supplys
outputs have settled by programming the proper settling time.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub SMUSourceAmps(ByVal unit As Integer, ByVal amps As Double, ByVal
voltLimit As Double, ByVal timeout As Double)

Call SMUSourceAmps(unit, amps, voltLimit, timeout)
WHERE:

unit

amps

=
=
=
=
=

0
1
2
3

=

The current level to program the selected SMU output to in
amps.

voltLimit

=

The voltage compliance limit to program the selected SMU
output to in volts.

timeout

=
=

SMU unit to program as a current source.
SMU supply 0, SMI board 0.
SMU supply 1, SMI board 0.
SMU supply 2, SMI board 0.
SMU supply 0, SMI board 1, etc, up to 4 boards per system.

0

The time in seconds to wait for the SMU supply to settle before
returning to the calling function.
to 60.0.

EXAMPLES:
Call SMUSourceAmps(0, 0.02, 100#, 0.5) ........................ Program SMU0 as a current source.
............................................................. The output is programmed to 0.02 A with the voltage
...................................................... compliance set to 100 VDC. The call will wait 1/2 second
............................................... after the SMU output has been programmed before returning.
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SMUMeas
The SMUMeas functional call is used to measure the output voltage and
current of the selected SMU supply.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub SMUMeas(ByVal unit As Integer, ByRef volts As Double, ByRef amps As
Double)

Call SMUMeas(unit, volts, amps)
WHERE:

unit

volts
amps

=
=
=
=
=

0
1
2
3

SMU unit to measure the output of.
SMU supply 0, SMI board 0.
SMU supply 1, SMI board 0.
SMU supply 2, SMI board 0.
SMU supply 0, SMI board 1, etc, up to 4 boards per system.

= measured output voltage (in volts) of the selected SMU supply.
= measured output current (in amps) of the selected SMU supply.

EXAMPLES:

Dim volts As Double
Dim amps As Double
Call SMUMeas(0, volts, amps) ......................... Measure the SMU0 output voltage and current.
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SMURemoteSense
The SMURemoteSense functional call is used to disable or enable remote
sensing (2-wire or 4-wire) on the selected SMU. Remote sensing is disabled on
power-up or if the selected SMU has been reset using the SMUReset function.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub SMURemoteSense(ByVal unit As Integer, ByVal state As Integer)

Call SMURemoteSense(unit, state)
WHERE:

unit

state

=
=
=
=
=

0
1
2
3

SMU unit to program.
SMU supply 0, SMI board 0.
SMU supply 1, SMI board 0.
SMU supply 2, SMI board 0.
SMU supply 0, SMI board 1, etc, up to 4 boards per system.

=
=
=

0
1

Remote sense state.
Remote sensing disabled (2-wire).
Remote sensing enabled (4-wire).

EXAMPLES:
Call SMURemoteSense(0, 1) .................................... Enable remote sensing (4-wire) on SMU0.
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VPSReset
The VPSReset functional call turns off and disconnects one or all of the SMI
voltage programmed supplies (VPS) from the 2040 Testhead.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub VPSReset(ByVal unit As Integer)

Call VPSReset(unit)
WHERE:

unit

=
=
=
=
=
=

-1
0
1
2
3

VPS to turn off and disconnect.
Turn off and disconnect all VPS supplies.
VPS on SMI board 0.
VPS on SMI board 1.
VPS on SMI board 2.
VPS on SMI board 3.

EXAMPLES:
Call VPSReset(0) ...................................................................... Turn off VPS0 on SMI board 0.
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VPSProg
The VPSProg functional call is used to program the selected SMI voltage
programmed supply (VPS) output. This call turns on the selected VPS supply
and connects its output to the 2040 Testhead. This call can be setup to return
after the supplys outputs have settled by programming the proper settling
time.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub VPSProg(ByVal unit As Integer, ByVal vdac As Integer, ByVal idac As
Integer, ByVal volts As Double, ByVal amps As Double, ByVal timeout As Double)

Call VPSProg(unit, vdac, idac, volts, amps, timeout)
WHERE:

unit

vdac

idac

volts

amps

268

=
=
=
=
=

0
1
2
3

VPS supply to program.
VPS on SMI board 0.
VPS on SMI board 1.
VPS on SMI board 2.
VPS on SMI board 3.

=
=
=
=
=

0
12
24
36

DA channel used to control the VPS supply output voltage.
to 11 (ASB board 0).
to 23 (ASB board 1).
to 35 (ASB board 2).
to 47 (ASB board 3).

=
=
=
=
=

0
12
24
36

DA channel used to control the VPS supply output current.
to 11 (ASB board 0).
to 23 (ASB board 1).
to 35 (ASB board 2).
to 47 (ASB board 3).

=

The voltage level to program the selected VPS supply output to
in volts.

=

The current level to program the selected VPS supply output to
in amps.
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timeout

=
=

0

Programming

The time in seconds to wait for the VPS supply to settle before
returning to the calling function
to 60.0

EXAMPLES:
Call VPSProg(0, 0, 1, 100#, 0.02, 0.5) .......... The output of VPS0 is programmed to 100 VDC,
....................................................... 0.02 A. The call will wait 1/2 second after the VPS output
.................................................................... has been programmed before returning. ASB DA
............................................................... channel 0 is used to control the VPS output voltage,
.................................................. ASB DA channel 1 is used to control the VPS output current.
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VPSMeas
The VPSMeas functional call is used to measure the output voltage and current
of the selected SMI voltage programmed supply (VPS).
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub VPSMeas(ByVal unit As Integer, ByVal vmux As Integer, ByVal imux As
Integer, ByRef volts As Double, ByRef amps As Double)

Call VPSMeas(unit, vmux, imux, volts, amps)
WHERE:

unit

vmux

=
=
=
=
=

amps
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0
64
128
192

Relay Mux channel used to readback the VPS supply output
voltage.
to 63 (Relay Mux board 0).
to 127 (Relay Mux board 1).
to 191 (Relay Mux board 2).
to 255 (Relay Mux board 3).

0
64
128
192

Relay Mux channel used to readback the VPS supply output
current.
to 63 (Relay Mux board 0).
to 127 (Relay Mux board 1).
to 191 (Relay Mux board 2).
to 255 (Relay Mux board 3).

=
=
=
=
=

volts

VPS supply to measure.
VPS on SMI board 0.
VPS on SMI board 1.
VPS on SMI board 2.
VPS on SMI board 3.

=
=
=
=
=

imux

0
1
2
3

=

Measured output voltage (in volts) of the selected VPS supply.

=

Measured output current (in amps) of the selected VPS supply.
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EXAMPLES:
Call VPSMeas(0, 0, 1, volts, amps) ............. Measure the VPS0 output voltage and current. The
............................................................. voltage monitor output of VPS0 is routed to the tester
........................................................................... measurement system using Rmux channel 0
................................................................... and the current monitor output of VPS0 is routed
....................................................... to the tester measurement system using Rmux channel 1.
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SELFTEST MULTIPLEXER
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TDAC input via Patchboard
Instrumentation Amplifier #0
Instrumentation Amplifier #1
Instrumentation Amplifier #2
Instrumentation Amplifier #3
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
+19.5 TBUS power supply
-19.5 TBUS power supply
+15 TBUS power supply
+5 TBUS power supply
-15 TBUS power supply
-5.2 TBUS power supply
Reserved
Reserved
+15 PB Patchboard power supply
+5 PB Patchboard power supply
-15 PB Patchboard power supply
Analog ground
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Analog Source Board
TDAC via internal P/S multiplexer
+65 Volt DC Supply (DC1+)
-65 Volt DC Supply (DC1-)
+65 Volt DC Supply (DC2+)
-65 Volt DC Supply (DC2-)
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
+40 Volt DC Supply
-40 Volt DC Supply
TDAC via the HV Test MUX
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0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

TMUX BLOCK DIAGRAM

CALL TMUX(Chan)

Sig3
to AMS
(Monitor Only)
Connector
or Analog
Motherboard
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TMux
The Selftest Multiplexer can be located on any one of four boards, the
Instrumentation Amplifier board, Isolation Amplifier board, TMux Utility
board, or the MSP board. It provides readback of system signals via Sig3,
which is returned to the AMS via the Analog Motherboard. It is used in
calibrating the D/As, ARBs and the AMS using TDAC as a Reference. TDAC is
calibrated to a secondary standard during the Digalog Certification Procedure.
See the Isolation Amplifier board description. TMux is available to the user
and may be used to readback Instrumentation Amplifier outputs.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub TMux(ByVal Chan As Integer)

Call TMux (Chan)
WHERE:

Chan

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Series 2040D Test System

TDAC input via Patchboard.
Instrumentation amplifier #0.
Instrumentation amplifier #1.
Instrumentation amplifier #2.
Instrumentation amplifier #3.
Reserved.
Reserved.
Reserved.
Reserved.
Reserved.
Reserved.
Reserved.
Reserved.
+19.5 TBUS power supply.
-19.5 TBUS power supply.
+15 TBUS power supply.
+5 TBUS power supply.
-15 TBUS power supply.
-5.2 TBUS power supply.
Reserved.
Reserved.
+15PB Patchboard power supply.
+5PB Patchboard power supply.
-15PB Patchboard power supply.
Analog ground.
Reserved.
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26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

Reserved.
Reserved.
Reserved.
Reserved.
Analog Source Board.
TDAC via internal P/S mux.
+65 Volt DC Supply (DC1+).
-65 Volt DC Supply (DC1-).
+65 Volt DC Supply (DC2+).
-65 Volt DC Supply (DC2-).
Reserved.
Reserved.
Reserved.
Reserved.
+40 Volt DC Supply.
-40 Volt DC Supply.
TDAC via the HV Test MUX.

EXAMPLES:

Dim Chan As Integer
Call TMux (1) ................................ Multiplexes Instrumentation Amp #0 to Sig3 on the AMS.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Number of boards per Testhead ............................................................................................ 1
TMux gain bandwidth product ................................................................................... 200 kHz
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TIME MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
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TMS BLOCK DIAGRAM
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Call TCount(CRet, Signal)

EVENT COUNTER BLOCK DIAGRAM
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TIME AND FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT SYSTEM (TMS)
The Time Measurement System receives SigA, Sig1 and Sig2 signals from the
RMUX and AMS boards by way of the Mux functional call. These signals are
squared up with level and slope programmable crossover detectors (Trig CALL)
to form TrigA, Trig1, and Trig2, and are gated with MDE signals to form gate
signals for the DTime Call. TrigA, Trig1, and Trig2 are used directly as inputs
for the Freq and TCount call.
FEATURES: 100 megahertz base count frequency.
10 x 10^-7 long term stability.
Time, frequency, ratio, and count capability.
Phase, rise/fall time, pulse width, duty cycle etc.
3 crossover detectors (triggers) with programmable:
level (10 bits).
slope (rising or falling).
filters - (4)
External event counting.
External clock operation.
Certification output provided.
NOTE: The RMUX, AMS, TMS, and MDE form a highly integrated
Measurement System. This integration requires understanding of the
Measurement System, as a whole, to capture its full advantages. If continuous
counting during the test is required, the MUX functional call selecting the
signal must not be tampered with.

TCount
The number of occurrences of a signal during a series of events can be
counted using the TCount functional call. The first TCount call resets and arms
the Event Counter. The second TCount call returns the number of occurrences
of the selected signal between the two calls.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub TCount(Cret As Long, ByVal Signal As Integer)

Call TCount(Cret, Signal)
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WHERE:

Cret

Signal

=
0
To 65535. CRet is the return variable. Every time this maximun
is
exceeded while the counter is running, the value will
roll over to 0.
For extremely large values, the variable will roll
over to 0 as many
times as necessary to keep
the
count within the specified range.

=
=
=
=

0
1
2
3

TrigA (Mux & Trig calls required).
Trig1 (Mux & Trig calls required).
Trig2 (Mux & Trig calls required).
External Event Input.

EXAMPLES:

Dim Cret As Long
Call TCount(Cret,0) ................................................... Read, mux to TrigA, reset, arm and leave
Call TCount(Cret,1) .................................................... Read, mux to Sig1, reset, arm and leave
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DTime
The DTime Call generally requires setup of the MDE calls. The MDE calls
allow a visual representation of the measurement on the MDE scope, with
suitable event and period marking for measurement aid.
The Gate parameter sets the event interval to be measured. The Ave
parameter allows only one sample to be taken, or the average of a number of
samples to be returned in the Tret return variable. The Timeout parameter sets
a time limit for the sampling period. If the selected start gate does not occur
within the selected timeout period, a zero (0) will be returned. If the selected
start gate occurs but the end gate does not occur, the timeout value will be
returned. Modes 1 and 0 are used together to take a one-shot reading on
selected waveforms. Mode 2 is used for immediate readings.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub DTime(Tret As Double, ByVal Gate As Integer, ByVal Ave As Long, ByVal
Timeout As Double, ByVal Mode As Integer)

Call DTime(Tret, Gate, Ave,Timeout, Mode)
WHERE:

Tret
Gate

282

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Return variable in seconds. (10 nanoseconds resolution)
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

TrigA to Trig1.
TrigA to TrigA - Bypass MDE. (For Timeout > 0.5 Seconds)
Start of trace2 to Trig2.
TrigA to Mark on trace1.
Trig1 to Mark on trace2.
TrigA to end of delay1.
Trig1 to end of delay2.
Sweep time 1.(Selftest and Calibration)
Sweep time 2.(Selftest and Calibration)
Mark width 1.(Selftest)
Mark width 2.(Selftest)
DMERST pulse width.(Selftest)
Crossover A high pulse width.(Selftest)
Crossover 1 high pulse width.(Selftest)
Crossover 2 high pulse width.(Selftest)
TrigA to Trig1 - Bypass MDE. (For Timeout > 0.5 Seconds)
Series 2040D Test System
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Ave

=
=

Timeout

=
=

0
1

Take one reading.
through 65535 = number of readings to average.
(Average not used in Modes 0 and 1)

0
1

Wait forever.
to 60 - Time limit in seconds.(Up to 60 seconds)

Programming

NOTE: If the Gate does not begin within the time limit, a zero will be returned. If the
Gate begins but does not end within the time limit, the time limit will be returned.

Mode

=
0
Wait and read a previously armed DTime call.
=
1
Clear and arm counter and return. This implies a
later call
with
Mode 0 to read the result. Use for 1shot DTime
measurements.
=
2
Clear and arm counter, wait for reading or timeout, and return.

EXAMPLES:

Dim Tret As Double
Call DTime (Tret,0,0,1,2) ...... Take immediate time reading on Gate 0, with 1 second timeout
Call DTime (Tret,2,0,0,1) ................................... Arm DTime Call to Gate 2 and pass through.
Call DTime (Tret,2,0,1,0) .................. Retrieve a reading from a previously armed DTime Call.
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Freq
The Freq call counts TrigA, Trig1 or Trig2 for the timebase selected and
returns the frequency of the signal in hertz.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub Freq(Fret As Double, ByVal Signal As Integer, ByVal Timebase As Integer,
ByVal Ave As Long)

Call Freq (Fret, Signal, Timebase, Ave)
WHERE:

Fret
Signal

=
=
=
=

0
1
2

TrigA. (Mux and Trig calls required).
Trig1. (Mux and Trig calls required).
Trig2. (Mux and Trig calls required).

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

10 microseconds.
100 microseconds.
1 millisecond.
10 milliseconds.
100 milliseconds.
1 second.
10 seconds.
100 seconds.
1000 seconds.

=
=

0
2

Take one reading.
through 65536 = number of readings to average.

Timebase

Ave

Return variable in hertz.

EXAMPLES:

Dim Fret As Double
Call Freq(Fret, 1, 1, 0)) ...................... Return Trig1 frequency with 100 microseconds timebase
.............................................................................. If Trig1 = 10 MHz, 1000 counts would be
.......................................................................... taken and the accuracy = 0.1% +/- 1 count.
Call Freq(Fret, 2, 5, 5) ................................................ Return the average of 5 Trig2 frequency
.................................................................................. measurements with 1 second timebase.
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Ratio
The Ratio functional call returns the ratio of the frequency of a waveform to a
selected gate time.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub Ratio(RRet As Double, ByVal Signal As Integer, ByVal Gate As Integer,
ByVal Ave As Long, ByVal Timeout As Double)

Call Ratio(RRet, Signal, Gate, Ave, Timeout)
WHERE

RRet

Signal

Gate

Ave

=

Number of occurrences of TrigX per Gate time. (Dimensionless
number)

=
=
=

0
1
2

TrigA (Mux and Trig calls required).
Trig1 (Mux and Trig calls required).
Trig2 (Mux and Trig calls required).

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

TrigA to Trig1.
Not used.
Trig1 to Trig2.
TrigA to Mark on trace1.
Trig1 to Mark on trace2.
TrigA to end of delay1.
Trig1 to end of delay2.
Sweep time 1.(Selftest and Calibration use)
Sweep time 2.(Selftest and Calibration use)
Mark width 1.(Selftest)
Mark width 2.(Selftest)
DME Reset pulse width.(Selftest)
TrigA high pulse width.(Selftest)
Trig1 high pulse width.(Selftest)
Trig2 high pulse width.(Selftest)

=
=

0
2

Take one reading.
through 65536 = number of readings to average.
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0

Wait forever.
Time limit in seconds. (Up to 65 seconds).

If the Gate does not begin within the time limit, a zero will be returned. If the Gate
begins but does not end within the time limit, the time limit will be returned.

EXAMPLES:

Dim Rret As Double
Call Ratio (Rret, 0, 0, 0, 1) ...................... Return number of TrigAs for TrigA to Trig1 gate time.
................................................................................. Take one reading (Timeout = 1 second).
Call Ratio (Rret, 1, 2, 2, 2) ...................... Return number of Trig1s for Trig1 to Trig2 gate time.
............................................................................. Average 2 readings (Timeout = 2 seconds).
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SPECIFICATIONS:
TMS boards per Testhead ..................................................................................................... 1
TCOUNT register range ........................................................................ 16 bits.(65536 counts)
TCOUNT counting frequency ..................................................................................... 10 MHz
TCOUNT edge sensitivity ....................................................................................... rising edge
TCOUNT external event frequency ............................................................ 10 MHz maximum
TMS TCXO internal frequency .................................................................................. 100 MHz
TMS TCXO stability .................................................................... 5 x 10^-7(15-45 degrees C)
TMS timebase resolution ............................................................................... 10 nanoseconds
TMS timebase range ............................................................. 10 microseconds to 100 seconds
TMS time measurement accuracy ............................................................. +/-10 nanoseconds
TMS external clock frequency .................................................................. 100 MHz maximum
......................................................................................................... (Requires board jumper)
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TRIGGER MATRIX
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TRIGGER MATRIX BLOCK DIAGRAM
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TRIGGER MATRIX
The Trigger Matrix is a system-wide resource that interfaces with most cards
and resources of the Series 2040D Test System. The digital T-Bus
motherboard, the measurement cards, the digital test cards, and the source
cards are all involved. The Trigger Matrix system can be broken down into the
following areas:
The Trigger Matrix Bus located on the T-Bus motherboard.
The Trigger Matrix circuitry located on the Testhead cards.
The Trigger Matrix CPU Interface located on the internal Testhead
Power Supply Controller card.
Trigger Matrix Bus
The Trigger Matrix Bus (TMBus) is composed of eight signal lines on the Digital
T-Bus motherboard. The following rules apply to the Testhead cards and
software using the TMBus:
Only one source can drive a particular line at any given time. If a
source is already connected to a TMBus line, it will be disconnected.
Any card can drive multiple TMBus lines with the same separate trigger
signals.
Any number of cards may receive a trigger signal placed on a TMBus
line.
Any card may receive separate trigger signals on multiple TMBus lines.
Each line of the Trigger Matrix Bus is pulled up to VCC via a 470 ohm resistor.
This pull up defines the non-driven state of the bus. A dual termination (one
on the Testhead Power Supply Control card, the other at the opposite end of
the Digital T-Bus motherboard) helps preserve signal integrity. Capacitive
terminators are used in order to reduce power requirements during idle times.
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Trigger Matrix Circuitry
Trigger Matrix Bus (TMBus) signals are driven from tri-stateable totem pole
output devices. Only one output gate and one input gate per Testhead board
is allowed to connect to individual bus signals. This rule is to reduce loading
on the bus. Due to hardware design, the Testhead cards multiplex the inputs
and outputs allowing several inputs of one card to be connected to a TMBus
signal.
TMBus circuitry is only on 2040 type cards that support the 16 bit interface.
TMBus control circuitry is accessed at board address offsets 0xF0 through
0xF7. The user is not expected to have to access this address area since the
functional calls ensure the presence of Trigger Matrix circuitry on any given
board and provide for complete programming capability.
Trigger Matrix CPU Interface
Circuitry located on the Testhead Power Supply Controller (THPSC) allows the
programmer to interrogate the state of the Trigger Matrix Bus. This circuitry
also allows the programmer to set the state of a TMB line. Additional circuitry
permits the programmer to set up one TMB signal to interrupt the CPU.
User programming of the Trigger Matrix CPU Interface (TMCI) is accomplished
with the TMSetIn, TMSetOut, ClearTM and ReadTM functional calls. Specifics
of the actions of the functional calls are provided for specification
completeness.
Interrogation of the bus is accomplished by reading address offsets 0xF0, 0xF1
and 0XF2. These address correspond to the present levels on the TMB lines,
falling edge and rising edge capture registers. The capture registers are cleared
of previous information by writing any data to 0xF1 or 0xF2, respectively.
TMB signal enabling (i.e. removing the signal line from tri-state) for this
interface is accomplished by writing the register at 0xF4. The signal level for
particular lines is written to address 0xF0.
Trigger Matrix Resources per card
The following is a list of the current Testhead cards and the associated TMB
inputs and outputs. Included is a description of the signal.
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AMPLITUDE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM (AMS)
INPUTS:
TAMS - Trigger AMS - This signal will cause the A/D converter to start a
conversion.
XA - Crossover A - The input to the TrigA circuitry, this signal ultimately
becomes TrigA. Will accept a rising or falling edge. Programmed using the
TRIG functional call.
X1 - Crossover 1 - The input to the Trig1 circuitry, this signal ultimately
becomes Trig1. Will accept a rising or falling edge. Programmed using the
TRIG functional call.
X2 - Crossover 2 - The input to the Trig2 circuitry, this signal ultimately
becomes Trig2. Will accept a rising or falling edge. Programmed using the
TRIG functional call.
OUTPUTS:
EOC - End of convert - The signal that tells the user when the A/D converter is
done converting.
MEASUREMENT DISPLAY ELECTRONICS (MDE)
OUTPUTS:
TrigA - The output of the crossover detector A. This signal is high during the
time the input signal is greater in magnitude than that of the trigger setting.
Trig1- The output of the crossover detector 1. This signal is high during the
time the input signal is greater in magnitude than that of the trigger setting.
Trig2- The output of the crossover detector 2. This signal is high during the
time the input signal is greater in magnitude than that of the trigger setting.
TAMS - The measurement marker. The rising edge of this signal provides a
timing signal the programmer may use to trigger a measurement.
Series 2040D Test System
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Sweep1 - The high portion of this signal is when sweep #1 is active.
Sweep2 - The high portion of this signal is when sweep #2 is active.
TIME MEASUREMENT SYSTEM (TMS)
INPUTS:
Gate - When this signal is high, 10-ns counts are accumulated in the TMS
counter. When used with the DTime functional call, a reading of seconds is
returned.
T2Lfreq - Meant to be a repetitive signal, rising edges of this signal are counted
during an interval time determined by the functional call Freq.
Event - Rising edges on this signal are counted from one Tcount call to the
next.
OUTPUTS:
TIC - The output of the TIC counter. Only the high portion of this signal is of a
guaranteed time. This time is set by the Freq call and only occurs during its
execution.
EventRCOut - The ripple carry out of the event counter.
Ready - A high on this line indicates the TMS is ready to take another reading.
DIO & ADIO CARDS
INPUTS:
RStrobe - An edge on this line will strobe data into the receivers. Polarity of
the edge is determined by the Rstrobe functional call using the external mode.
DvrClk - An edge on this line will strobe data out from the drivers. Polarity of
the edge is determined by the DvrClk functional call using the external mode.
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OUTPUTS:
Rstrobe - The rising edge of this signal is when data is being clocked into the
receivers.
DvrClk - The rising edge of this signal is when the data is being clocked out of
the drivers.
ANALOG SOURCE BOARD
INPUTS:
DACUpdate - A rising edge on this line will update all of the DAC outputs
from a previously programmed value.
ARB0Start - An edge on this signal will start the arbitrary waveform generator
#0 (relative to this board). Edge polarity can be controlled using the ARB
functional call using the external mode.
ARB0Stop - An edge on this signal will stop the arbitrary waveform generator
#0 (relative to this board). Edge polarity can be controlled using the ARB
functional call using the external mode.
ARB1Start - An edge on this signal will start the arbitrary waveform generator
#1 (relative to this board). Edge polarity can be controlled using the ARB
functional call using the external mode.
ARB1Stop - An edge on this signal will stop the arbitrary waveform generator
#1 (relative to this board). Edge polarity can be controlled using the ARB
functional call using the external mode.
OUTPUTS:
Pulse0 - The output of the first pulse associated with the first ARB on the
board.
Pulse1 - The output of the second pulse associated with the first ARB on the
board.
Series 2040D Test System
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Pulse2 - The output of the first pulse associated with the second ARB on the
board.
Pulse3 - The output of the second pulse associated with the second ARB on
the board.
MEMORY REPLACEMENT UNIT (MRU)
INPUTS:
In0Trig - Software-monitored trigger via functional call MRIn().
In1Trig - Software-monitored trigger via functional call MRIn().
UUTTrigIn - UUT-monitored trigger.
TMLogWTS - Trigger Matrix signal used to capture logic analyzer data samples.
TMLogSTRT - Trigger Matrix signal used to arm the logic analyzer.
TMLogSTOP - Trigger Matrix signal used to disarm the logic analyzer.
OUTPUTS:
Out0 - Software-generated trigger created by MRU firmware from functional
call MROut().
Out1 - Software-generated trigger created by MRU firmware from functional
call MROut().
FuncTrig - Software-generated trigger created by MRU firmware during
execution of certain functional calls.
ResetTrig - Software-generated trigger created by MRU firmware during
product reset.
UUTTrigOut - Product-generated trigger lasting one UUT bus cycle.
PropTrigOut - DIGALOG PROPRIETARY SIGNAL.
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TRIGGER MATRIX FUNCTIONAL CALLS
The graphical user interface Trigger Matrix Manager or TMman can be used to
view or program the trigger matrix resources at any time. For trigger matrix
programming within a Visual Basic program, the following functional calls can
be used.

TMSetIn
The TMSetIn functional call is used to make or break Trigger Matrix
connections to the inputs of boards containing Trigger Matrix hardware. Due
to hardware restrictions, an input to a board cannot be connected to more
than one Trigger Matrix channel at one time. Passing a negative number for the
Channel parameter will break the connection between the signal selected and
the Trigger Matrix Bus. The signal is selected by cross-referencing the signal
name to the number that represents it for that particular board type and then
inserting it into the Sig parameter.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub TMSetIn(ByVal Chan As Integer, ByVal Slot As Integer, ByVal Sig As Integer)

Call TMSetIn(Chan, Slot, Sig)
WHERE:

Chan

=
=
=
=

0
1
2
3

TMBus channel 0.
TMBus channel 1.
TMBus channel 2.
TMBus channel 3.
Etc. to channel 7.

Note: Passing a negative number for the Channel parameter will break the connection between the
signal selected and the Trigger Matrix Bus.

Slot

Sig

=

1

to 23. This parameter determines which Testhead slot (board) is
being programmed.

=
board

0

to 7. This parameter determines which signal on the selected
is being programmed.
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EXAMPLES:

Dim Chan As Integer
Dim Slot As Integer
Dim Sig As Integer
Call TMSetIn(5,22,0) ........................................................................ Connects input signal #0
............................................................................ of the board in slot 22 to TMBus channel 5.
Call TMSetIn(-5,22,0) ............................................... Disconnects the connection from above.
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TMSetOut
The TMSetOut functional call is used to make or break Trigger Matrix
connections to the outputs of boards containing Trigger Matrix hardware. To
avoid conflicts, no two outputs from Testhead boards will be allowed to drive
a single Trigger Matrix Bus channel at one time.. Passing a negative number for
the Channel parameter will break the connection between the signal selected
and the Trigger Matrix Bus. The signal is selected by cross-referencing the
signal name to the number that represents it for that particular board type and
then inserting it into the Sig parameter.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub TMSetOut(ByVal Chan As Integer, ByVal Slot As Integer, ByVal Sig As
Integer)

Call TMSetOut(Chan, Slot, Sig)
WHERE:

Chan

=
=
=
=

0
1
2
3

TMBus channel 0.
TMBus channel 1.
TMBus channel 2.
TMBus channel 3.
Etc. to channel 7.

Note: Passing a negative number for the Channel parameter will break the
connection between the signal selected and the Trigger Matrix Bus.

Slot

Sig

=

1

to 23. This parameter determines which Testhead slot (board) is
being programmed.

=
board

0

to 7. This parameter determines which signal on the selected
is being programmed

EXAMPLES:

Dim Chan As Integer
Dim Slot As Integer
Dim Sig As Integer
Call TMSetOut(5,22,0) ........................................................................ Connects output signal
...................................................................... #0 of the board in slot 22 to TMBus channel 5.
Call TMSetOut(-5,22,0) ............................................ Disconnects the connection from above.
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ClearTM
The ClearTM functional call breaks all input and output connections of every
Testhead board from a specific Trigger Matrix Bus channel. This function works
well to clear the way for programming Trigger Matrix connections to a TMBus
channel of unknown status.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub ClearTM(ByVal Chan As Integer)

Call ClearTM(Chan)
WHERE:

Chan

=
=
=
=

0
1
2
3

TMBus channel 0.
TMBus channel 1.
TMBus channel 2.
TMBus channel 3.
Etc. to channel 7.

EXAMPLES:

Dim Chan As Integer
Call ClearTM(0) .................................................... Clears all connections to TMBus channel 0.
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ReadTM
The ReadTM functional call checks to see if the board in slot number <slot>
exhibits Trigger Matrix hardware and if it does, returns the Trigger Matrix Bus
configuration in the form of two long integers. The Outputs and Inputs
parameters store these two long integers. The individual bits in these long
integers determine which channels are enabled, and which TMBus signal the
channel is routed to.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub ReadTM(Outs As Long, Ins As Long, ByVal Slot As Integer)

Call ReadTM(Outs,Ins,Slot)
WHERE:

Outs

31
28-30
27
24-26
23
20-22
19
16-18
15
12-14
11
8-10
7
4-6
3
0-2

If set, TMBus 7 is enabled.
Determines which output signal TMBus 7 is connected to (0-7).
If set, TMBus 6 is enabled.
Determines which output signal TMBus 6 is connected to (0-7).
If set, TMBus 5 is enabled.
Determines which output signal TMBus 5 is connected to (0-7).
If set, TMBus 4 is enabled.
Determines which output signal TMBus 4 is connected to (0-7).
If set, TMBus 3 is enabled.
Determines which output signal TMBus 3 is connected to (0-7).
If set, TMBus 2 is enabled.
Determines which output signal TMBus 2 is connected to (0-7).
If set, TMBus 1 is enabled.
Determines which output signal TMBus 1 is connected to (0-7).
If set, TMBus 0 is enabled.
Determines which output signal TMBus 0 is connected to (0-7).

=
31
=
28-30
7).
=
27
=
24-26
7).
=
23
=
20-22
7).
=
19
=
16-18
Series 2040D Test System
7).
=
15
=
12-14
(0-7)

If set, input signal 7 is enabled.
Determines which TMBus number input signal 7 is routed to (0-

Ins

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

If set, input signal 6 is enabled.
Determines which TMBus number input signal 6 is routed to (0If set, input signal 5 is enabled.
Determines which TMBus number input signal 5 is routed to (0If set, input signal 4 is enabled.
Determines which TMBus number input signal 4 is routed to (0-
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=
=
7).
=
=
7).
=
=
7).

11
8-10

If set, input signal 2 is enabled.
Determines which TMBus number input signal 2 is routed to (0-

7
4-6

If set, input signal 1 is enabled.
Determines which TMBus number input signal 1 is routed to (0-

3
0-2

If set, input signal 0 is enabled.
Determines which TMBus number input signal 0 is routed to (0-

=

1

to 23. This parameter determines which Testhead slot (board) is
being read.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Maximum propagation delay ....................................................................................... 200 ns.
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VPWJ1850 Board
The VPW-J1850 board is a standard 16-bit 2040 card which provides sixteen
independent Variable Pulse Width (VPW) J1850 channels. This board is
designed so that multiple J1850 products may be tested concurrently. Up to
four VPW-J1850 boards may be placed into a 2040D tester.
The VPW-J1850 board uses a Motorola MC68331 microcontroller to provide
an interface between the host application and the J1850 Bus Controllers. Each
of the sixteen J1850 channels uses a Motorola MC68HC58 Data Link
Controller (DLC) as the link between the MC68331 and the J1850 bus. Each
DLC device is configured to operate in an interrupt mode. Each J1850 channel
has a 4 kByte circular buffer to store received messages until they are
retrieved.
Thirty-two transmit message buffers are also available for downloading
messages which may be transmitted at a future time. Each channel may also
be configured to transmit any two of these download message buffers
periodically. Each of the channels periodic messages is configurable to
transmit a fixed number of times or continuously with periods ranging form
125 ms to 15.9 seconds in 125 ms increments.
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enableJ18560VPWChannelPeriodic
The enableJ1850VPWChannelPeriodic functional call enables or disables
periodic message transmission on a VPW-J1850 channel. The periodic
message transmission for a channel may be enabled or disabled at any time.
Periodic messages will only be transmitted on enabled channels after the
periodic timer has been started using the sendJ1850VPWPeriodic functional
call. It is up to the user to make sure that the periodic message has been
downloaded using the J1850VPWDownloadBuffer functional call before the
periodic timer is started and the periodic message transmission for a channel is
enabled. Disabling, then re-enabling the periodic message transmission for a
channel causes its message counters and period timer counters to be reset to
the values programmed by the setJ1850VPWPeriodicParams functional call.
Period message transmissions for all channels are disabled on Testhead powerup or whenever a Tclear or resetJ1850VPW functional call occurs.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub enableJ1850VPWChannelPeriodic(ByVal channel As Integer, ByVal
messageNum As Integer, ByVal state As Integer)

Call enableJ1850VPWChannelPeriodic(channel, messageNum,
state)
WHERE:

channel

=
=
.
.
=
=

msgNum

=
=
=

306

0
1
.
.
15
16

Channel 0 on VPW-J1850 board 0
Channel 1 on VPW-J1850 board 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Channel 15 on VPW-J1850 board 0
Channel 0 on VPW-J1850 board 1, etc. to 4 boards/system

Channels periodic message number to enable/disable
-1 both channels periodic message numbers.
0 or 1, channels periodic message number.
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state

=
=
=

0
1

Programming

Enable or disable period message transmission.
Disable periodic message transmission.
Enable periodic messages transmission.

EXAMPLES:
Call enableJ1850VPWChannelPeriodic (0, -1, 1)................. ....................................................
.................................................................................... Enable message transmissions for both
............................................................................................ channel #0s periodic messages.
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getJ1850VPWClock
The getJ1850VPWClock function gets the system clock frequency of the
MC68331 microprocessor on the VPW-J1850 board.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub getJ1850VPWClock(ByVal board As Integer, ByRef frequency As Long)

Call getJ1850VPWClock(board, frequency)
WHERE:

board

=
=
=
=
=

0
1
2
3

frequency
=

VPW-J1850 board number.
VPW-J1850 board 0.
VPW-J1850 board 1.
VPW-J1850 board 2.
VPW-J1850 board 3.
The VPW-J1850 clock frequency in Hz.

EXAMPLES:

Dim frequency As Long
Call getJ1850VPWClock (0, frequency)................. Get the system clock frequency from VPWJ1850 board #0.
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getJ1850VPWException
The getJ1850VPWException function gets the MC68331 microprocessor
exception frame data from the VPW-J1850 board. An exception is generated
when a special condition occurs that pre-empts normal processing on the
VPW-J1850 board. The 109:030 (VPW-J1850 Exception Frame) error message
will be generated whenever an exception occurs on a VPW-J1850 board. The
exception frame data will be saved until a board reset occurs. The MC68331
will resume normal program execution after an exception occurs. This
function is normally not used and is provided only as a debugging aid. The
exception frame contains the following MC68331 microprocessor information:
CPU Register Contents:
D0 Register Contents (first 4 bytes of frame)
D1 Register Contents (4 bytes)
D2 Register Contents (4 bytes)
D3 Register Contents (4 bytes)
D4 Register Contents (4 bytes)
D5 Register Contents (4 bytes)
D6 Register Contents (4 bytes)
D7 Register Contents (4 bytes)
A0 Register Contents (4 bytes)
A1 Register Contents (4 bytes)
A2 Register Contents (4 bytes)
A3 Register Contents (4 bytes)
A4 Register Contents (4 bytes)
A5 Register Contents (4 bytes)
A6 Register Contents (4 bytes)
A7 Register Contents (4 bytes)
Status Register (2 bytes)
Exception Vector Offset (4 bytes)
CPU Exception Stack frame:
Status Register (2 bytes)
Program Counter High (2 bytes)
Program Counter Low (2 bytes)
Format(upper nibble)/Vector Offset (2 bytes)
Other Processor State Information (0, 4 or 16 bytes)

Visual Basic Declaration:
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Public Sub getJ1850VPWException(ByVal board As Integer, frame() As Byte, ByRef
frameSize As Integer)

Call getJ1850VPWException(board, frame, frameSize)
WHERE:

board

frame

=
=
=
=
=
=

frameSize
=
=

0
1
2
3

VPW-J1850 board number
VPW-J1850 board 0
VPW-J1850 board 1
VPW-J1850 board 2
VPW-J1850 board 3
The array to write the exception frame to

The size of the frame array in bytes. This parameter will be updated
with the actual VPW-J1850 exception frame size in bytes.
94 (minimum frame array size needed)

EXAMPLES:

Dim frame(0 To 93) As Byte
Dim frameSize As Integer
frameSize = 94
Call getJ1850VPWException (0, frame, frameSize) ..................... Get the exception frame from
.......................................................................................................... VPW-J1850 board #0.
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getJ1850VPWParams
The getJ1850VPWParams functional call is used to get the value of a
parameter used by the VPW-J1850 functions for the specified channel.
Visual BASIC Declaration:
Public Sub getJ1850VPWParams(ByVal channel As Integer, ByVal index As Integer,
ByRef value As Integer)

Call getJ1850VPWParams(channel, index, value)
WHERE:

Channel

=
=
.
.
=
=

Index
Value

0
1
.
.
15
16

Channel 0 on VPW-J1850 board 0
Channel 1 on VPW-J1850 board 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Channel 15 on VPW-J1850 board 0
Channel 0 on VPW-J1850 board 1, etc. to 4 boards/system

=

Index of the parameter to get.

=

Current parameter setting.

Index #
1
2

Parameter name
DLC Config
Set Speed

4
6
10

Receive Timeout
Idle Timeout
Disable Retry

11

Reconfigure

12

Issue Reset

13

Flush Previous

14

Issue Flush

Series 2040D Test System

Parameter value
Configuration byte
0 = Normal speed (default)
1 = High speed
0 to 32767 mS (default = 100)
0 to 32767 mS (default = 10)
0 = Retry enabled
1 = Retry disabled (default)
0 = Do not configure DLC (default)
1 = Configure DLC before xmit
0 = Do not reset DLC before xmit
(default)
1 = Reset DLC before xmit
0 = Do not clear receive buffer before
xmit
1 = Clear receive buffer before xmit
(default)
0 = Do not issue flush message
1 = Issue flush message before xmit (def)
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15

Check Code

17

XMIT Completion Code

Dlcp Config
Set Speed

=
=

Receive Timeout
Idle Timeout
Disable Retry

=
=
=

Reconfigure

=

Issue Reset

=

Flush Previous

=

Issue Flush

=

Check Code

=

XMIT Comp. Code

=

0 = Do not check completion code
1 = Check completion code after xmit,
flush RFIFO. (def)
2 = Check completion code, do not flush
RFIFO.
= Number of times to attempt to
receive the transmit completion
code.

Current MC68HC58 DLC configuration byte.
The MC68HC58 DLC configuration byte register high speed bit
setting.
The time to wait for a message to be received from the product.
The time to wait for an idle line before transmitting.
Terminate auto-retry command setting which is written to the
MC68HC58 DLC command register before each transmission.
Reconfigure the DLC command setting. The MC68HC58 DLC is
reconfigured by writing the DLC Config parameter to the DLC
configuration register before each transmission.
Reset command setting. The MC68HC58 DLC transmitter is
reset when the reset command is written to the DLC command
register before each transmission. This causes the transmitter to
be reset. Any transmission in progress is terminated and the
TxFIFO buffer is flushed.
Flush circular receive buffer command. The J1850 channels
circular receive buffer is flushed before each transmission.
RxFIFO command setting which is written to the MC68HC58
DLC command register before each transmission. This
command flushes the current frame except for the completion
code from the MC68HC58 DLC RxFIFO.
Firmware waits for a completion code after a transmit and
returns an error based on the completion code. If the parameter
value = 1, the J1850 channels circular receive buffer is flushed
before each transmission.
The number of times to attempt to receive the transmit
completion code when transmitting.

EXAMPLES:

Dim value As Integer
Call getJ1850VPWParams(0, 12, value) ...................................................................................
................................................................................. Get the issue reset setting for channel 0.
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getJ1850VPWPeriodicParams
The getJ1850VPWPeriodicParams function gets the VPW-J1850 channels
currently programmed periodic message transmission parameters.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub getJ1850VPWPeriodicParams(ByVal channel As Integer, ByVal
messageNum As Integer, ByRef bufferNum As Integer, ByRef numTimes As Integer,
ByRef period As Integer)

Call getJ1850VPWPeriodicParams(channel, messageNum,
bufferNum, numTimes, period)
WHERE:

channel

=
=
=
.
.
=
=

0
1
.
.
15
16

VPW-J1850 channel number
Channel 0 on VPW-J1850 board 0
Channel 1 on VPW-J1850 board 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Channel 15 on VPW-J1850 board 0
Channel 0 on VPW-J1850 board 1, etc. to four boards per system

0
1

Channels periodic message number parameters to get
Get the channels periodic message number #0 parameters
Get the channels periodic message number #1 parameters

msgNum

=
=
=

bufferNum
=

numTimes
period

VPW-J1850 buffer number to transmit.

=

Number of times to transmit the message.

=

Time between buffer transmissions.

EXAMPLES:

Dim bufferNum As Integer
Dim numTimes As Integer
Dim period As Integer
Call getJ1850VPWPeriodicParams (0, 0, bufferNum, numTimes, period) .................................
........................................ Get the periodic message parameters for channel #0 - message#0.
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getJ1850VPWRecvStatus
The getJ1850VPWRecvStatus function gets the receiver buffer status for all
VPW-J1850 channels on the passed VPW-J1850 board. If a message is
available in a channels buffer, the corresponding bit in the status parameter is
set. Channel 15 is the MSB and Channel 0 is the LSB of the status parameter.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub getJ1850VPWRecvStatus(ByVal board As Integer, ByRef status As Integer)

Call getJ1850VPWRecvStatus(board, status)
WHERE:

board

status

=
=
=
=
=
=

0
1
2
3

VPW-J1850 board number.
VPW-J1850 board 0
VPW-J1850 board 1
VPW-J1850 board 2
VPW-J1850 board 3
Receiver status

EXAMPLES:

Dim status As Integer
Call getJ1850VPWRecvStatus (0, status) ..................................................................................
................................................................................................... Get the receiver status for all
............................................................................................. VPW-J1850 board #0 channels.
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getJ1850VPWVersion
The getJ1850VPWVersion function gets the firmware revision number from
the VPW-J1850 board.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub getJ1850VPWVersion(ByVal board As Integer, version As String)

Call getJ1850VPWVersion(board, version)
WHERE:

board

version

=
=
=
=
=

0
1
2
3

=

VPW-J1850 board number
VPW-J1850 board 0
VPW-J1850 board 1
VPW-J1850 board 2
VPW-J1850 board 3
String containing the VPW-J1850 firmware version string

EXAMPLES:

Dim version As String
Call getJ1850VPWVersion (0, version) ............................................... Get the firmware version
....................................................................................................... of VPW-J1850 board #0.
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J1850VPWDownloadBuffer
The J1850VPWDownloadBuffer function downloads data into the selected
VPW-J1850 buffer which may be transmitted at a future time. Thirty-two
buffers are available on each VPW-J1850 board. A 109:007 (VPW-J1850 Out
of Memory) error message will be returned if the number of bytes of
download data exceeds the amount of free VPW-J1850 memory.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub J1850VPWDownloadBuffer(ByVal board As Integer, ByVal bufferNumber
As Integer, data() As Byte, ByVal dataSize As Long)

Call J1850VPWDownloadBuffer(board, bufferNumber, data,
dataSize)
WHERE:

board

=
=
=
=
=

0
1
2
3

VPW-J1850 board number
VPW-J1850 board 0
VPW-J1850 board 1
VPW-J1850 board 2
VPW-J1850 board 3

0

The VPW-J1850 board buffer number to set load
to 31

bufferNumber
=
=

data

=

dataSize

=

Array containing the data to download
The number of bytes to download

EXAMPLES:

Dim data(0 To 3) As Byte
data(0) = &H6C
data(1) = &HA6
data(2) = &HF0
data(3) = &H3F
Call J1850VPWDownloadBuffer (0, 0, data, 4) ................................................. Download data
.......................................................................... array to buffer #0 on VPW-J1850 board #0.
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recvJ1850VPW
The recvJ1850VPW functional call receives a message using the specified
J1850 channel on the VPW-J1850 board. The message must be disassembled
by the caller as the function receives the message transparently.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub recvJ1850VPW(ByVal channel As Integer, rmsg() As Byte, ByRef rmsgSize
As Integer, ByVal timeout As Double)

Call recvJ1850VPW(channel, rmsg, rmsgSize, timeout)
WHERE:

channel

=
=
=
.
.
=
=

rmsg

0
1
.
.
15
16

=

VPW-J1850 channel number
Channel 0 on VPW-J1850 board 0
Channel 1 on VPW-J1850 board 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Channel 15 on VPW-J1850 board 0
Channel 0 on VPW-J1850 board 1, etc. to four boards per system
Array containing the received message

rmsgSize

=
The number of bytes to receive and must be <= the size of the
rmsg
array. This parameter will be updated with the actual
number of bytes
received.

timeout

=
=
=
=

The time to wait in seconds for a message to be received.
-1 Check for message immediately
0 Use default receive timeout
>0 and <= 60, the time to wait in seconds for a message to be
received.

EXAMPLES:

Dim rmsg(0 To 14) As Byte
Dim rmsgSize As Integer
rmsgSize = 15
Call recvJ1850VPW(0, rmsg, rmsgSize, 0) ...............................................................................
...................................................................... Receive a message on VPW-J1850 channel #0.
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resetJ1850VPW
The resetJ1850VPW function resets the VPW-J1850 board. All of the J1850
channel parameters are reset to their default values and all download message
buffers are cleared.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub resetJ1850VPW(ByVal board As Integer)

Call resetJ1850VPW(board)
WHERE:

board

=
=
=
=
=
=

-1
0
1
2
3

VPW-J1850 board number to reset.
All VPW-J1850 boards.
VPW-J1850 board 0.
VPW-J1850 board 1.
VPW-J1850 board 2.
VPW-J1850 board 3.

EXAMPLES:
Call resetJ1850VPW(0) ............................................................... Reset VPW-J1850 board #0.
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sendJ1850VPW
The sendJ1850VPW functional call sends a message using the specified J1850
channel on the VPW-J1850 board. The message must be fully assembled by
the caller as the function transmits the message transparently.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub sendJ1850VPW(ByVal channel As Integer, smsg() As Byte, ByVal smsgSize
As Integer, ByVal timeout As Double)

Call sendJ1850VPW(channel, smsg, smsgSize, timeout)
WHERE:

channel

=
=
=
.
.
=
=

smsg

0
1
.
.
15
16

=

The array holding the message to send.

smsgSize

=

timeout

=
=
=
=

VPW-J1850 channel number.
Channel 0 on VPW-J1850 board 0.
Channel 1 on VPW-J1850 board 0.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Channel 15 on VPW-J1850 board 0.
Channel 0 on VPW-J1850 board 1, etc. to four boards per system.

Size of the message buffer in bytes.
The time to wait in seconds for the serial line to be idle.
-1 Try to send message immediately - return if line not idle.
0 Use default idle timeout.
>0 and <= 60, the time to wait in seconds for the serial line to be idle.

EXAMPLES:

Dim smsg(0 To 3) As Byte
smsg (0) = &H6C
smsg (1) = &HA6
smsg (2) = &HF0
smsg (3) = &H3F
Call sendJ1850VPW (0, smsg, 4, 0) ............................................................ Transmit smsg array
................................................................................................... on VPW-J1850 channel #0.
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sendJ1850VPWBuffer
The sendJ1850VPWBuffer function sends a previously downloaded message
over the specified J1850 channel on the VPW-J1850 board.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub sendJ1850VPWBuffer(ByVal channel As Integer, ByVal timeout As Double,
ByVal bufferNum As Integer)

Call sendJ1850VPWBuffer(channel, timeout, bufferNum)
WHERE:

channel

=
=
=
.
.
=
=

timeout

=
=
=
=

0
1
.
.
15
16

The time to wait in seconds for the serial line to be idle.
-1 Try to send message immediately - return if line not idle.
0 Use default idle timeout.
>0 and <= 60, the time to wait in seconds for the serial line to be idle.

bufferNum
=
=

VPW-J1850 channel number.
Channel 0 on VPW-J1850 board 0.
Channel 1 on VPW-J1850 board 0.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Channel 15 on VPW-J1850 board 0.
Channel 0 on VPW-J1850 board 1, etc. to four boards per system.

0

The buffer number of the previously downloaded message to send.
to 31.

EXAMPLES:
Call sendJ1850VPWBuffer (0, 0, 0) ..................................................... Transmit the contents of
.................................................................................... VPW-J1850 buffer #0 on channel #0.
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sendJ1850VPWPeriodic
The sendJ1850VPWPeriodic function starts or stops a VPW-J1850 board from
periodically transmitting previously downloaded messages. The periodic timer
may be started or stopped at any time. Periodic messages will only be
transmitted on the channels that have been enabled using the
enableJ1850VPWChannelPeriodic functional call. It is up to the user to make
sure that the periodic message has been downloaded using the
J1850VPWDownloadBuffer functional call before the periodic timer is started
and the periodic message transmission for a channel is enabled. Stopping,
then restarting the periodic timer causes the message counters and period
timer counters to be reset to the values programmed by the
setJ1850VPWPeriodicParams functional call. The period timer is turned off on
Testhead power-up or whenever a Tclear or resetJ1850VPW functional call
occurs.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub sendJ1850VPWPeriodic(ByVal board As Integer, ByVal state As Integer)

Call sendJ1850VPWPeriodic(board, state)
WHERE:

board

state

=
=
=
=
=

0
1
2
3

VPW-J1850 board number to reset.
VPW-J1850 board 0.
VPW-J1850 board 1.
VPW-J1850 board 2.
VPW-J1850 board 3.

=
=
=

0
1

Start or stop sending periodic messages.
Stop board from sending periodic messages.
Start sending periodic messages from board.

EXAMPLES:
Call sendJ1850VPWPeriodic (0, 1) ....................................................... Start the periodic timer
...................................................................................................... on VPW-J1850 board #0.
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setJ1850VPWParams
The setJ1850VPWParams functional call is used to set up the default
parameters used by the VPW-J1850 functions for the specified channel. The
VPW-J1850 board reverts back to the default parameter settings on Testhead
power-up. A Tclear or resetJ1850VPW functional call will also reset the VPWJ1850 parameters to their default settings.
Visual BASIC Declaration:
Public Sub setJ1850VPWParams(ByVal channel As Integer, ByVal index As Integer,
ByVal value As Integer)

Call setJ1850VPWParams(channel, index, value)
WHERE:

Channel

=
=
.
.
=
=

Index
Value
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0
1
.
.
15
16

Channel 0 on VPW-J1850 board 0
Channel 1 on VPW-J1850 board 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Channel 15 on VPW-J1850 board 0
Channel 0 on VPW-J1850 board 1, etc. to 4 boards/system

=

Index of the parameter to set.

=

Value to set the parameter to.

Index #
1
2

Parameter name
DLC Config
Set Speed

4
6
9
10

Receive Timeout
Idle Timeout
Direct Command
Disable Retry

11

Reconfigure

12

Issue Reset

Parameter value
Configuration byte
0 = Normal speed (default)
1 = High speed
0 to 32767 mS (default = 100)
0 to 32767 mS (default = 10)
DLC Command and data byte
0 = Retry enabled
1 = Retry disabled (default)
0 = Do not configure DLC (default)
1 = Configure DLC before xmit
0 = Do not reset DLC before xmit
(default)
1 = Reset DLC before xmit
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13

Flush Previous

14

Issue Flush

15

Check Code

16

Command

17

XMIT Completion Code

DlC Config

=

Set Speed

=

Receive Timeout
Idle Timeout
Direct Command

=
=
=

Disable Retry

=

Reconfigure

=

Issue Reset

=

Flush Previous

=

Issue Flush

=

Check Code

=
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0 = Do not clear receive buffer before
xmit
1 = Clear receive buffer before xmit
(default)
0 = Do not issue flush message
1 = Issue flush message before xmit (def)
0 = Do not check completion code
1 = Check completion code after xmit
(default)
2 = Check completion code, do not flush
RFIFO.
1 = Reset transmitter.
2 = Flush the firmware receiver buffer
1 to 255. Number of times to attempt to
receive the transmit completion
code.

Writes the parameter value to the MC68HC58 DLC
configuration byte register. (Should not be used under normal
conditions).
Changes the value of the high speed control bit in the
MC68HC58 DLC configuration byte register.
The time to wait for a message to be received from the product.
The time to wait for an idle line before transmitting.
Writes directly to the command and data registers of the
MC68HC58 DLC. The upper byte of the parameter is written to
the command register, and the lower byte is written to the data
register.
Writes terminate auto-retry command to the MC68HC58 DLC
command register before each transmission.
Reconfigures the MC68HC58 DLC by writing the DLC config
parameter value to the MC68HC58 DLC configuration register
before each transmission.
Writes a reset command to the MC68HC58 DLC command
register before each transmission. This causes the transmitter to
be reset. Any transmission in progress is terminated and the
TxFIFO buffer is flushed.
Flushed the J1850 channels circular receive buffer before each
transmission.
Writes a flush RxFIFO command to the MC68HC58 DLC
command register before each transmission. This command
flushes the current frame except for the completion code from
the MC68HC58 DLC RxFIFO.
Firmware waits for a completion code after a transmit and
returns an error based on the completion code value. If the
parameter value = 1, the J1850 channels circular receive buffer
is flushed before each transmission.
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Command

=

XMIT Comp. Code

=

Commands to either issue a transmitter reset command to the
MC68HC58 DLC or flush the firmware circular receive buffer.
The number of times to attempt to receive the transmit
completion code when transmitting.

EXAMPLES:
Call setJ1850VPWParams(0, 12, 1) .............................................. Configure channel 0 to reset
........................................................................ the J1850 controller before each transmission.
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setJ1850VPWPeriodicParams
The setJ1850VPWPeriodicParams function sets the VPW-J1850 channels
parameters for periodic message transmission. Each channel may be
programmed to transmit two different messages periodically. Any parameter
changes occur immediately if the periodic message transmissions are enabled
and running. The VPW-J1850 board reverts back to the default parameter
settings on Testhead power-up. A Tclear or resetJ1850VPW functional call will
also reset the VPW-J1850 parameters to their default settings.
Visual Basic Declaration:
Public Sub setJ1850VPWPeriodicParams(ByVal channel As Integer, ByVal
messageNum As Integer, ByVal bufferNum As Integer, ByVal numTimes As Integer,
ByVal period As Integer)

Call setJ1850VPWPeriodicParams(channel, messageNum,
bufferNum, numTimes, period)
WHERE:

channel

=
=
=
.
.
=
=

0
1
.
.
15
16

VPW-J1850 channel number.
Channel 0 on VPW-J1850 board 0.
Channel 1 on VPW-J1850 board 0.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Channel 15 on VPW-J1850 board 0.
Channel 0 on VPW-J1850 board 1, etc. to four boards per system.

0
1

Channels periodic message number parameters to set.
Set up channels periodic message number #0 parameters.
Set up channels periodic message number #1 parameters.

0

J1850VPW buffer number to transmit.
to 31 (default = 0).

msgNum

=
=
=

bufferNum
=
=

numTimes
=
=
=
=

Number of times to transmit the message.
-1 Transmit message continuously.
0 Dont transmit message (default).
>0 Number of times to transmit message.
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=
=
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125

Time between buffer transmissions
to 15900 milliseconds (125 ms resolution) (default = 125)

EXAMPLES:
Call setJ1850VPWPeriodicParams (0, 0, 0, -1, 2000)
............................................................................. Setup channel #0 - message#0 to transmit
..................................................................... the contents of buffer #0 once every 2 seconds.
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pbid
It is possible to assign a Patchboard identification code to any Patchboard
assembly. The code is hard-wired into each Patchboard assembly.
Identification codes fall in the range of 0-255 (0 - FF hex) and are coded by
grounding pins that correspond to the bits set in the desired identification
code. An ID GROUND pin is provided adjacent to the identification pins for
this purpose. The pbid functional call is used to read a Patchboards
identification code when installed on the Testhead.
Patchboard ID pins are found in slot # 1 where the Instrument Amplifier
board is installed. The following are the ID pin assignments on the Patchboard
interface. These locations are shown graphically on a Patchboard Map (see
manual section on Patchboard Software for information on printing out
Patchboard Maps).
Patchboard ID bits are inverted. Internal pull-up resistors produce zeroes and
must be wired to ground on the Patchboard to produce ones.
PIN NAME
ID01
ID02
ID04
ID08
ID10
ID20
ID40
ID80
IDGD

COORDINATE
C-26
D-26
C-27
D-27
C-28
D-28
C-29
D-29
C-30

INDEX #
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127

COMMENT
Bit 0
Bit 1
Bit 2
Bit 3
Bit 4
Bit 5
Bit 6
Bit 7
GROUND

Visual BASIC Declaration:
Public Sub PBID(PbIDRet As Integer)

Call pbid(PbIDRet)
WHERE:

PbIDRet
=

EXAMPLES:

Return variable (0-255, 0-FF hex).

Dim PbIDRet As Integer
Call pbid (PbIDRet) .......................... Returns in the variable PbIDRet the identification code of
............................................................................... the Patchboard installed on the Testhead.
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Idle
The Idle Function Call is used whenever a software delay is required within a
test program.
Visual BASIC Declaration:
Public Sub Idle(ByVal IdleTime As Long)

Call Idle (IdleTime)
WHERE:

IdleTime
=

Time in milliseconds to delay.
Minimum delay is 2 milliseconds.
Maximum delay is 65535 milliseconds.
Tolerance is +/- 2 milliseconds.

NOTE: The delay caused by IDLE is not predictable when multiple processes are
running (i.e. CPU is multitasking). Analog test programs should not be executed with
multiple processes running.

EXAMPLES:
Call Idle (0) .............................................. Software delay of 2 milliseconds (2 - 4 milliseconds)
Call Idle (50) ...................................... Software delay of 50 milliseconds (48 - 52 milliseconds)
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tclear
The tclear functional call is used to reset the Testhead to its power-up state.
Including:
1) Faults the power supply system. This causes all UUT product power
supplies to shut down (i.e. their voltage and current outputs are
programmed to 0 and the relays open disconnecting them from the
Patchboard interface). Also, the Patchboard power supplies will turn off
and disconnect.
2) Selects the lowest Relay MUX channel in each group mux and sets
all to the 200 volt range.
3) Resets all D/As and ARBs to zero volts.
4) Tri-states DIO drivers.
5) Opens all AuxRLY/AuxFET channels.
6) Resets the MDE, TMS and AMS.
Visual BASIC Declaration:
Public Sub tclear()

Call tclear
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PUTDATMOD
The PutDatMod functional call is provided to allow the easy creation of and/or
writing to data modules. The call is run specifying a module name and a
numeric array that is to be stored. If the module does not already exist, it is
created and the data is written to it. If the module already exists, the data will
be overwritten.
Visual BASIC Declaration:
Public Sub PutDatMod(ByVal ModName As String, ModArray As Variant, ByVal Size
As Long)

Call PutDatMod(ModName, ModArray, Size)
WHERE:

ModName
=

ModArray

Size

A string expression for the module name to be created/written to.

=

An array of numeric data to be stored in the module. Only arrays
of Bytes, Integers, Long, Singles, and Doubles are acceptable. Any
attempt to use a different data type will return an error.

=

The number of bytes to be written; it may be less than the total size
of the dimensioned array. If a size of 0 is entered, the entire array
will be written.

EXAMPLES:

Dim BytVar (1 to 10) As Byte
Dim IntVar (1 to 10) As Integer
Dim LngVar (1 to 10) As Long
Dim FltVar (1 to 10) As Single
Dim DblVar (1 to 10) As Double
 (Note that these depend on the fact that LBound == 1)
Call PutDatMod(C:\MODULE.DAT, BytVar, UBound(BytVar)*1)
Call PutDatMod(C:\MODULE.DAT, IntVar, UBound(IntVar)*2)
Call PutDatMod(C:\MODULE.DAT, LngVar, UBound(LngVar)*4)
Call PutDatMod(C:\MODULE.DAT, FltVar, UBound(FltVar)*4)
Call PutDatMod(C:\MODULE.DAT, DblVar, UBound(DblVar)*8)
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GETDATMOD
The GetDatMod functional call is provided to allow the easy retrieval of information from data modules previously stored using PutDatMod (see
PutDatMod). The call is made specifying a module name and a numeric array
from which the data previously stored will be retrieved. The array which is to
receive the data must already be declared to be of sufficient size to receive it.
Visual BASIC Declaration:
Public Sub GetDatMod(ByVal ModName As String, ModArray As Variant, ByVal Size
As Long)

Call GetDatMod(ModName, ModArray, Size )
WHERE:

ModName
=

ModArray

Size

A string expression for the module name to be read from.

=

A numeric array into which read data will be placed. This should
be of the same type as was used with PutDatMod to create/write
the module.

=

The number of bytes to be read. The array must be dimensioned
large enough for this number. If a size of 0 is entered, the program
will attempt to read the number of bytes that the array is
dimensioned to.

EXAMPLES:

Dim BytVar (1 to 10) As Byte
Dim IntVar (1 to 10) As Integer
Dim LngVar (1 to 10) As Long
Dim FltVar (1 to 10) As Single
Dim DblVar (1 to 10) As Double
 (Note that these depend on the fact that LBound == 1)
Call GetDatMod(C:\MODULE.DAT, BytVar, UBound(BytVar)*1)
Call GetDatMod(C:\MODULE.DAT, IntVar, UBound(IntVar)*2)
Call GetDatMod(C:\MODULE.DAT, LngVar, UBound(LngVar)*4)
Call GetDatMod(C:\MODULE.DAT, FltVar, UBound(FltVar)*4)
Call GetDatMod(C:\MODULE.DAT, DblVar, UBound(DblVar)*8)
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DliNow
The functional call DliNow is used to read the value of the real time clock.
The value returned, by itself is of little interest. However, when BASIC program statements are placed between two successive DliNow calls, the time
that the program statements took to run can be calculated. DliNow has a
resolution of +/-10 milliseconds.
DliNow can also be used in functional testing when long time periods need to
be measured.
Visual BASIC Declaration:
Public Sub DliNow(tm As Long)

Call DliNow(tm)
WHERE:

tm

=
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The value of time in milliseconds that the real time
clock had in its registers during the DliNow call is
returned in this variable.
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GetTesterSerial
The GetTesterSerial functional call retrieves the 2040 Tester serial number and
description from the Registry.
Visual BASIC Declaration:
Public Sub GetTesterSerial(SerialNum As String, Desc As String)

Call GetTesterSerial(SerialNum, Desc)
WHERE:

SerialNum

Desc

=

String containing the 2040 Testers serial number.

=

String containing the 2040 Testers description.

EXAMPLES:

Dim SerialNum As String
Dim Desc As String
Call GetTesterSerial(SerialNum, Desc) ............ Strings will contain the Tester serial number and
...................................... description information read from the Registry after the call is made.
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EXECUTIVE GENERATOR AND TEST EXECUTIVE
ExecGen (Executive Generator) and TestExec (Test Executive) provide the
means for developing and executing test programs for specific products. With
ExecGen, test sets and individual tests are given names and organized by
placement in a grid of test sets or individual tests. When all of the test sets and
tests have been placed, a skeleton Test Executive will be created for the Visual
Basic environment upon exit of ExecGen. The Test Executive generated is
now a self-contained project specific executive, complete with all source
code, and is referred to in this manual as TestExec. TestExec may now be
loaded into Visual Basic for test routine development by opening Visual Basic
and loading the make file located in the project/source subdirectory. Once the
test program is developed and proven in the Visual Basic environment, an
executable may be compiled for production.

EXECGEN
ExecGen (Executive Generator) is located in the DIGALOG\BIN directory and
serves as a Test Executive generation engine. Specifically, ExecGen creates
source code functions, the means for calling those functions, and integrates
that into a default Test Executive. ExecGen is capable of generating up to onehundred groups of one-hundred functions or ten-thousand functions per
project. Once the Test Executive is generated by ExecGen, it can be loaded
into Visual Basic for test development (See TestExec section).
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After the initial Title window closes, a grid of one-hundred cells is displayed.
This grid represents all of the test sets to be defined for the project. Text entry
in any grid cell that is not duplicated in another cell will define a test set.
When the project is saved, the test set calling and grid initialization functions
are generated and written to the project .mnu file. The sample project
shown is identified in the window caption and has test sets; Calibrate,
Functionals, IgnModule, and BoardTest. The commands Copy to buffer, Cut,
Delete and Paste work as typical cut and paste utilities and are located in
button form above the test set grid. The Edit test menu button, also located
above the test set grid, will display the functions contained within the test set
cell that has focus. The Edit test menu function, also selected by double
clicking on one of the grid cells, brings up another grid of one-hundred
definable functions.
Note: This function is disabled if the cell that has focus is undefined (without
text).
FILE UTILITIES:
All file utilities reference a .mnu file located in the source subdirectory with
the same name as the project directory.
New

> Creates a subdirectory under Digalogs PROJECT directory labeled
PROJX where X is the first available number where the subdirectory
does not already exist. Once the project directory is created, a
subdirectory named source is created in the project directory and
loaded with Visual BASIC files copied from the DIGALOG sub directory
include\testexec. The files copied contain a Visual BASIC .vbp file
and a complete copy of the Test Executive source code.

Open > Brings up an Open File Dialog with a filter keying on .mnu
extension files. The .mnu file is located in the project/source
subdirectory and contains all of the information for initializing the test
sets grid (main menu).
Save > Saves the named test sets to the current .mnu file and saves the
named tests contained within those test sets to .tst files named with
the last eight characters of the test set name.
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Save As > Saves the current configuration as specified by the Save utility, but
allows the user to choose the name of the .mnu file.
Exit

>The Exit command located under the File menu item will terminate
the program. If modified, a request to save the current project will be
prompted.

Typical Help commands are located under the Help menu item.
The following is an example of the functions located within a test set. As in
the test sets grid, functions are definable with text entry and the cut and paste
utilities are available. Sample text entry here could be function names like
BoardA or BoardB.

To exit the test set configuration, either click on the EXIT button or double338
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click on the window control box. When exiting a test set configuration
window, a file is created with the format of the last eight characters of the test
set name with the extension .tst. The .tst file contains the calling function
for all the defined test functions, the empty functions themselves, and the grid
initialization function. In this case, the file would be named (B)oardTest.tst
and would contain the newly defined BoardA and BoardB functions, along
with the initialization and calling functions. Also, as in the test set editor, a
request to save the test set will be prompted if modified.
TESTEXEC: Code Entry
After a project test structure has been defined with ExecGen, it may be loaded
into Visual Basic for further development. The project file (EXEC.vbp), located
in the project source subdirectory, will include the ExecGen created .mnu
and .tst files. All source code for the Test Executive is exclusive to the
project. Therefore, any portion of the code may be modified by an
experienced Visual Basic programmer and not be reflected in any other
projects. This feature is valuable in that the Test Executive can be modified to
serve unique project concerns.
The .mnu file included in the project contains the initialization function for
the test sets grid. It also contains a test set calling function that enables the
Test Executive to execute the entire test set or a specific test in the test set.
This file contains initialization and calling functions only, and should not be
modified.
The .tst files contain the empty functions created by text entries for functions
(not test sets) in ExecGen. Each .tst file also contains the initialization and
calling function for that test set. Only the empty functions created for test code
should be modified.
If it is so desired to modify the structure of the tests or test sets, the same
project can be run through ExecGen again without loss of added code.
However, with some experience with Test Executive, the user will come to
understand the initialization and calling functions generated by ExecGen and
be able to modify the structure of the tests or test sets without rerunning
ExecGen.
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The code for these files may be viewed and edited by highlighting the file
name in the Visual Basic project window and then choosing Code Icon. In
the Proc. (procedures) pull down menu, a list of all the functions in the file
will be shown. This is how specific functions or subroutines are selected for
viewing and editing. Functions added with TestExec will be shown by the
given name preceded by T_ to avoid duplicate function name conflicts. Two
comment lines are added to each ExecGen generated function to point out
the section slated for code entry. When complete, the code entered may be
executed by running the Test Executive. This can be done with <F5>, the
menu selection Run / Start or the > button on the Visual Basic workbench.

REPORTING SUBROUTINES
The following reporting subroutines are located in the Visual Basic module
support.bas and are provided to work with the Test Executive report
configuration. A summary of the functions intended usage is as follows:
VBPta is provided for comparing an analog value, typically a reading, to
programmer provided high and low analog limits. If the reading falls between
the high and low analog limits or equates to either limit, then the function
returns a true value. Otherwise the error counter in the parameter list is
incremented and the function returns a false value. VBPta can be used any
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time, and as many times as required.
VBPtd is provided for comparing a digital value, typically a reading, to a
programmer provided digital value. If the reading equates to the expected
value, the function returns a true value. Otherwise the error counter in the
parameter list is incremented and the function returns a false value. VBPtd can
be used any time and as many times as required.
VBTestHead prints a testheader containing test information such as title, date,
revision level, product name and serial number. Usage is most effective if used
once in the startup function of the test program. The startup function, for
example, could clear the tester and read in a bar-coded serial number.
VBTestHead also clears the error counter reported in VBTestExit.
VBTestExit prints a test terminator containing the test name, time, product
name, serial number, and total error count. Usage is most effective if used
once in the ending function of the test program. The ending function, for
example, could clear the tester and print a pass/fail ticket. VBTestExit reports
the quantity of errors encountered since the previous VBTestHead or
VBTestExit call.
VBExecPrint is provided for string printing to the selected devices for use any
time, as many times as required.
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PRINT ANALOG TEST FAILURE (PTA)
This function handles analog pass or fail analysis. The pass or fail reporting
device is determined according to global flag status. The global flags are set by
the executive program before the tests are run. The reporting devices are the
screen, the printer, or a log file. PASS/FAIL status is determined and returned in
TRUE/FALSE format to the calling function in the form of an integer.

PassFail = VBPta (ErrorCount, TestDescription, DeviceNumber,
TestNumber, Reading, Units, HiLimit, LoLimit)
WHERE:
ErrorCount
=

Used as an error accumulator. This value is obtained from and
returned to the calling function as long as the calling function
parameter is not preceded by ByVal. This value can be used to
sum errors for a particular part of the test.

TestDescription
=

A string representing the function of the D.U.T. being tested.

DeviceNumber
=

Number associated with the D.U.T.

TestNumber
=

Number Used to keep track of which test this is.

Reading
Units
HiLimit
LoLimit
PassFail

=

Measured or read analog value.

=

A string representing the units being measured or read.

=

The upper evaluation limit.

=

The lower evaluation limit.

=

A return value set to either TRUE (pass) or FALSE (fail)
depending on whether the reading was within the high and low
limits.

If any string is longer than the number of characters declared in the DIM statement, it
is cut to the number of characters declared.
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NOTE: This function must be used only in the Executive.

EXAMPLES:

Dim ErrorCount As Long
Dim TestDescription As Long
Dim DeviceNumber As Long
Dim TestNumber As Integer
Dim Reading As Double
Dim Units As String
Dim HiLimit As Double
Dim LoLimit As Double
Dim PassFail As Integer
ErrorCount = 0 (Needs to be initialized only once.)
TestDescription = Power
DeviceNumber = 5340
TestNumber = 1
Reading = 5.5
Units = Volts
HiLimit = 5.6
LoLimit = 5.4
PassFail = VBPta(ErrorCount, TestDescription, DeviceNumber, TestNumber, Reading, Units,
HiLimit, LoLimit)
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PRINT DIGITAL TEST FAILURE (PTD)
This function handles digital pass or fail analysis. The pass or fail reporting
device is determined according to global flag status. The global flags are set by
the executive program before the tests are run. The reporting devices are the
screen, the printer, or a log file. PASS/FAIL status is determined and returned in
TRUE/FALSE format to the calling function in the form of an integer.

PassFail = VBPtd (ErrorCount, TestDescription,
DeviceNumber, TestNumber, Address, Expected, Actual)
WHERE:
ErrorCount
=

Used as an error accumulator. This value is obtained from and
returned to the calling function as long as the calling function
parameter is not preceded by ByVal. This value can be used to
sum errors fro a particular part of the test.

TestDescription
=

A string representing the function of the D.U.T. being tested.

DeviceNumber
=

Number associated with the D.U.T.

TestNumber
=

Number used to keep track of which test this is.

Address

=

Expected
=
Actual
PassFail

A number used to relate from which digital address of the D.U.T.
the actual data came from.
The expected value of the data to be evaluated.

=

The actual or measured value of the data to be tested.

=

A return value set to either TRUE (pass) or FALSE (fail)
depending on whether the reading was within the high and low
limits.

If any string is longer than the number of characters declared in the DIM statement, it
is cut to the number of characters declared.
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NOTE: This function must be used only in the Executive.

EXAMPLES:

Dim ErrorCount As Long
Dim TestDescription As Long
Dim DeviceNumber As Long
Dim TestNumber As Integer
Dim Address As Long
Dim Expected As Long
Dim Actual As Long
Dim Pass/Fail As Integer
ErrorCount = 0 (Needs to be initialized only once.)
TestDescription = Switch
DeviceNumber = 5340
TestNumber = 1
Address = 1369755
Expected = 80
Actual = 80
PassFail = VBPtd(ErrorCount, TestDescription, DeviceNumber,TestNumber, Address,
Expected, Actual)
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HEADER REPORTING (VBTestHead)
Acquired data from operator entry, bar code reader, or other means is used to
produce a test header or leader. This header function is intended to provide
pertinent test parameter and D.U.T. information during result reporting.

Call VBTestHead(NameOfTest, TestDesc, VersionNumber,
PartNumber, SerialNumber)
WHERE:
NameOfTest
=
TestDesc
=
VersionNumber
=
PartNumber
=

When printed, this string will be preceded by the word Running
When printed, this string is preceded by the word On. Currently
used to print descriptive test information.
When printed, this string is preceded by the word Version
Commonly used to print the version of the test.
Number associated with product. Commonly used to print the part
number of the D.U.T.

SerialNumber
=

Number associated with the D.U.T. serial number.

ReturnVal
=

Number that is returned to the caller. Has no significance.

If any string is longer than the number of characters declared in the DIM statement, it
is cut to the number of characters declared.

NOTE: This function must be used only in the Executive.
Examples:

Dim NameOfTest As String
Dim TestDesc As String
Dim VersionNumber As String
Dim PartNumber As String
Dim SerialNumber As String
Dim ReturnVal As Integer
ReturnVal = VBTestHeader(NameOfTest, TestDesc, VersionNumber, PartNumber, ..................
........................................................................................................................ SerialNumber)
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FOOTER REPORTING (VBTestExit)
Acquired data from operator entry, barcode reader or other means is used to
produce a TestExit or trailer. This trailer function is intended to provide
pertinent test parameter and D.U.T. information during result reporting.

Call VBTestExit(NameOfTest, ErrorCount, PartNumber,
SerialNumber)
WHERE:
NameOfTest
=
ErrorCount
=
PartNumber
=
SerialNumber
=
Return

=

When printed, this string will be preceded by the word Running
Commonly used to print the test name.
An accumulated error counter for a test function.
Number associated with product. Commonly used to print the part
number of the D.U.T.
Number associated with the D.U.T. serial number.
Number that is returned to the caller. Has no significance.

If any string is longer than the number of characters declared in the DIM statement, it
is cut to the number of characters declared.

NOTE: This function must be used only in the Executive.

EXAMPLES:

Dim NameOfTest As String
Dim ErrorCount As Long
Dim PartNumber As String
Dim SerialNumber As String
Dim Return As Integer
Return = VBTestExit(NameOfTest, ErrorCount, PartNumber, SerialNumber)
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TEST EXECUTIVE REPORTING (VBExecPrint)
The primary reporting function called by the Digalog reporting functions
VBPta, VBPtd, VBTestHeader, and VBTestExit is VBExecPrint. VBExecPrint
accepts one argument (a string) and reports it as specified by global reporting
flags. This function can give the user the capability to easily report any
information in string form to the output device or devices of the Executive.

Call VBExecPrint(String)
NOTE: This function must be used only in the Executive.
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TESTEXEC: Execution
After the initial About window closes, the Test Executive test set menu is
displayed. From here, an entire test set or group of test sets may be executed
by highlighting the test set cell or group of cells and pressing one of the
execution buttons. The execution buttons allow for one, ten, one-hundred,
user-defined or continuous iterations. Modifying the text box immediately
below the user-defined execution button and then clicking on that text box
will program the user- defined execution button. When pressed, the STOP
button will halt sequence execution at the end of the currently running
individual test function. To execute individual tests or groups of tests within a
test set, the test set must be brought up by double-clicking on the appropriate
cell.
Typical Help commands are located under the Help menu item.
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To configure the reporting methods and masking,
click on the Configure selection located under
the File menu item. This utility allows for multiple
reporting devices with individual data masking.
Once a test set window is brought up, a test or a
group of tests may be executed by highlighting the
test cell or group of cells and pressing one of the
execution buttons. The execution buttons follow
the same conventions as those in the test sets menu.
Additionally, a test sequence may be entered and
according to this text, Run test sequence executes
the tests located in the grid. The syntax is as follows:
E (Execute) signifies the beginning of a sequence or acts as a separator
between sequences.
: (Colon) signifies that the following number indicates the amount of
iterations to perform of the previous sequence.
, (Comma) shares the definition of E as a separator between sequences.
- (Dash) signifies inclusive or through.
EXAMPLE E1-2:5,6-100:2,1-5
This sequence executes tests 1 through 2 five times, 6 through 100 two times
and tests 1 through 5 one time.
Also in the test set window is an ALL TESTS check box, which enables
execution of all tests in the test set for the desired amount of iterations.
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The screen reporting window will be printed whenever VBExecPrint is used,
and to whatever device the reporting is configured to. A history of fivehundred lines of reporting is maintained with a smooth scrolling viewer. Also,
the available history may be saved to a file named with reference to date and
number of file saved on that date. From this window the test sequence may be
paused, continued or stopped.
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FUNCTIONAL CALLS - Short Form
Call AdDac(BytePair, HiVolts, LoVolts) ---------------------------------------- 81
Call AdData(ByteToProgram, OutputData, TriStateData) ----------------- 83
Call AMS(Vret, Sig, Mode, Timeout, Autozero) ---------------------------- 93
Call Arb(Chan, OnOff, Burst, Xtrig, Xref) ---------------------------------- 103
Call ArbFreq(Chan, Freq, FDelay) -------------------------------------------- 105
Call ArbGet(Chan, DataArray, Size) ----------------------------------------- 111
Call ArbProg(Chan, Step0, Volts0, S1, V1...Sn, Vn) -------------------- 106
Call ArbPulse(Chan, Step0, Level0, S1, L1...Sn, Ln) ------------------- 109
Call ArbPut(Chan, DataArray, Size) ----------------------------------------- 111
Call ArbSin(Chan, Peak, Offset, Steps) ------------------------------------- 108
Call ArDac(BytePair, HiVolts, LoVolts) ----------------------------------------- 82
Call ArData(ReceivedData, NMLData, ByteToRead) ----------------------- 84
Call AuxRly(Chan, State) -------------------------------------------------------- 123
Call AuxRlyList(FirstChannel, LastChannel, State) ------------------------ 124
Call AuxRlyReset ------------------------------------------------------------------ 125
Call ClearTM(Chan)-------------------------------------------------------------- 266
Call DA(Chan, Volts) ------------------------------------------------------------- 117
Call DAMS(VRet, Sig, Mode, Timeout, AutoZero) ------------------------ 145
Call DAReset ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 118
Call Delay(Signal, DDelay) ---------------------------------------------------- 180
Call DliNow(tm) ------------------------------------------------------------------ 241
Call DMSArm(Channel, SigFilter, TrigSource, TrigEdge,
TrigNumSamples, Delay) ------------------------------------------------------- 147
Call DMSFreq(Channel, SampleClockSource, SampleFreq) ------------ 149
Call DMSGet(VRetArray, Channel, Timeout, PreTrigNumSamples,
PostTrigNumSamples) ----------------------------------------------------------- 150
Call DMSGetScaled(VRetArray, Channel, ScaleMultiplier, Timeout,
PreTrigNumSamples, PostTrigNumSamples) ------------------------------ 152
Call DMSPeriod(Channel, SampleClockSource, SamplePeriod) ------ 154
Call DvrClk(Mode, Slope) ------------------------------------------------- 86, 134
Call DvrDat(OutByte, DvrData) ---------------------------------------------- 133
Call DvrEn(EnByte, DvrData) -------------------------------------------------- 132
Call DTime(Tret, Gate, Ave, Timeout, Mode) ----------------------------- 248
Call enableJ1850VPWChannelPeriodis(channel, messageNum, state) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 272
Call FArbGet(Chan, DataArray, Size) --------------------------------------- 112
Call FArbPut(Chan, DataArray, Size) ---------------------------------------- 112
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Call Freq(Fret, Signal, Timebase, Ave) -------------------------------------- 250
Call GetDatMod(ModName, ModArray, Size) ---------------------------- 240
Call getJ1850VPWClock(board, frequency) -------------------------------- 274
Call getJ1850VPWException(board, frame, frameSize ------------------ 275
Call getJ1850VPWParams(channel, index, value) ------------------------ 277
Call getJ1850VPWPeriodicParams(channel, messageNum, bufferNum,
numTimes, period)--------------------------------------------------------------- 279
Call getJ1850VPWRecvStatus(board, status)------------------------------- 280
Call getJ1850VPWVersion(board, version) --------------------------------- 281
Call getMspClock(frequency) -------------------------------------------------- 192
Call getUARTParams(paramNumber, paramValue) --------------------- 191
Call IAMS(VRetArray(), Sig, Mode, Timeout, Autozero, InterruptMode,
ReadingCount) ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 95
Call Idle(IdleTime) --------------------------------------------------------------- 237
Call Inst(Chan, Gain, Filter) ---------------------------------------------- 159, 163
Call J1850VPWDownloadBuffer(board, bufferNumber, data, dataSize) ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 282
Call Mark(Signal, Position) ----------------------------------------------------- 181
Call Master(Board) ---------------------------------------------------------- 80, 131
Call ModMrly(Board, Mode, OpenTime) ----------------------------------- 168
Call Mrly(Chan, Bus, State) ---------------------------------------------------- 169
Call MrlyReset --------------------------------------------------------------------- 173
Call MrlySet(Chan, Bus, State) ------------------------------------------------ 171
Call MrlyStrobe(Board) --------------------------------------------------------- 170
Call MrlySwitchAll(Board, Bus, State) --------------------------------------- 172
Call mspDownloadBuffer(bufferNumber, data, datasize) -------------- 193
Call mspException(frame, framesize) --------------------------------------- 194
Call mspReset --------------------------------------------------------------------- 196
Call mspVersion(Version)------------------------------------------------------- 197
Call Mux(Chan, Signal, Range) -------------------------------------------------- 91
Call MuxSig3(Signal) -------------------------------------------------------- 93, 155
Call OCClk ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 213
Call OCData(ByteNumber, OutData)---------------------------------------- 208
Call OCDataReset ---------------------------------------------------------------- 209
Call OCEn(ByteNumber, EnableData) --------------------------------------- 204
Call OCEnReset ------------------------------------------------------------------- 205
Call OCGet(ReadData, ByteNumber) --------------------------------------- 212
Call OCPut(ByteNumber, OutData) ----------------------------------------- 211
Call OCRail(BankNumber, RailState) ---------------------------------------- 206
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Call OCRailReset ----------------------------------------------------------------- 207
Call OCRead(ReadData, ByteNumber) -------------------------------------- 210
Call OCStrobe --------------------------------------------------------------------- 214
Call pbid(PbIDRet) --------------------------------------------------------------- 236
Call Pchek(Unit, Volts, Amps) ------------------------------------------------ 223
Call PowerPB(State) -------------------------------------------------------------- 227
Call Power(Unit, Volts, Amps, TimeOut, UVL, LVL, UCL, LCL) ------- 225
Call PowerUUT(Unit, Volts, Amps) ----------------------------------------- 221
Call PowerUUTac(Unit, VoltsAC, VoltsDC, Amps, Freq, Coupling) --- 222
Call PowerReset(Unit) ----------------------------------------------------------- 224
Call PrOMeas(RetOhms, Channel, CompV, Range) ---------------------- 232
Call PrRes(Channel, Value) ----------------------------------------------------- 234
Call PrVDrop(RetVolts, Channel, Range) ----------------------------------- 235
Call PrVMeas(RetVolts, Channel, Range) ----------------------------------- 236
Call PutDatMod(ModName, ModArray, Size) ---------------------------- 239
Call Ratio(RRet, Signal, Gate, Ave, Timeout) ------------------------------ 251
Call RComp(RetByte, Register, ExpByte, Mask) -------------------------- 136
Call RData(RetByte, Register) ------------------------------------------------- 137
Call ReadTM(Outs, Ins, Slot) -------------------------------------------------- 267
Call recvJ1850VPW(channel, rmsg, rmsgSize, timeout) ---------------- 283
Call recvSerial(ResultCode, Rmsg(), msglen, Timeout) ---------------- 189
Call resetJ1850VPW(board) ---------------------------------------------------- 284
Call RStrobe(Mode, DIODelay, Slope) --------------------------------- 87, 135
Call sendJ1850VPW(channel, smsg, smsgSize, timeout) --------------- 285
Call sendJ1850VPWBuffer(channel, timeout, bufferNum) ------------- 286
Call sendJ1850VPWPeriodic(board, state) --------------------------------- 287
Call setJ1850VPWParams(channel, index, value) ------------------------ 288
Call setJ1850VPWPeriodicParams(channel, messageNum, bufferNum,
numTimes, period)--------------------------------------------------------------- 291
Call sendSerial(ResultCode, Smsg(), msglen, Timeout) ---------------- 188
Call SetUARTParams(Index, Value) ----------------------------------------- 190
Call Sweep(Signal, SwpTime) -------------------------------------------------- 179
Call tclear -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 238
Call TCount(Cret, Signal) ------------------------------------------------------- 246
Call TMSetIn(Chan, Slot, Sig) -------------------------------------------------- 263
Call TMSetOut(Chan, Slot, Sig) ----------------------------------------------- 265
Call TMux(Chan) ----------------------------------------------------------------- 241
Call Trig(Signal, Level, Slope, Filter) ---------------------------------------- 177
Call T2Del(Mode, Count, Source) ------------------------------------------- 182
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Call Vert(Signal, Range, AC) --------------------------------------------------- 183
EXECUTIVE REPORTING FUNCTIONS
PassFail = VBPta(ErrorCount,TestDescription,DeviceNumber,
TestNumber,Reading,Units,HiLimit,LoLimit) ----------------------------PassFail = VBPtd(ErrorCount,TestDescription,DeviceNumber,
TestNumber,Address,Expected,Actual) ------------------------------------Call VBTestHead(NameOfTest,TestDesc,VersionNumber,
PartNumber,SerialNumber) ---------------------------------------------------Call VBTestExit(NameOfTest,ErrorCount,PartNumber,
SerialNumber)--------------------------------------------------------------------CAll VBExecPrint(String) --------------------------------------------------------
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Digalog Error Messages
This section contains a list of error numbers and their meanings for Digalog
System's functional calls.
The error numbers are returned from the functional calls as an integer. The
numbers are arranged so that they fall into different families. The family
number is determined by the hardware/software that is generating the error.
There are 256 error numbers in each family. A convenient way of showing the
error number is to separate the bytes of the integer by a colon. An example
would be 099:100 (This is the same as error number (99*256)+100 or
25444).
To locate an error number explanation in the Errmsg.hlp file, use the search
feature provided as part of winhelp.exe. The search keywords in this file key
on both the integer error number and the xxx:yyy error number. It is also
possible to search for error numbers based on the functional call name.
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SYSTEM ERROR MESSAGES
090:000
090:001
090:002
090:003
090:004
090:005
090:006
090:007
090:008

(DIB)
(DIB)
(DIB)
(DIB)
(DIB)
(DIB)
(DIB)
(DIB)
(DIB)

No DIB Board.
Invalid DMUX signal.
Bad DMUX filter.
Error reading calibration file.
Bad DTrig level.
Bad DMux range.
Error reading the DIB calibration file.
Bad RMux channel.
Problem verifying the DMux.

097:000
097:001
097:002
097:003
097:004
097:005
097:006
097:007
097:008
097:009
097:010
097:011
097:012
097:013
097:014
097:015
097:016
097:017
097:018
097:019
097:020
097:021
097:022
097:023
097:024
097:025
097:026
097:027
097:028
097:029
097:030
097:031
097:032
097:033
097:034

(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)

No error.
Buffer not set or buffer changed.
Port not active.
Transmit buffer full.
Receive buffer full.
Port syntax error.
Invalid buffer size.
Invalid port.
Handler changed.
Invalid baud rate.
Invalid parity.
Invalid data length.
Invalid number of stopbits.
Invalid protocol.
IRQ changed.
Port changed.
Invalid threshold.
Invalid IRQ.
Interrupts not enabled.
Invalid break syntax.
Fatal error.
CTS error.
Invalid address.
Environment variable not set.
Error issuing IOCTL call.
Error issuing ATExit cleanup.
Error mapping a device for dir calls.
Error opening device.
Error allocating memory.
Error on external micro.
Card changed error.
Card type error.
Not supported.
Card command buffer full.
Invalid parent PCB.
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097:035
097:036
097:037
097:038
097:039
097:040
097:041
097:042
097:043
097:044
097:045
097:046
097:047
097:048
097:049

(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)
(RS-232)

No device for this port.
Unknown error.
Busy.
No more timers available.
INT 14 vector changed.
Timer vector changed.
DPMI error.
No Windows buffer or buffer too small.
No asynchronous resources left.
No timer resources left.
Out of other resources.
File I/O error.
Hardware memory exceeded 64k.
VXD not loaded.
Could not start a thread.

098:000
098:001
098:002
098:003
098:004
098:005
098:006
098:007
098:010
098:011
098:012
098:014
098:015
098:016
098:020

(GPIB)
(GPIB)
(GPIB)
(GPIB)
(GPIB)
(GPIB)
(GPIB)
(GPIB)
(GPIB)
(GPIB)
(GPIB)
(GPIB)
(GPIB)
(GPIB)
(GPIB)

DOS error.
Function requires GPIB to be Controller-In-Charge.
Write handshake error (no listeners).
GPIB board is not addressed correctly.
Invalid argument to function call.
GPIB board not system controller.
I/O operation aborted.
Non-existent GPIB board.
I/O started before previous operation completed.
No capability for operation.
File system error.
Command error during device call.
Serial poll status byte(s) lost.
SRQ stuck in the on position.
Table problem.

099:000
099:001
099:002
099:003
099:004 (AMS)
099:005 (AMS)
099:006 (AMS)
099:007
099:008
099:009
099:010
099:011
099:012
099:013
362

Sequence module is full.
Illegal sequence parameter size.
No DIGALOG environment variable in AUTOEXEC.BAT file.
No DIGALOG.INI file found in \INCLUDE\ path.
Invalid AMS timeout.
Invalid AMS Autozero.
Invalid AMS Interrupt Mode.
No BASE ADDRESS entry in DIGALOG.INI file.
No USE entry in DIGALOG.INI file.
Requested delay too long for the hardware timer.
Requested delay is shorter than the call overhead.
Error talking to serial EEPROM.
Serial EEPROM not ready.
Serial EEPROM dummy bit is stuck high.
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099:014 (Selftest)
099:015
099:016
099:017 (ARB)
099:018
099:019
099:020
099:030
099:050
099:051
099:099
099:100 (AMS)
099:101 (AMS)
099:102 (AMS)

099:103 (AMS)
099:104 (AMS)
099:105 (AMS)

099:106 (TMS)

099:107 (MDE)

Error Messages

Selftest verify error.
Is the Selftest installed properly?
Are the power supplies on?
Invalid ASB configuration (TMUX 30 conflict).
Error reading calibration table.
Illegal external trigger parameter.
Missing calibration table.
Secondary timer reported primary timer on Testhead Controller board is
not functioning.
Invalid "THEAD = 2040 (or 2030)" entry in digalog.ini file.
Bad D/A calibration term. Recalibrate D/A.
Testhead Peek error. Cannot read a Testhead location.
Testhead Poke error. Cannot write to a Testhead location.
Illegal AuxRly (AuxFET, HCRly, HCFET) channel called.
No such signal. Second parameter must be 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4.
No such mode. Third parameter must be 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4.
Not triggered.
Is the expected signal present at the Mux input?
Are the Mux channels and ranges programmed properly?
Are the Trig levels programmed properly?
Are the Trig levels calibrated?
Are the Sweep rates programmed properly?
Are the Sweep rates calibrated?
Is the Mark position programmed properly?
Is the Mark position calibrated?
Is the AMS trigger timeout parameter programmed properly?
Are the Testhead power supplies on?
Overvoltage.
Is the Mux channel and range programmed properly?
Is the input voltage within the Mux range?
Illegal differential. Differential reading between SIG1 and SIG2 requires
Mux channels that are in different groups of 16 and that are set to the
same gain range.
No AMS board.
Are the Testhead power supplies on?
Is the AMS board installed?
Are the AMS board jumpers and switched set properly?
No TMS board.
Are the Testhead power supplies on?
Is the TMS board installed?
Are the TMS board jumpers and switches set properly?
No MDE board.
Are the Testhead power supplies on?
Is the MDE board installed?
Are the MDE board jumpers and switches set properly?
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099:108 (AMS)
099:109 (AMS)

099:110 (Mux)
099:111 (Mux)
099:112 (Mux)
099:113 (Mux)
099:114 (TMux)

099:115 (TstRly)

099:116 (TstRly)
099:117 (AuxRly)

099:118 (AuxRly)
099:119 (AuxRly)
099:120 (DA)

099:121 (DA)
099:122 (Inst)

099:123 (Inst)
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No Mux selected. Mux must be run before AMS to select an input
channel and range.
Mux board has illegal gain setting.
Has a software crash occurred?
Has unauthorized software been writing to the Testhead memory
map?
No such channel.
Is the first parameter the correct channel number?
Are the Testhead power supplies on?
No such signal. Second parameter must be 0, 1 or 2.
No such range. Third parameter must be positive, not
more than 200.
Verify failure; data from the Mux board does not match as written.
No such channel.
Is the channel number programmed properly?
Are the Testhead power supplies on?
Are the TMux board jumpers and switches set properly?
No such channel.
Is the Selftest Assembly installed?
Is the channel number programmed properly?
Are the Testhead power supplies on?
Verify failure; data from the Selftest assembly do not match as written.
Is the Selftest Assembly installed?
Are the Testhead power supplies on?
No such channel.
Is the channel number programmed properly?
Are the Testhead power supplies on?
Are enough Aux Relay boards installed (at 32 channels per board)?
Are the Aux Relay board jumpers and switches set properly?
Verify failure; data from the Aux Relay board do not match as written.
Are the Testhead power supplies on?
Incorrectly formatted list.
No such channel.
Is the first parameter the correct channel number?
Are the Testhead power supplies on?
Are enough Analog Source Boards installed (at 12 channels per
board)?
Are the Analog Source board jumpers and switches set properly?
Illegal voltage.
Is the second parameter in the range of -16 to +16 volts?
Are the D/A voltages calibrated?
No such channel.
Is the first parameter the correct channel number?
Are the Testhead power supplies on?
Are enough Inst Amp boards installed (at 4 channels per board)?
Are the Inst Amp board jumpers and switches set properly?
Illegal gain. Second parameter must be 0, 1, 2 or 3.
Series 2040D Test System
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099:124 (Inst)
099:126 (PBID)

Illegal filter. Third parameter must be 0, 1, 2 or 3.
No Inst Amp board.
Are the Testhead power supplies on?
Is an Inst Amp board installed?
Are the Inst Amp board jumpers and switches set properly?
099:127 (TMUX) Invalid channel for board in system.
099:128 (DTime) Illegal timeout.
099:130 (Vert)
No such range. Second parameter must be positive, not more that 10.
099:131 (Vert)
No such signal. First parameter must be 0, 1 or 2.
099:132 (Idle)
Too long. Maximum delay is 60,000msec.
099:133 (T2Del) Illegal count. Second parameter must be positive, not more than 65536.
099:134 (T2Del) No such mode. First parameter must be 0, 1 or 2.
099:135 (T2Del) No such trigger. Third parameter must be 0, 1 or 2.
099:136 (DTime) No such gate. Second parameter must be from 0 to 15.
099:137 (DTime) No such mode. Fifth parameter must be 0, 1 or 2.
099:138 (DTime) Illegal average. Fourth parameter must be positive, not more than
65535.
099:139 (Freq)
No such trigger. Second parameter must be 0, 1 or 2.
099:140 (Freq)
No such timebase. Third parameter must be from 0 to 8.
099:141 (Freq)
Illegal average. Fourth parameter must be positive, not more than
65535.
099:142 (Ratio)
Illegal average. Fourth parameter must be positive, not more than
65535.
099:143 (Ratio)
No such trigger. Second parameter must be 0, 1 or 2.
099:144 (Ratio)
No such gate. Third parameter must be 0 to 15.
099:145 (Trig)
Illegal level.
Is the second parameter in the range from -2 to +2?
Are the trigger levels calibrated?
099:146 (Trig)
No such trigger. First parameter must be 0, 1 or 2.
099:147 (Sweep) Illegal sweeptime.
Is the second parameter in the range from 0 to 0.5 seconds?
099:148 (Sweep) No such trace. First parameter must be 1 or 2.
099:149 (Delay)
Illegal delay.
Is the second parameter in the range from 0 to 1?
Are the sweep delays calibrated?
099:150 (Delay)
No such trigger. First parameter must be 0, 1 or 2.
099:151 (Mark)
Illegal position.
Is the second parameter in the range from 0 to 1?
Are the mark positions calibrated?
099:152 (Mark)
No such trace. First parameter must be 1 or 2.
099:153 (Trig)
Illegal filter. Fourth parameter must be 0, 1, 2 or 3.
099:154 (TCount) No such trigger. Second parameter must be 0, 1, 2 or 3
099:155 (DTime) Illegal gate. The MDE board doesnt support gate 1 or gate 15.
099:156 (QMux) No such Qmux. Refer to Selftest assembly block diagram or schematic.
099:157 (QMux
No such Rmux common. Refer to Selftest assembly block diagram or
schematic.
099:158 (DvrClk) No such mode. First parameter must be 0 or 1.
Series 2040D Test System
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099:159
099:160
099:161
099:162
099:163
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Specified DIO board not found
The AMS board installed doesnt support interrupt-driven readings.
No DIO board in system.
Bad DIO Master.
No such port.
Is the first parameter the correct channel number?
Are the Testhead power supplies on?
Are enough Digital I/O boards installed (at 4 channels per board)?
Are the Digital I/O board jumpers and switches set properly?
099:164 (DvrEn) No such port.
Is the first parameter the correct channel number?
Are the Testhead power supplies on?
Are enough Digital I/O boards installed (at 4 channels per board)?
Are the Digital I/O board jumpers and switches set properly?
099:165 (RStrobe) No such mode. First parameter must be 0, 1, 2 or 3.
099:166 (RStrobe) Illegal delay.
Is the second parameter in the range from 0 to 2?
Are the RStrobe delays calibrated?
099:167 (DIO)
DIO verify error. Failed digital verify.
099:168 (RComp) No such port.
Is the first parameter the correct channel number?
Are the Testhead power supplies on?
Are enough Digital I/O boards installed (at 4 channels per board)?
Are the Digital I/O board jumpers and switches set properly?
099:169 (DIO)
No Master.
Was Master run prior to using any Digital I/O boards?
Are the Testhead power supplies on?
099:170 (TDAC) Verify failure. Data from the Selftest assembly does not match as
written.
099:171 (TDAC) The MuxICAM board is installed in an invalid slot.
099:172 (TDAC) The ICAM board cannot be used for AMS autozero readings.
099:173 (TDAC) Illegal voltage.
Is the first parameter in the range from -10 to +10 volts?
Is the Selftest assembly calibrated?
099:174
The Mux board conflicts with another on the same group.
099:175
No Mux board in system.
099:178 (Arb)
No ASB present in system.
099:179 (Arb)
Requested ASB board not installed.
099:180 (Arb)
No such channel.
Is the first parameter the correct channel number?
Are the Testhead power supplies on?
Are enough Analog Source boards installed (at 2 channels per
board)?
Are the Analog Source board jumpers and switches set properly?
099:181 (Arb)
Illegal voltage.
Are all voltage parameters in the range from -16 to +16 volts?
Is the Analog Source board calibrated?
366
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(AMS)
(DIO)
(DIO)
(DvrDat)
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099:182 (Arb)
099:183 (Arb)
099:185
099:186
099:187
099:188
099:189
099:200
099:201
099:202
099:206
099:210
099:211
099:212
099:213
099:217
099:218
099:219
099:220
099:221
099:222
099:223
099:224
099:225
099:226
099:227
099:228
099:229
099:230
099:231
099:232
099:233
099:234
099:235
099:236
099:237
099:238
099:239
099:240
099:241
099:242
099:243
099:244
099:245
099:246

Illegal step. Step numbers range from -1 to +32767.
Illegal frequency. Second parameter must be positive, not more than
10,000,000.
(Arb)
Illegal burst count. Third parameter must be positive, not more than
256.
(ArbPulse) Illegal pulse programming step.
Invalid Multi-Form Relay channel.
Invalid Multi-Form Relay form.
Invalid Multi-Form Relay state.
(HSD)
No High Speed Digital board.
(HSD)
Illegal Min1 parameter.
(HSD)
Illegal Max0 parameter.
(HSD)
HSD is currently running.
(ADIO) Invalid ADData() output data value.
(ADIO) Invalid ADData() tri-state data value.
The specified prototype board was not found in the system.
The specified offset doesnt exist on the prototype board.
MRLY)
Function not supported with the version of Mrly firmware present.
(MRLY)
Function cannot be used with current Mrly board mode setting.
(MRLY)
Illegal MRLY revision level.
(MRLY)
No MRLY boards found in the Testhead.
(ModMrly) Specified Matrix Relay board was not found.
(MRLY)
MRLY failed Digital Selftest.
(MRLY)
No such channel.
(MRLY)
No such bus.
(MRLY)
Illegal state.
(ModMrly) Illegal mode.
(MRLY)
MRLY time out reading HC05.
(ModMrly) MRLY bad firmware revision or checksum.
(MRLY)
MRLY - no mode was set.
(INST)
Invalid MSP amplifier channel.
(INST)
Invalid MSP amplifier gain.
(INST)
Invalid MSP amplifier filter.
(INST)
Invalid Isolation amplifier channel.
(INST)
Invalid Isolation amplifier gain.
(INST)
Invalid Isolation amplifier filter.
(OCIO) No such byte.
(OCIO) A thermal fault has occurred.
(OCIO) Invalid rail parameter.
(OCIO) Requested OCIO board not installed.
(OCIO) No OCIO boards installed in system.
(OCIO) Digital failure on an OCIO board.
(OCIO) Data parameter greater than 256.
(ADIO) An ADIO board does not exist for the "byte" requested.
(ADIO) Illegal ADIO driver DAC bitcount.
(ADIO) Illegal ADIO reveiver DAC bitcount.
(ADIO) Illegal AdDAC BytePair parameter.
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099:247
099:248
099:249
099:250
099:251
099:252
099:253
099:254
099:255

(ADIO)
(ADIO)
(ADIO)
(ADIO)
(ADIO)
(ADIO)
(ADIO)
(ADIO)
(DIO)

Illegal AdDAC BytePair parameter.
Illegal ADData Byte parameter.
Illegal ARData Byte parameter.
Illegal "Mode" in RStrobe when an ADIO is master.
Illegal "Mode" in DvrClk when an ADIO is master.
The previous DIO delay is too long to be converted to an ADIO delay.
Illegal ADIO driver DAC voltage.
Illegal ADIO receiver DAC voltage.
The previous ADIO delay is too long to be converted to a DIO delay.

100:001
100:002
100:003
100:004
100:005
100:006
100:007
100:008
100:009
100:010
100:011
100:012
100:014
100:015
100:016
100:020
100:021
100:022
100:025
100:030
100:031
100:032
100:033
100:100
100:101
100:113
100:114
100:116
100:117
100:118
100:119
100:120
100:190
100:191
100:192
100:193
100:194

(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)

No MSP board.
SCI port not ready.
SCI port overrun.
SCI port framing error.
SCI port noise error.
Invalid function number.
Out of memory.
MSP board is not responding to commands.
TBUS transmit timeout.
Invalid message number.
Invalid message size.
Bus error on board.
Unknown command.
The MSP is already executing a command.
No Differential SXR (unsupported).
UART unknown message.
UART unknown parameter.
UART buffer overflow.
DLCP unknown parameter.
Exception on board.
Exception frame storage is smaller than the MSP exception frame.
String storage size is smaller than the MSP Version string.
Bad message checksum.
C2DNLD Bad mode.
C2DNLD Bad test index.
C2DNLD Transfer suspended.
C2DNLDTransfer aborted.
C2DNLDIllegal address.
C2DNLD Illegal byte count.
C2DNLD Illegal block type.
C2DNLD CS error.
C2DNLD Incorrect byte count.
Mismatched echo.
Bad message length from product.
Bad checksum from product.
Timed out while waiting for response from product.
Framing, overrun, or noise error.
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100:195
100:196
100:200
100:201
100:202
100:203
100:204
100:205
100:206
100:207
100:208
100:209
100:210
100:211
100:212
100:220
100:221
100:230
100:231
100:232
100:233
100:234
100:235
100:236
100:237
100:238
100:239
100:240
100:241
100:242
100:243
100:244
100:245
100:246
100:247
100:248
100:249
100:250

(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)
(MSP)

Timed out while waiting for an idle line.
Timed out while waiting for an echo byte.
DLCP receive FIFO invalid.
DLCP bus shorted.
DLCP timed out while waiting for an idle line.
DLCP invalid message size.
DLCP timed out while waiting for message.
DLCP timed out while waiting to transmit.
DLCP missing completion code.
DLCP completion code indicated no transmit message.
DLCP transmitter overrun.
DLCP transmitter lost arbitration.
DLCP early completion code received.
DLCP circular buffer overflow.
DLCP transmit FIFO not empty.
SPI unknown parameter.
SPI invalid parameter.
CAN dormant.
CAN protected.
CAN write error.
CAN illegal controller message object.
CAN idle timeout.
CAN no message.
CAN bad parameter error.
CAN bad array byte size.
CAN direction bit error.
CAN invalid Timeout parameter.
CAN message bit not set.
CAN Controller went busoff due to errors on the CAN bus.
CAN Message Object is busy tramsmitting messages.
CAN Message Object is busy receiving messages.
Frame size not equal to the message object buffers frame size.
Message Object buffer is full.
Matching CAN Message Object not found.
Invalid Direction parameter.
Invalid value for the Message Valid parameter.
Timeout expired before the desired number of messages was received.
Invalid number of frames parameter - too large or equal to zero.

101:001
101:002
101:003
101:004
101:005
101:006
101:007
101:008

(ICAM))
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)

A/D did not finish conversion before specified time out.
Invalid number of A/D samples.
Illegal rail voltage specified for current source.
Illegal DC current value specified.
Illegal ARB burst count specified.
Expected current is outside measurement current amperage range.
No such A/D channel.
Too many samples for given test duration.
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101:009
101:010
101:011
101:012
101:013
101:014
101:031
101:032
101:033
101:034
101:035
101:036
101:037
101:038
101:039
101:040
101:041
101:042
101:043
101:044
101:045
101:046
101:047
101:048
101:049
101:050
101:051
101:052
101:053
101:054
101:055
101:056
101:057
101:058
101:059
101:060
101:061
101:062
101:063

(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)
(ICAM)

Illegal ARB frequency specified.
No ICAM board in system.
No Selftest Unit detected.
Invalid ICAM calibration.
Value read was not in the range of A/D rail.
Delay parameter out of range.
Illegal ARB step specified.
Illegal ARB voltage specified.
No such Open-Collector channel.
ICAMFIRM.DLL is in use by another application.
Illegal source multiplexer input channel number.
Illegal source multiplexer output bus.
Invalid Delay parameter (must be a fraction).
Illegal LRange setting.
Illegal Time Gate.
Illegal crossover signal.
Illegal crossover slope.
HFMux verification failure.
SMux verification failure.
Illegal HF input channel.
Illegal measurement signal.
Illegal open-collector state.
Open-collector buffer verify error.
Illegal voltage range circuit number.
Illegal voltage range.
Bad operand in SetVSrcCh, SetISrcCh, SetMeasCh, or SetGrdCh.
MMux verify error.
RMux verify error.
More samples requested than memory allocated.
Sample overhead caused ARB overvoltage.
Invalid inductor measurement frequency.
Inductor peak current exceeded.
Defective ADC Memory Hardware.
Invalid Selftest resister selected for Certification.
Defective current source hardware.
Invalid resistor calibration on Turbo Selftest.
Capacitor voltage did not reach limit within specified timeout.
A function attempted to use a reserved SMux bus.
The ICAM board doesnt support the LRange resistor function.

102:001
102:002
102:003
102:004
102:005
102:006
102:007

(CSM)
(CSM)
(CSM)
(CSM)
(CSM)
(CSM)
(CSM)

Bad parameter.
No CSM board found in system.
Invalid Channel.
uC communication failure.
Channel configured for external sync asked to issue SYNC.
Invalid DAC level.
Invalid pulse waveform table size.
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102:008
102:009
102:010
102:011
102:012
102:013
102:014
102:015
102:016
102:017
102:018
102:019
102:021
102:022
102:023

(CSM)
(CSM)
(CSM)
(CSM)
(CSM)
(CSM)
(CSM)
(CSM)
(CSM)
(CSM)
(CSM)
(CSM)
(CSM)
(CSM)
(CSM)

Error Messages

102:028
102:029
102:030
102:031

(CSM)
(CSM)
(CSM)
(CSM)

Invalid pulse waveform frequency.
No response to c_RUThere.
No response to c_RUThere.
OS could not seek through the download file.
OS could not provide the Download file's size.
Download file size exceeds 32k.
OS encountered unexpected EOF in download file.
At least one uC did not come out of reset and assert RDY.
OS could not open DAC file.
OS could not seek through a DAC file.
OS could not provide DAC file's size.
DAC file's size exceeds 32k
Too many points in the DAC output waveform.
Couldn't get DAC value from file.
Parameters require the number of timer counts between DAC updates
to be too small or too large.
Parameters require the number of timer counts between frequency
updates to be too small or too large.
A zero was passed as one of the frequency parameters to ArbSweep or
FreqSweep.
The number of DAC values downloaded in ArbSweep exceeded the
maximum allowable.
Sweep (ArbSweep or FreqSweep) implemented in 0 steps or too many
steps.
Invalid frequency.
Comparator DAC voltage out of range.
INJ test pulsewidth parameter bad.
Array size exceeds the maximum size of the channel array.

103:000
103:001
103:002
103:003
103:004
103:005
103:006
103:007
103:008
103:009
103:010
103:011
103:012
103:013
103:014
103:015
103:128
103:129

(VI)
(VI)
(VI)
(VI)
(VI)
(VI)
(VI)
(VI)
(VI)
(VI)
(VI)
(VI)
(VI)
(VI)
(VI)
(VI)
(VI)
(VI)

No VI board found in Testhead.
A/D value out of range.
A/D value out of range.
Bad current calibration factor.
Bad voltage calibration factor.
Channel number out of range.
Volts value out of range.
IRange value out of range.
Amps value out of range.
Amps and IRange are not in agreement.
Invalid channel; board not found.
State value out of range.
Invalid step number.
Missing value for step.
Bad step value.
No Points in list.
No error; internal use only.
Board-side data mis-match.

102:024 (CSM)
102:025 (CSM)
102:026 (CSM)
102:027 (CSM)
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103:130
103:131
103:132
103:192
103:193
103:194
103:195
103:196
103:237
103:238
103:239
103:240
103:241
103:242
103:243
103:244
103:245
103:246
103:247
103:248
103:249
103:250
103:251
103:252
103:253
103:254
103:255

(VI)
(VI)
(VI)
(VI)
(VI)
(VI)
(VI)
(VI)
(PRO)
(PRO)
(PRO)
(PRO)
(PRO)
(PRO)
(PRO)
(PRO)
(PRO)
(PRO)
(PRO)
(PRO)
(PRO)
(PRO)
(PRO)
(PRO)
(PRO)
(PRO)
(PRO)

104:000
104:001
104:002
104:003
104:004
104:005
104:006
104:007
104:008
104:009
104:010
104:011
104:012
104:013
104:014
104:015
104:016
104:017
104:018

(Emulator) Timing Generator #1 missing.
(Emulator) Dvr/Rcvr missing (Clocks).
(Emulator) Timing Generator #2 missing.
(Emulator) Dvr/Rcvr missing (UTIL1).
(Emulator) Dvr/Rcvr missing (UTIL2).
(Emulator) Dvr/Rcvr missing (ADDR3).
(Emulator) Dvr/Rcvr missing (ADDR2).
(Emulator) Dvr/Rcvr missing (ADDR1).
(Emulator) Dvr/Rcvr missing (ADDR0).
(Emulator) Dvr/Rcvr missing (DATA3).
(Emulator) DvIr/Rcvr missing (DATA2).
(Emulator) Dvr/Rcvr missing (DATA1).
(Emulator) Dvr/Rcvr missing (DATA0).
(Emulator) Pod number doesnt match file Pod number.
(Emulator) Invalid Emulator number.
(Emulator) Control board missing (CONTROL).
(Emulator) MIN1 out of range.
(Emulator) MAX0 out of range.
(Emulator) Emulator already running.

372

No such board command.
Board-side timeout.
No such channel on board.
Board error - for internal use onlt.
Channel-side data mis-match.
No such channel command.
Channel-side timeout.
Bad offset for read/write.
Overrange on meter instrument.
Invalid connection requested on PRO Selftest.
Size of array incorrect.
Invalid calibration of turbo certified R.
Invalid Selftest board certified R requested.
Invalid number of samples requested.
Invalid ohm meter compliance voltage.
Read register number invalid.
Mode is not V, O, or VO meter.
Board number exceeds maximum.
Invalid resistor channel.
A/D converter timed out.
Invalid calibration path for A/D
Invaldi voltage mux channel selected.
Invalid V/O range.
Hardware readback verify error.
Invalid resistor value selected.
PRRES resource not available.
No Programmable board in system.
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104:019
104:020
104:021
104:022
104:023
104:024
104:025
104:026
104:027
104:028
104:029
104:030
104:031
104:032
104:033
104:034
104:035
104:036
104:037
104:038

(Emulator) Invalid board number.
(Emulator) Emulator cant be reached.
(Emulator) Bad condition for the Emulator.
(Emulator) Board is not a driver/receiver.
(Emulator) Board is not a timing generator.
(Emulator) Improper register offset.
(Emulator) Visual BASIC array too small.
(Emulator) Default Config file corrupt.
(Emulator) Emulator Config file corrupt.
(Emulator) I/O file header is truncated.
(Emulator) File isnt and I/O file (*.IOB).
(Emulator) Wrong I/O file version.
(Emulator) I/O file is corrupt.
(Emulator) I/O file is truncated.
(Emulator) Timing file header is truncated.
(Emulator) File isnt a Timing file (*.TGB).
(Emulator) Wrong Timing file version.
(Emulator) Timing file is corrupt.
(Emulator) Timing file is truncated.
(Emulator) File isnt a Configuration file (*.CGA).

105:001
105:002
105:003
105:004
105:005
105:006
105:007
105:037
105:038
105:041
105:042
105:044
105:046
105:048
105:049
105:070
105:128
105:129
105:130
105:131
105:132
105:133
105:193
105:195

(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)

105:197 (MRU)

Error Messages

Unsupported command.
Invalid cycle size.
RAMTEST VERIFY Failed the UUT RAM test
Exception error.
PRA not available.
Invalid data size parameter.
Illegal block size.
No RAM available.
IRQ disabled.
Interrupt occurred.
Invalid Logic Analyzer mode.
Invalid Logic Address.
Firmware exception error.
No stack pointer.
Stack already loaded.
Unknown command.
Invalid TMChan. Channel exceeded the MAX_CHAN number.
Invalid THSlot. Slot number exceeds the MAX_Slot number.
Invalid TMSig. Signal exceeded MAX_SIG.
MultiConn NoBreak. Multi.conn.w/Break = False.
Invalid TMSlot. Slot without trigger matrix hardware.
Opening INI. File Error opening .ini file.
Firmware did not set FDRDY (Error is in getbyte()).
Firmware has not cleared HDRDY by reading the previous data.
(Error is in r_putbyte()).
Error reading a two byte word (GETW).
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105:199
105:201
105:205
105:206
105:207
105:208
105:209
105:210
105:211
105:212
105:213
105:214
105:215
105:216
105:217
105:218
105:220
105:221
105:223
105:224
105:225
105:226
105:227
105:228
105:229
105:230
105:231
105:232
105:233
105:234
105:235
105:238
105:244
105:246
105:247
105:249
105:250
105:252
105:253
105:254

(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)
(MRU)

106:001 (DMS)
106:002
106:003
106:004
106:005
374

(DMS)
(DMS)
(DMS)
(DMS)
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Error writing a two byte word (PUTW).
Error reading a four byte word (GETL).
Error writing a four byte word (PUTL).
Error opening the file to hold the temp exception vectors.
Fillpath to golden samples file is too long.
Could not open golden samples file in LearnLogicWtsDelay().
Bad data size. Onlt 1, 2, 4, or 8 bytes allowed.
Incorrect byte echo back.
Incorrect short echo back.
Imcorrect long echo back.
Board not present.
No MRU boards found.
Invalid MRU group number.
MRU group not configured.
Bad name/access entry in CPU file.
Bad name/access entry in INIT file.
Invalid reset action.
Invalid AuxLine level.
Invalid Logic Analyzer WTS signal.
Invalid Logic Analyzer WTS delay count.
Bad Mon File. Bad name/access.
The requested RamTest call timeout is invalid..
Illegal MRU Timeout. The requested timeout is invalid.
Invalid MRU Pulse Sig. The signal must be a 0 or 1.
Invalid MRU TrigEn Flag. The flag parameter must be a 0 or 1.
Invalid MRU WaitTrig Sig. The signal must be a 0 or 1.
Invalid MRU FunCode Setting. Illegal function code for processor.
Invalid MRU UUT Fill Bytes. The UUT cannot fill this many bytes.
Invalid MRU UUT Fill Data. Invalid data for the given data size.
Invalid MRU IO Addr. Illegal MRU I/O address.
Invalid MRU IRQ Enable. Illegal IRQ enable flag.
Illegal number of UUT RAM locations to test.
SPI GetChar timed out.
SPI PutChar timed out.
Could not determine the Logic WTS delay.
No samples stored in the Logic Analyzer.
Could not determine the ReadBack WTS delay.
Could not find a time for the UUT Reset pulse.
Not enough UUT RAM to perform the copy.
Too many bytes for the CRC.
Hardware failure - data read from register did not match what was
written to it.
Could not find a DMS board in the Testhead.
Invalid DMS channel specified. Only 1 and 2 are valid channels.
Invalid clock source specified.
Invalid sample frequency or period specified.
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106:006
106:007
106:008
106:009
106:010
106:011
106:012
106:013
106:014
106:015
106:016
106:017

(DMS)
(DMS)
(DMS)
(DMS)
(DMS)
(DMS)
(DMS)
(DMS)
(DMS)
(DMS)
(DMS)
(DMS)

106:018 (DMS)
106:019 (DMS)
106:020 (DMS)
106:021
106:022
106:023
106:024

(DMS)
(DMS)
(DMS)
(DMS)

107:001 (Power)

107:002 (Power)
107:003 (Power)
107:004 (Power)
107:005 (Power)
107:006 (Power)
107:007 (Power)
107:008 (Power)
107:009 (Power)

Error Messages

Filter for signal selected must be 0 or 1.
Trigger source selected must be >/= 0 and </= 5.
Trigger edge selected must be a 0 or 1.
Sample count specified must be > 0 and </= 262144.
Delay count specified must be > 0 and </= 262144.
TrigNow flag must be a 0 or 1.
Invalid Mode was specified in DMSGet.
Invalid Timeout specified (too large or too small).
Invalid number of pre-trigger samples specified (too large or too small).
Invalid number of post-trigger samples specified (too large or too small).
Invalid Scale value specified.
Requested number of post-trigger samples in MDSGet was greater than
the actual number of samples taken.
Timeout occurred before all of the post-trigger samples were taken.
Timeout occurred before the trigger to take the post-tigger samples
occurred.
Timeout occurred before all of the pre-trigger samples were taken. The
timeout was never enabled.
Timeout occurred.
Invalid signal specified in DAMS call.
Invalid mode specified in DAMS call.
Invalid AutoZero value specified in DAMS call could be illegal with the
mode specified.
Dead Serial Data Loop. Data not received when expected from Power
Supply Controller. Cable may be damaged or unplugged; controller
may have line power or watchdog timer failure. Last controller must
have a loop-back stub to complete the serial network.
Spurious Serial Data. Host computer received spurious data from Power
Supply Controller. May indicate serial loop break issued by controller in
response to a fault.
Illegal Unit Number. Legal unit numbers are 0 - 63 ($00-$3F).
Problem Selecting Unit. Incorrect response from Power Supply
Controller to a select command. May indicate that power supply fault
occurred during the command.
No Such Unit. The requested unit number is higher than the actual
number of Power Supply Controllers. Unit numbers are assigned starting
with 0 from the host end of the data loop.
Serial Loop Echo Mismatch. Echo from Power Supply Controller does
not match byte from host. May indicate that power supply fault
occurred during data transmission.
Command Execution Timeout. Power Supply Controller communicates
but does not finish a command. May indicate a circuit failure in the
controller.
Illegal Voltage. The selected unit cannot produce the requested voltage.
Illegal Current. The selected unit cannot produce the requested current.
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107:010
107:011
107:012
107:013
107:014
107:015
107:016
107:017
107:018
107:019
107:020
107:021
107:022
107:023

(Power)
(Power)
(Power)
(Power)
(Power)
(Power)
(Power)
(Power)
(Power)
(Power)
(Power)
(Power)
(Power)
(Power)

107:024 (Power)
107:025 (PPS)
107:026
107:027
107:028
107:100
107:101
107:102
107:103
107:104
107:105
107:106
107:107
107:108
107:109
107:110
107:111
107:112
107:113

(PPS)
(PPS)
(PPS)
(Power)
(Power)
(Power)
(Power)
(Power)
(Power)
(Power)
(Power)
(Power)
(Power)
(Power)
(Power)
(Power)
(Power)

107:114 (Power)
107:115 (Power)
107:116 (Power)
107:117 (Power)
107:118 (Power)
107:129 (Power)
376
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Cant Open Path To Power Supply Controller.
Testhead power is off.
Testhead handle open.
Reset by power-up or TClear.
Cannot check Power Supply status.
Cannot read from Power Supply path.
Cannot write to Power Supply path.
Bad calibration data.
Illegal timeout value.
Input path not closed.
Power Supply Controller missing or not responding.
Output path not closed.
No Patchboard Power.
UUT Controller Bad Reply. This error occurs when the host computer
receives a bad reply from the UUT controllers.
This error occurs when the host computer cannot flush the input buffer
of the serial port associated with the UUT power supply controllers.
The Power Supply Controller Board is faulted with a fault that can only
be cleared by cycling power to the Testhead.
The +15 Patchboard supply faulted.
The -15 Patchboard supply faulted.
The +5 Patchboard supply faulted.
GPIB or HPIB device not available.
Bad voltage parameter for the given device.
Bad current parameter for the given device.
Bad parameter value passed for the device range.
A fault exists in the PS fault loop.
The GPIB.ini file could not be found in the Windows directory.
An improperly formatted string was returned from an 'ibrd'.
HPIB Hardware failure.
HPIB Overvoltage.
HPIB Overcurrent.
HPIB overtemperature.
Remote INHBT.
GPIB Hardware failure.
Operation on power supply of wrong type. Trying to get the serial loop
position of a HPIB supply.
Output of the HPIB supply is off, disabling the supply.
GPIB RELAY CONTROLLER relay status does not indicate the proper
relay turned on.
HPIB supply reports that the output is disabled when it should be
enabled.
GPIB supply reports that the output is disabled when it should be
enabled.
Output of the GPIB supply is off, disabling the supply.
Power-On Reset. Indicates a line power interruption to the Power
Supply Controller. Normal status after a cold start.
Series 2040D Test System
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107:130 (Power)
107:131 (Power)
107:132 (Power)
107:133 (Power)
107:134 (Power)
107:135 (Power)
107:136 (Power)
107:137 (Power)

107:138 (Power)
107:139 (Power)

107:140 (Power)
107:141 (Power)
107:142
107:143
107:145
107:146
107:147
107:148
107:149
107:192

(Power)
(Power)
(Power)
(Power)
(Power)
(Power)
(Power)
(Power)

107:193 (Power)
107:194 (Power)
107:196 (Power)

Error Messages

Serial Loop Break. Power Supply Controller detected 1ms current loop
interruption. Indicates that a fault has been detected by a lower
numbered unit.
External Fault. Power Supply Controller detected open contact at
external fault input.
CPU Fault Command. Fault condition intentionally generated by host
CPU.
Over-Voltage Monitor. Power Supply Controller measured voltage
outside programmed limits.
Under-Voltage Monitor. Power Supply Controller measured voltage
outside programmed limits.
Over-Current Monitor. Power Supply Controller measured current
outside programmed limits.
Under-Current Monitor. Power Supply Controller measured current
outside programmed limits.
Serial Data Overrun. Power Supply Controller detected incoming data
while transmitting. When the controller is commanded to transmit, the
host must wait until the transmission is complete before sending the
next command.
A/D Selftest Fail. Power Supply Controller A/D readings of ground or
reference exceeded acceptable limits. This may possibly be cleared by a
Selftest command or power-on reset.
EEPROM Checksum Fail. Power Supply Controller calibration data
memory failure. May occur after configuration card has been removed.
If it cannot be cleared by a Selftest command or power-on reset, the
controller must be re-calibrated.
Program ROM Checksum Failure. Power Supply Controller microcontroller EPROM may be failing. This may possibly be cleared by a
Selftest command or power-on reset.
Illegal Command. The Power Supply Controller saw an undefined
command byte.
HPIB fault.
GPIB fault.
GPIB supply overvoltage.
GPIB supply overcurrent.
GPIB supply overtemperature.
GPIB remote inhibit.
Invalid GPIB device.
Spurious Fault Interrupt. Power Supply Controller detected momentary
fault (2 microseconds). May be electrical interference or brief pulse on
external fault input, marginal internal supply voltages, power-line glitch,
etc.
B15 Fault. The internal B15 supply failed in the Power Supply
Controller.
B5 Fault. The internal B5 supply failed in the Power Supply Controller.
C15 Fault. The internal C15 supply failed in the Power Supply
Controller.
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107:200 (Power)
107:208 (Power)
107:224 (Power)
108:000
108:001
108:002
108:003
108:004
108:005
108:006
108:007
108:008
108:009
108:010
108:011
108:012
108:013
108:014
108:015
108:016
108:017
108:018
108:019
108:020
108:021
108:022
108:023
108:024
108:025
108:026
108:027
108:028
108:029
108:030
108:031
108:050

(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)

108:051
group
108:052
group
108:053
108:054

(DPIO)

378

(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)
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C5 Fault. The internal C5 supply failed in the Power Supply Controller.
A15 Fault. The internal A15 supply failed in the Power Supply
Controller.
Card Gone. The configuration card was removed from the Power
Supply Controller.
Given DPIO board number does not exist.
The DPIO driver enable register did not verify.
Illegal offset into the available DPIO memory.
Illegal length for the available DPIO memory.
Illegal master clock frequency.
The given DPIO test module does not exist.
Illegal DPIO test module option.
The serial data did not verify.
The serial control data did not verify.
The DPIO control register did not verify.
The DPIO counter address did not verify.
Illegal master clock source parameter.
Illegal master clock polarity parameter.
Illegal master clock qualifier parameter.
Illegal master clock qualifier polarity parameter.
The MASTERCLOCK control register did not verify.
Illegal master clock start source parameter.
Illegal master clock start polarity parameter.
Illegal master clock start qualifier parameter.
Illegal master clock start qualifier polarity parameter.
The start signal control register did not verify.
Illegal master clock stop source parameter.
Illegal master clock stop polarity parameter.
The stop signal control register did not verify.
Illegal child clock select parameter.
The child clock select register did not verify.
Arming the StartStop circuitry did not verify.
Illegal offset given for the LFA offset.
The DPIO Selftest cards driver/receiver enable register did not verify.
The DPIO Selftest cards driver data registers did not verify.
Stopbit was never set.
Illegal master board select parameter in DPArm.
Could not find the NumberOfTests key or the [GROUP
INFORMATION] section in the group file.
Could not find the Filename key or the [TEST #] section in the
file.
Could not find the StartAddr key or the [TEST #] section in the
file.
Could not find the Test Module File given in the Test Group file.
Could not find the BoardsUsed Key or [TEST INFORMATION] section
in the module file.
Series 2040D Test System
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108:055 (DPIO)
108:056
108:057
108:058
108:059
108:060
the
108:061

(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)

108:062 (DPIO)
108:063 (DPIO)
108:064 (DPIO)
108:065 (DPIO)
108:066 (DPIO)
108:067 (DPIO)
108:068 (DPIO)
108:069 (DPIO)
108:070 (DPIO)
108:071 (DPIO)
108:072 (DPIO)
108:073 (DPIO)
108:074 (DPIO)
108:075 (DPIO)
108:076 (DPIO)
108:077 (DPIO)
108:078 (DPIO)
108:079 (DPIO)
108:080 (DPIO)
108:081 (DPIO)

Error Messages

Could not find the TestLength Key or the [TEST INFORMATION]
section in the module file.
Could not allocate enough memory to retrieve test data.
No board numbers given in the BoardsUsed key.
Too many board numbers given in the BoardsUsed key.
End of file reached before reading all test data.
Could not find the ClockSource key or [MASTER SETUP] section in
test module file.
Could not find the BoardNumber key or [MASTER SETUP] section in
the rest module file.
Could not find the ClockDDSFreq key or [MASTER SETUP] section in
the test module file.
Could not find the ClockPolarity key or [MASTER SETUP] section in
the test module file.
Could not find the xxxQualifierx key or [MASTER SETUP] section in
the test module file.
Could not find the ClockTMIn key or [MASTER SETUP] section in the
test module file.
Could not find the StartSource key or [MASTER SETUP] section in the
test module file.
Could not find the StopSource key or [MASTER SETUP] section in the
test module file.
Could not find the StartTMIn key or [MASTER SETUP] section in the
test module file.
Could not find the StartPolarity key or [MASTER SETUP] section in the
test module file.
Could not find the StopPolarity key or [MASTER SETUP] section in the
test module file.
Could not find the StopTMIn key or [MASTER SETUP] section in the
test module file.
Could not find the ClockTMOut key or [MASTER SETUP] section in
the test module file.
Could not find the StartTMOut key or [MASTER SETUP] section in the
test module file.
Could not find the StopTMOut key or [MASTER SETUP] section in the
test module file.
Could not find the EnableDrivers key or [BOARD x] section in the test
module file.
Could not find the MARClkSource key or [BOARD x] section in the
test module file.
Could not find the MARClkTMIn key or [BOARD x] section in the test
module file.
Could not allocate more space for the full path to the test module file.
Could not find one of the [xxxx DATA x] sections in the tset module.
Could not find the LFAPipeline key or [TEST INFORMATION] section in
the test module file.
The LFAPipeline value retrieved from the test module file is illegal.
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108:082
108:083
108:084
max).
108:085
108:086

(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)

The Editor tried to copy test data using two different sized arrays.
The Editor tried to copy too many steps for the given arrays length.
The Editor tried to copy too many bits for the arrays width (32 bits

(DPIO)
(DPIO)

108:087
108:088
108:089
108:090

(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)
(DPIO)

The Editor tried to fill too many steps for the destination arrays length.
The Editor tried to fill too many channels for the destination arrays
width.
The Editor requested a fill command that the DLL does not recognize.
The Editor requested an illegal multiplicand (less than one).
The Editor requested an illegal divisoe (less than one).
The Editor requested an illegal half cycle for the Fill Clock tool.

109:001 (J1850)
109:006 (J1850)
109:007 (J1850)
109:008 (J1850)
109:009 (J1850)
109:010 (J1850)
109:011 (J1850)
109:012 (J1850)
109:014 (J1850)
109:015 (J1850)
109:016 (J1850)
109:017 (J1850)
109:018 (J1850)

109:019 (J1850)
109:020 (J1850)
109:025 (J1850)
109:026 (J1850)
109:027 (J1850)
109:028 (J1850)
380

No VPW-J1850 board was found in the Testhead. This may also be
caused by the Testhead power being off.
Invalid VPW-J1850 download function number.
The VPW-J1850 board is out of memory. This is most likely caused by
too large or too many message buffers.
The VPW-J1850 board is not responding to commands. This can be
caused by a hardware fault on the board.
VPW-J1850 TBUS transmit timeout. - Unused, not currently returned by
the VPW-J1850 firmware.
Invalid VPW-J1850 download/upload buffer number.
Invalid VPW-J1850 download/upload message size. Message size must
be greater than zero.
Bus error occurred on the VPW-J1850 board. - Unused, not currently
returned by the VPW-J1850 firmware.
Unknown VPW-J1850 firmware command. This could be due to out of
date firmware on the VPW-J1850 board.
The VPW-J1850 board is busy executing another command.
The VPW-J1850 board number exceeds the maximum board number
allowed.
The VPW-J1850 channel number is either less than zero or greater than
the maximum channel number allowed.
The VPW-J1850 channel number does not match any of the possible
channel numbers based on the current VPW-J1850 board configuration.
This may be due to an improper board number switch setting on the
VPW-J1850 board.
The transmit message size exceeds the maximum VPW-J1850 transmitter
message size.
The VPW-J1850 timeout parameter is either less than the minimum or
greater than the maximum timeout value allowed.
Unknown VPW-J1850 DLCP parameter. This could be due to out of
date firmware on the VPW-J1850 board.
Illegal VPW-J1850 DLCP parameter value.
The VPW-J1850 Periodic message number parameter exceeds the
maximum value allowed.
The VPW-J1850 Periodic period parameter value is either less than the
Series 2040D Test System
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109:030 (J1850)
109:031 (J1850)
109:032 (J1850)
109:033 (J1850)

109:034 (J1850)
109:035 (J1850)
the
109:036 (J1850)
109:037 (J1850)
109:050 (J1850)
109:051 (J1850)

109:052 (J1850)
109:053 (J1850)
109:054 (J1850)
109:055 (J1850)
109:056 (J1850)

Error Messages

minimum or greater than the maximum value allowed.
VPW-J1850 firmware generated error indicating that a microcontroller
exception occurred on the VPW-J1850 board.
The VPW-J1850 exception frame size exceeds the return frame storage
size.
The VPW-J1850 firmware version string size exceeds the return string
storage size.
VPW-J1850 firmware generated error indicating that the calculated
checksum for the uploaded message does not match the stored
checksum for that message.
The ANSI C file positioning fopen() function returned an error. The
operating system could not open the download file. Verify that the
pathname and filename are correct.
The ANSI C file positioning fseek() function returned an error. The
operating system could not find the beginning of the download file or
end of the download file.
The ANSI C file positioning ftell() function returned an error. The
operating system could not determine the download files size.
The ANSI C file positioning ftell() function returned an error. The
operating system could not determine the download files size.
VPW-J1850 DLCP RxFIFIO invalid . - Unused, not currently returned by
the VPW-J1850 firmware.
VPW-J1850 firmware generated error indicating that a bus shorted status
was detected in the status byte read from the channels DLCP controller
status register during a transfer. The channels DLCP controller sets the
network fault bit whenever hardware fault prevents the DLCP receiver
from sensing an active state after the transmitter has driven the J1850
bus for 60 microseconds. This fault indicates that the J1850 bus
connection is shorted to ground. Either an abort transmission (reset
transmitter) command, a tclear, or a board reset must occur to restart the
DLCP controller once this bit has been set. An abort transmission
command (reset transmitter) may be issued using the
setJ1850VPWParams function. The board can also be configured using
setJ1850VPWParams to always reset the transmitter before transmitting a
message.
VPW-J1850 firmware generated error indicating that the channel timed
out while waiting for an idle J1850 bus.
VPW-J1850 invalid J1850 message size . - Unused, not currently
returned by the VPW-J1850 firmware.
VPW-J1850 DLCP timed out while waiting for a message.
VPW-J1850 firmware generated error indicating that the channel timed
out while waiting to transmit in the block mode. - Unused, not currently
returned by the VPW-J1850 firmware.
VPW-J1850 firmware generated error indicating that channel never
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109:057 (J1850)
during
its
receive

109:058 (J1850)
during
its

109:059 (J1850)
during
its
contention
109:060 (J1850)
109:061 (J1850)
109:062 (J1850)

109:063 (J1850)

109:064 (J1850)
redundancy
completion
DLCP

382
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received a completion code for the transmitted message.
VPW-J1850 firmware generated error indicating that the transmitter not
involved code was detected in the transmitter status field of the
completion code read from the channels DLCP controller register
a transmission. The channels DLCP controller places this code into
completion code register whenever the transmitter did not perform
J1850 bus contention for the frame indicating that the frame did not
originate from this channel. One likely cause of this error is that a
completion code sneaked in before a transmit completion code was
received. Try increasing the number of times to check for a valid
transmission completion code using the setJ1850VPWParams function.
VPW-J1850 firmware generated error indicating the transmitter
underrun code was detected in the transmitter status field of the
completion code read from the channels DLCP controller register
a transmission. The channels DLCP controller places this code into
completion code register whenever a frame was transmitted but not
completed. This does not indicate that the transmission lost J1850 bus
contention. This error occurs when the board cannot load data into the
channels DLCP controller TxFIFO fast enough because it is busy with
other tasks.
VPW-J1850 firmware generated error indicating that the transmitter lost
arbitration code was detected in the transmitter status field of the
completion code read from the channels DLCP controller register
a transmission. The channels DLCP controller places this code into
completion code register whenever the transmitter loses bus
or a RxFIFO buffer overrun occurs.
VPW-J1850 firmware generated error indicating that the channel
received an early completion code. - Unused, not currently returned by
the VPW-J1850 firmware.
VPW-J1850 firmware generated error indicating that the channels
receiver circular buffer has overflowed.
VPW-J1850 firmware generated error indicating that the TxFIFO buffer
not empty status was detected in the transmitter status field read from
the channels DLCP controller status register during a block mode
transfer. - Unused, not currently returned by the VPW-J1850 firmware.
VPW-J1850 firmware generated error indicating that a RxFIFO buffer
overrun was detected in the RxFIFO overrun bit of the completion code
read from the channels DLCP controller. The channels DLCP controller
sets the RxFIFO overrun bit in its completion code byte register
whenever a RxFIFO buffer overrun has occurred.
VPW-J1850 firmware generated error indicating that a cyclic
check error code was detected in the error code field of the
code read from the channels DLCP controller. The channels
controller places this code into its completion code register
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whenever a
occurred.
109:065 (J1850)

109:066 (J1850)
was
the
this
received
as a
occur if a
uS in
generated.
109:067 (J1850)

110:000 (Selftest)

110:001 (Selftest)
110:002 (Selftest)
110:003 (QMUX)
110:004 (PSMON)
110:005 (Selftest)
110:006 (Selftest)

Error Messages

cyclic redundancy check is incorrect or a receiver overrun has
VPW-J1850 firmware generated error indicating that an incomplete byte
error code was detected in the error code field of the completion code
read from the channels DLCP controller. The channels DLCP controller
places this code into its completion code register whenever an
incomplete byte was received.
VPW-J1850 firmware generated indication that a bit timing error
detected in the error code field of the completion code read from
channels DLCP controller. The channels DLCP controller places
code into its completion code register whenever a bit in the
J1850 frame did not match the timing window. This generally occurs
result of mismatched clock divisors between nodes. It may also
BREAK is detected after the J1850 bus has been passive for 8 to 34
which case two completion codes (bit error and break) will be
VPW-J1850 firmware generated error indicating that a BREAK error code
was detected in the error code field of the completion code read from
the channels DLCP controller. The channels DLCP controller places this
code into its completion code register whenever a BREAK symbol is
detected on the J1850 bus, or the J1850 bus is shorted high longer than
the defined BREAK period, and has recovered.
Requested Selftest board not found.
Is the Selftest Assembly properly connected?
Are the Testhead power supplies on?
Is the Selftest Assembly configured for this Testhead?
Product P/S Selftest board does not respond.
Is the Selftest Assembly properly connected?
Are the Testhead power supplies on?
Selftest specific parameter out of range.
Are the programmed parameters within the valid range for the
functional call?
Qmux failed verification.
Is the Selftest Assembly properly connected?
Are the Testhead power supplies on?
PSMON call failed verification.
Is the Selftest Assembly properly connected?
Are the Testhead power supplies on?
General register failed verification.
Is the Selftest Assembly properly connected?
Are the Testhead power supplies on?
The voltage or current pathway in the Selftest Assembly has been
severed after 30 seconds of inactivity. This is done to protect the
hardware from the possibility of a long software delay during a high
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current or high voltage condition.
110:007 (DIOTest) No DIO board is the Master. The DIO Test only operates on the system
Master.
110:008 (Selftest) Invalid board configuration. A potentially hazardous conflict was found
between the configuration of the Testhead and that of the Selftest Unit
installed. Please remove the Selftest Unit immediately. Calibration data
taken with this Selftest Unit installed on this system may be invalid.
110:009 (QMUX) Parameter error.
110:010 (TstRly)
Bad channel parameter.
110:011 (TstRly)
Unable to verify Test Relays.
110:012 (STID)
Slot parameter too high.
110:013 (MuxTest) RMUX Selftest board not present.
110:014 (MuxTest) Bad parameter.
110:015 (MuxTest) Verify failure.
110:016 (RTest)
Relay Selftest board not present.
110:017 (RTest)
Bad parameter.
110:018 (RTest)
Verify failure.
110:019 (ASBMon) ASB Selftest board not present.
110:020 (ASBMon) Bad parameter.
110:021 (ASBMon) Verify failure.
110:022 (TDAC) Illegal voltage. Voltage must be within +9.999924V and -10.00000V.
110:023 (PSMON) Bad parameter.
110:024 (DIOTest) DIO Selftest board not present.
110:025 (DIOTest) Bad parameter.
110:026 (DIOTest) Verify failure.
110:027 (IsoMon) InstAmp/IsoAmp/MSP Selftest board not present.
110:028 (IsoMon) Bad parameter.
110:029 (IsoMon) Verify error.
110:030 (Selftest) OCIO Selftest board not present.
110:031 (Selftest) ADIO Selftest board not present.
110:032
Bad DIOmon parameter.
110:033
Unable to verify DIOmon.
110:034
VI Source Selftest board not present.
110:035
Bad VI Source test.
110:036
Unable to verify VI Source test.
110:037
Bad VISmon parameter.
110:038
Can't invert both VISmon signals (start and stop).
110:039
Unable to verify VISmon.
110:040 (Selftest) No MRU Selftest board.
110:041 (Turbo)
Selftest Assembly peek error.
110:042 (Turbo)
Selftest Assembly poke error.
110:043 (Turbo)
The specified Selftest prototype card was not found.
110:044 (Turbo)
The specified register doesnt exist on the Prototype Selftest card.
110:045 (Turbo)
The Turbo Selftest assembly was not found
110:046 (Turbo)
The gain or offset value in the EEPROM of the Turbo Selftest assembly is
out of spec. Run pssadj.exe to correct.
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110:047
110:048
110:049
110:050

(Turbo)
(Turbo)
(Turbo)
(Turbo)

110:051 (Turbo)
110:052 (Turbo)
110:053 (Turbo)
127:002
127:003
127:004
127:005
127:006
127:007
127:008
127:009
127:010
127:011
127:012
127:013
127:056
127:060
127:070
127:071
127:072
127:073
127:074
127:089
127:090
127:091
127:092
127:093
127:094
127:095
127:096
127:097
127:098

Error Messages

The programming/erase status bit does not change state.
The EEPROM type is not currently supported.
The data read from the EEPROM does not match as written.
The calculated checksum and the checksum read from the EEPROM
does not match.
VPW-J1850 Selftest board not present.
Bad J1850VPW Test parameter.
Unable to verify J1850VPW test.

(GENERR) Keyboard quit (^E) typed.
(GENERR) Keyboard interrupt (^C) typed.
(GENERR) Invalid number of vacuum wells in RESOURCE.INI.
(GENERR) Invalid vacuum well selected.
(GENERR) Invalid vacuum well position.
(GENERR) Internal PPSCOM. Indicates an error that shouls not occur. CALL
DIGALOG!!
(GENERR) Internal DLIHOST. Indicates an error that shouls not occur. CALL
DIGALOG!!
(GENERR) Internal DLIMISC. Indicates an error that shouls not occur. CALL
DIGALOG!!
(GENERR) Internal LIBTHIO. Indicates an error that shouls not occur. CALL
DIGALOG!!
(GENERR) Internal AMSINT. Indicates an error that shouls not occur. CALL
DIGALOG!!
(GENERR) Internal PTADLL. Indicates an error that should not occur. CALL
DIGALOG!!
(GENERR) Internal OPSYS. Indicates an error that should not occur. CALL
DIGALOG!!
(GENERR) Parameter error.
(GENERR) Memory allocation failed, out of memory.
(GENERR) Registry Type Mismatch. Value Type does not match expected.
(GENERR) Registry Buffer Length. String buffer is too small for Value.
(GENERR) Registry Access Denied. Key access is not granted to the user (NT error).
(GENERR) Registry Invalid Key. This key does not exist or is corrupt.
(GENERR) Registry No Match. The string could not be found in the value of any of
the sub keys of the key being searched.
(GENERR) The number of dimensions in the array is incorrect.
(GENERR) Visual BASIC array size error.
(GENERR) Visual BASIC array uninitialized.
(GENERR) Entry not found in .ini file.
(GENERR) Unknown PS type for given channel .
(GENERR) No resource.cat file found in Digalog\include.
(GENERR) Windows path could not be found.
(GENERR) No resource.ini file found in Digalog\include.
(GENERR) Could Not Open or Close File.
(GENERR) Could not locate a file being searched for.
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127:099 (GENERR) Too many arguments passed for a variable length parameter list.
127:100 (GENERR) The Resource.cat file is corrupted or contains an invalid entry. Re-install
software.
127:101 (GENERR) The Resource.ini file is corrupted or contains an invalid entry. Use
TRMAN to create a new file.
127:102 (GENERR) Bus error.
127:107 (GENERR) Floating-point division error.
127:112 (GENERR) Board type not found in Resource.cat file. File is corrupt or out of date.
Re-install software.
127:113 (GENERR) The parameter is the wrong type (size).
127:206 (GENERR) Already saving to a module.
127:207 (GENERR) Cant Malloc() a module.
127:221 (GENERR) Module not found.
127:244 (GENERR) Read error.
127:245 (GENERR) Write error.
127:246 (GENERR) Device not ready.
127:255 (GENERR) Debug test error.
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